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Foreward to Research Paper on Canadian 

Consular Operations in the U.S.A. 

Canada now operates 15 consular missions in the United States, 

• 	- with a total staff of some 400 individuals, costing approximately 

$10 million per year. How and why this extensive network of Canadian 

representation orginated, and the needs it was designed to meet, are 

matters of some  interest in themselves. Of equal value is the light Which 

.such knowledge casts on and the perspective in which it places Canada's 

consular operations as they, exist in the United States today. 

Special studies are hardly necessary to establish the 

desirability of all Canadian consulates being responsive to a broad 

range of Canadian.Government interests in the United States. Nevertheless 

the study has brought to light multiple instances of.why Offices devoted to 

one aspect of the consular function, be it immigration, trade promotion, 

information, or consular services in the narrow sense,. are less desirable 

and effective than offices which carry out a broad range of consular 

functions. 

The study does indicate that the Canadian.consular : system in 

the Unites States has grown in a somewhat haphazard manner, often in 

response to the gpecialized interests of single Departments. Posts have 

been established in cities which might have been less than thé best 

choice in terms of all Canadian interests. It is also clear that it is 

difficult to close a post when one department decides to move its resources 

elsewhere. However, this does not appear to present major problems. Rather 

the degree to which posts' today recognize and react to the totality of 

Canadian Government interests in their territory is the aspect of the 



Canadian consular operations in the U.S.A. which needs emphasis. In 

particular, one might note the very real effort being made by all 

Departments represented at consular posts in the United States to 

co-operate fully in the achievement of the Canadian Government's 

objectives. This has gone hand in hand with an increasing realization 

that great danger exists in too rigidly segmenting post activities. , 

Trade promotion cannot be separated from  information; the tourism  and  

immigration programmes are supportive of one another; all departments 

have an interest  in an  active general relations programme . In emphasizing 

a number of historic and continuing departmental conflicts of Some real 

significance . , the study throws into sharp relief the general spirit of 

éo-operation vbich.has characterized consular operations in thé U.S.A. 

in recent years. Particularly Worthy of note is the degree to whicirthe 

Trade Commiàsioner  Service and Manpower & Immigration have been prepared 

to assist the Department of External Affairs in the field of information, 

administration, and  consular services. 

Mr. W. R. Young is responsible for most of this study which he 

prepared in the. summer of 1971. Miss E. McAllister produced the sections 

dealing with the opening of'our new posts in ,Atlanta,.Georgia, and 

San Juan, Puerto Rico; the effects of austeritY; and the impact of 

integratiOnon the consulates in the U.S.A.> 



PAliT I  

History of Consulates in the U.S.A .  

By W.R. Young 
INTRODUCTION 

The absence of direction in the approach of the Canadian Government 

to the question of establishing its offices in the United States has been a 

notable feature of Canadian representation. Until 1947, no system set up in 

accordance with an enunciated policy regulated the opening of Canadian bureaus 	' 

in the United States, as government departments, actual and proposed, opened 

offices in response to various  pressures  Without attempting to coordinate their 

efforts. New offices which existed to serve only the immediate néeds.  of their 

respective ',Dttawa departments frequently were closed soon after opening. A 

paucity of long-run planning characterized the appearance and disappearance of 

these unrelated and restricted operations. 

Apart from the Canadian Legation (The Canadian »ease,- after 1943) 

which was establiehed in WaShington in 1927, the first Canadian representatives 

were immigration officers uho were maintained by varioue departments (Agriculture 

Interior, Immigration and Colonisation, and latterly Mines and Resources). During 

the flood  tide of migration into  Canada in the early decades of this century, there 

were twenty-two such'offices in the U.S.A. The Department Of  Mines and  Resources, 

however, under the impact of the Depresition reduced its immigration offices to four 

(New York City; Fairfield, Maine; Malone, New York; and Seattle, Washington) by 

the late 1930es. The war in 1939 furthered this attrition to the extent.that the 

sole reMaining representatives of the oldest Canadian service in the United States 

in 1943 were the two officers staffing an office in Seattle, Washington. It was 

expected that when offices re-opened in the post-war period, their functions would' 

be assimilated by a comprehensive oonsular and diplomatic eystem.3.- 
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A third wave of new and unplanned Canadian Government offices in the 

United States resulted from the proliferation of governmental contacts after 

war began in 1939. Theselposts were established by a variety of Ottawa departments 

and included the Canadian'Joint Chiefs of Staff representatives in Washington, the 
- 

Canadian Shipping Board in Washington,  Censorship Liaison Officers in New York and 

Washington, the National Research Council in Washington, the RCMP Liaison Officer 

in Washington, the Wartime Information Board in Washington and New York, and the 

Wartime Prices and Trade Board in Washington.  Also, the army set up recruiting 

centres in Detroit, Buffalo, St.Paul, Bangor and Seattle.2  

The operations of the Department of Trade and Commerce in the United 

States have always remained in a state of flux. The Trade Commissioner Service 

grew after 1886 when the Department of Trade and Commerce appointed 

honorary commercial agents and then professional trade representatives the world 

over, but only a single trade commissioner was sent to the U.S.A., to Chicago 

in 1905, and that office succumbed to a 1906 decision that its returns did not 

justify the expense. A second trade office was not opened until 1921 when the 

Bureau of Canadian Information in New York, established in 1919, was converted 

into a Trade Commissioner's post. This decision accompanied the resolution of the 

Union Government to create more offices in the United States as a means of 

increasing Canadian trade. An unsympathetic response from the Liberal Government 

of 1921 terminated this policy, and consequently, New York remained the sole trade 

post in the entire United States. The Department of Trade and Commerce obtained 

permission to open another office in San Francisco in 1929, but closed it after 

only a few months of operation. Trade officers were sent to Los Angeles and Chicago 

in 1939 to relieve the pressure on New York, the office responsible for all trade 

promotion in the U.S.A., and although Trade and Commerce 

wanted to close them, these three offices survived until consular offices were 

opened respectively in 1952, 1947 and 1943. 	Trade Commissioners either closed 



up shop, as in the case of Los Angeles and Chicago, or. took charge of the 

trade section of their consular successor, as in New York. 

After the war, the.system of Canadian consulates across the United 

States grew during four different periods of expansion. The establishment 

of consulates in Chicago, Detroit, San Francisco, and Boston during the 

first years', 1947 and 1948, was.guided largely by a report in 1947 by Leslie 

Chance. These years were followed by inactivity during a period of tightened 

government spending in the late forties and early fifties. A second era of 

consular growth beginning in 1952, lasted through the following year. After 

tours andrepoirts by Edmond Turcotte, Consul General in Chicago, and Hector 

Allard of the Consular Division, consular establishments were opened in • 

New Orleans, Los Angeles and Seattle. Another longer quiescent period 

followed until 1961, mhen, without any comprehensive review of requirements 

by External Affidrs, the Department of Trade and Commerce opened consulates 

in Cleveland and Philadelphia after a review of the U.S. market in 1961. 

The.final period of . consular growth,›beginning in 1968, witnessed new 

'consulates in San Juan, Minneapolis, Buffalo, Dallas and Atlanta. In the 

case of Atlanta at least, opened in 1972, efforts were made to take into 

account the full range of Canadian Government interests in the Southeastern 

United States. While the post does not provide  an  ideal solution to the 

consular problems created by the large number of Canadians living in or 

visiting Florida, nonetheless, it might properly be said a careful weighing 

of the departmental interests involved took place in the planning of this 

post. In 1974, as well, interdepartmentally agreed objectives were prepared 

for all consulates in the United .States. The basic thene of these,objectives 

was that each post should be responsive to the full range of Canadian Government 

interests in the United States. By 1972 it was clear, therefore, that 



consular posts in the United States were becoming much less creatures 

of their founding derartments and more instruments for helping to 

manage the complex Canada/U.S.A. relationship. 
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THE EMERGENCE OF A CONSULAR SYSTEM 

Prior to 1947, offices in the United States appeared and 

disappeared according tà the whim of the departments concerned. First, 

twenty-two immigration offices opened and then gradually declined in 

numbers until only a single office remained by 1943. Trade and Commerce 

erratically set up offices in cities where the department believed trade 

promotion activities demanded a Trade Commissioner, but the only 

consistent feature of these offices is they all closed within a few 

months, or at the most, a few years. Likewise, the Department of 

EXternal Affairs opened its consular offices in the United States at 

New York and at Portland without first devising a long-term programme. 

The haste with which the New York consulate was established, combined 

with the awkward situations which developed, exemplified this fact. 

By 1942, Canadian wartime activities in New York had increased 

to the extent that the desire of the Wartime Information Board to open 

an office in New York accompanied a proposal from EXternal Affairs to 

establish a Consulate General to coordinate Canndian representation. 

Information Board officials believed that their office would be regarded 

only as a temporary propaganda agency unless it were combined with an 

established governmental service. In supporting the proposal of the 

Information Board, the Department of External Affairs noted that although 

the Consulate could not take over all functions exercised by the British on 

behalf of Canada in New York, the office oould relieve both the British 

Consulate General and the Canadian Legation in Washington  of many consular 

activities. 3 
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Immediately after the Department of External Affairs had 

analysed the operation of the Wartime Information Board, officers prepared 

the required telegrams asking for the approval of the government of the 

U.K. and the U.S.A. Aleo, the Department consulted  the Canada  Legation 

in Washington, the Deputy Minister of Transport, the Cormlissioner of 

Customs, and the Director of Immigration for their advice and assistance 

in transferring to the Canadian Consul General those functions related 

to their services which previously had been performed by the British Consul 

General. 

Prime Minister Mackenzie King announced in the House'ef Gommons 

on April 9, 1943, that  an Ordercreating a Consulate Generel ' in  New York 

had been passed, and he remarked. that the Canadian Government had decided 

to open a Consulate Generaldueto the pressure of the war which resulted 

in a great increase in Canadian activities.4 There was &  he said, a need 

for a central agency of the government in New York to direct and administer 

all Canadian departmental officers who performed duties in that city. 

The newly-appointed Consul General, Hugh Day Scully, formerly Commissioner 

of austomm for the Department of National Revenue, would supervise the ' 

Canadian Government Trade Commissioner and the New York Office of the 

Wartime Information Board, and regular EXternal Affairs officers would 

perform consUlar services. The jurisdiction of the nebi Consulate General 

included the State of New York, Connecticut, and New Jersey, but not the 

counties of Atlantic, Burlington, Camden, Cape May, Cumberland, Gloucester, 

Ocean or Salem. 5 

Although New York was the third consulate established by the 

Canadian Government, it waa the first to carry out consular tasks, and 
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the Department, therefore, had to construct consular instructions. The 

Consul General, it appears, opened his office without formal written 

instructions from Ottawa since the Department, unprepared for the opening, 

had not had time to compile them. 6 They sent K.B. Bingay to New York 

to investigate the work performed by the Trade Commissioner and the 

British Consulate General and to draw up a list of matters upon which 

the Consulate would need written direction. Miss Bingay subsequently 

prepared a series of fiveememoranda outlining the duties expected of the 

consular officers. The Department recommended, on her return, that 

printed instructions not be issued for the guidance of the consuls, but 

instead, a series of numbered circulars be issued on the subjects raised 

in her memoranda. These.circulars would later be amended and incorporated 

into permanent printed Canadian Consular Instructions. 7. 

Another case in point was the episode involving the office at 

Portland, Maine, whereby a reaction to the pressure of events again 

revealed a lack of foresight on the part of External Affairs. 

Near . the end of the war, the question of opening a second 

consulate in the United States suddenly faced the unprepared Department 

of External Affairs. The British had maintained a Vice-Consulate in 

Portland, Maine, to satisfy the needs of both British and Canadian tankers 

which discharged their oil cargoes into a pipeline extant between 

Portland and Montreal, but as the war concluded, the British decided to 

close their office. 9 Canadian interests in Portland were still extensive 

enough to cause the Deputy Minister of Transport and the Montreal Board of 

Trade, at the instigation of the oil companies, to urge External Affairs 

to continue representation in Portland. Departmental officers were 

10 
not particularly pleased Lth this situation. 	Lester Pearson, the 



Canadian Ambassador in Washington, protested that Canadian representation 

in Portland was unjustified, and led to the embarrassing anomaly of 

maintaining an office in a secondary city before opening others in more 

important centres. 11 

The Department, however, bowed to the exigency "...in view 

of the necessity of not leaving the active Canadian shipping interests 

at Portland unattended to..." and sent an officer to Portland.12 The 

Under-Secretary had already suggested to Mr. Pearson that one possible 

solution which would satisfy both the oil companies and the Department 

would be the appointment of an honorary consul. The wisdom of this 

suggestion was confirmed by the report of the temporary consul in Portland 

who advised his superieors that there was not sufficient business in that 

city to justify a permanent Canadian officer. He recommended that the 

best and least costly method of maintaining the requisite representative 

would be to appoint a local citizen as an honorary vice-consul. The 

Department agreed and A.A. LaFleur, Attorney-at-Law, was appointed• 

Honorary Vice Consul for Canada at Portland on March 24, 1947.
13 

Needless to say the haphazard and unplanned nature of the 

growth of Canadian representation in the United States was satisfactory 

to few officers of the Canadian Government, particularly those from the 

Department of External Affairs. Further, aanedian officials believed 

that the continued representation of Canada in the United States by 

British diploinats was unsound. The first reason for their conclusion' 

: , as founded on the logic that it was both needless and undesirable to 

place an unjustifiable burden of Canadian work on the United Kingdom 

Consular officers. 14  Canada was rich enough to take care of her citizens, 



and Britain was having wartime and postwar financial problems. 

A second and more important cause of dissatidfaction with the 

system was the inadequacy of British representation of Canada in the 

U.S. This sentiment, based on the nationalism of the Canadian diplomatic 

staff and not on complaibts about the quality of the work performed by 

the British, was not a new reason for expanding Canadian offices abroad. 

Immigration officials, prior to the Great War, had complained constantly 

about the problems of stirring up British foreign officers enthusiasm for 

encouraging emigration to Canada. Similarly, the Canadians responsible 

for the establishment of the Trade Cammissioner service were spurred into 

expanding their offices abroad because of the problems involved in having 

15 the British promote trade for Canada. 	This situation prompted 

knowledgeable Canadian civil servants to advocate the expansion of 

Canadian diplomatic and consular functions. 16 

In 1942, the Trade Commissioner in Los Angeles reported to 

Dr. Hugh Keenleyside, Assistant Under-Secretary of State, that, "as a 

Canadian," he was not satisfied with the continued British representation 

of Canada in the United States, and moreover, he discovered most other 

Canadians living in and visiting the United States shared his feelings. 

The British, he believed, while doing a good job were not "...equipped 

to do the job as well as we could do it ourselves."
17 Lester Pearson, 

Minister-Counsellor of the Canadian Embassy in Washington, reported to 
fé 

Ottawa in 1944 that when he addressed a meeting of the U.K. Consuls in 

the United States they asked questions about Canada, the Commonwealth 

and dominion status: 

...almost pathetic and not a little humiliating to me as a 
Canadian, to have them ask me questions - many of them very 
elementary questions - about my country so that they would 

9 



be.in  a position to deal with enquiries about Canada which 
they received... Some of these men - and they seemed to me 
to. be very good Men - who are representing us in thià way 
haire never been inside Canada and naturally know very little 
about 	I think /our use of British Consuls/ is one of  
the worst examples of our reluctance to accept the full 
responsibilities of the etatue about which me boast... 18  

Norman Robertson, the Under-Secretary of State for EXternal 

Affairs, replied to Pearson's observations by remarking that the 

Canadian record of representation in the United-States "...is not one 

of which we can be particularly proud and the sooner we start to rectite 

it the better. "19  To of the most important personages who would shape 

Canada's foreign policies for fifteen years reflected the Canadian 

feeling that no longer could Canada allow so many of her daily contacts 

with her nearest and most powerful neighbour be conducted by proxy. 

Thhsfirst and paramount reason for the desire to establish 

consulates in the U.S., therefore, was allied to the view that Canadian 

consular posts would give the Americans a more accurate impression of 

Canada. 

On his tour of the United States, the head of the Consular 

Division of the Department of EXternal Affairs, Leslie G. Chance, 

emphasized in 1947 the importance of the dissemination of information 

about Canada as a reason for the expansion of a consular service across 

the U.S.: 

• 	 There is an immense job of education to be done here. 
The ignorance of our place in the world which:one encounters 
on every hand is little short of shocking. Perhaps it is 
our own fault... Nonetheless, it is a bit staggering to find 
so little comprehension of such elementary facts as Canadian 
political independence of the United Kingdom. Friendship 
there is in abundance, pressed down and running over, but 
that we are a people in our own right is still, I fear, only 
faintly discerned... I am becoming progressively convinàed as 
I go along that the Commonwealth position all round would be 
greatly strengthened by the appearance of Canadian consuls 
in special United States cities. 2° 

10 



Under-Secretary"Pearson concurred with these opinions when in 

sending them to.the Secretary, Louis St. Laurent, he noted that "..the 

prevailing American conflision  ai d ignorance as to our world place  and 

 independence are deepened and the whole amartonwealth position is obscured 

by representation which is not in accordance with present day faCts."21  

Even after.several consulates had been set up in 1952, such 

thinking in the Department was cause to urge the expansion of the.consular 

system. Hector Allard of the Consular Division reported to the Under-

Jecretary after a tour of the United States that the Americans were very 

interested in Canada, and willing to be informed, but the degree of 

American ignorance about Canada was "astounding." 22 

Both befOre and after. the war, officials also believed, with 

good reason, that -an expansion of a . Canadian consular system in the U.3. 

consulates would soon be encumbered with a large amount of work to perform. 

The Trade Cormissioner in New York reported that prior to the establishment 

of the ConsulateGéneral he already was Performing consular duties involving 

strandéd Canadians, immigration, succession duty, information, and the 

issuance of labour permits.
23 Likewise, the Commissioner of the Los 

Angeles office reported in 1942 that he was called upon to perform many 

tasks associated more with a consulate than . with a trade commission, and 

that the volume of consular and trade business staggered the ability of 

24 his staff to cope. 	The Consul General in New York, Hugh Day Scully, 

reported in 1944 that he believed  the  opening of Canadian consulates in 

the United States would multiply by many times.the number of inquiries 

formerly handled by British consulates on behalfce Canada.
25 
 Scully 

emphasized that the nature of the business would not be strictly consular 

11 



(issuing passports, certifying documents, etc.), but Would - also involve 

1 
more ropresentational and information functions by heads  of post.  From 

his experience, Scully remarked thet the head would, 

...be in constant demand as a circulating medium for Canada. 
Various representative business organizations, some of them 
quite highly specialized - service clubs - women's clubs ■•• 
churches - schools and from time to time colleges and 
universities make demands on him for attendance at meetings 
and other functions... In addition, there are large public 
gatherings and many cocktail parties, etc. Many of them 
result in contacts that should be followed up, for example, with 
newspaper men or writers for opinion-forming journals. 2° 

The need for consulates as commercial trade promotion centres, 

however, was disputed among the member(' of the Department of External 

Affairs during the 1940's and 1950 1 s. Although trade traditionally 

constituted one of the major functions of a consul, H.D. Scully, N.Y. 

Consul General, felt that, 

...because the average American businessman, whether importer 
or exporter, has such a full knowledge of the trading possibilities 
of Canada that he regards Canadian territory pretty much as he 
would a large section of his own country; he for the most part, 
is capable of conducting his own business direct... For 
example, practically all the big Canadian paper mills have their 
own selling agencies in New York or elsewhere in the States... 	)( . 
They need very little, if any, help from the Canadian Government 
such as a Trade Commissioner Service can supply. This is true 
also of the nickel, aluminum, copper, lead, zinc, and grain 
businesses and to a considerable extent applied to the lumber 
and allied industries. 

Scully suggested, therefore, that the handling of trade enquiries 

could be taken care of by a member of the•  consular staff who should send 

reports to a senior trade man in New York. Business relations would not 

be established by the local consulate, but by a general trade reporter 

with a roving commission who would secure information and make connections 

for both the Canadian Government and Canadian private businesses. This 

12 



proposal was not approved by the entire Department. One member wrote 

a rebuttal to Scully's arguments notinr that this scheme would result in 

...breaking up the Trade and Commerce Relationship", a disaster in a 

period of short staffing in which only the Trade Commissioners had the 

experience to be appoirited to External Affairs posts. The success of a 

consular service built on a Trade and Commerce foundation, therefore, 

depended on the ready and willing cooperation by that Department. J.E. Read, 

Legal Adviser to the Department and later a Justice of the International 

Court, believed that Scully was opposed to the relationship which had been 

established between Ekternal and Trade and Commerce. He did not "...fully 

appreciate it and, at agy rate, he is subconsciously resisting any 

movements or developments which would be acceptable to Trade and Commerce." 

Accordingly, Read proposed that the second-in-command at large posts such 

as New York should be Trade and Commerce officers and not regular consular 

27 officials from External Affairs. 

In summary, several reasons motivated the determination to 

expand representation in the United States. Firstly, there was a desire 

to remove the burden of work performed on Canada's behalf by the British 

consulates. A separate but allied need for Janadian offices could be 

found in the nationalism of the officials who wanted Canada to a9sume the 

responsibilities of self-sufficient nationhood and, thereby, correct 

the lingering but false image of Canada as a colony in the eyes of the 

Americans. A final, thoUgh not unanimously accepted reason for Canadian 

consular expansion, was the desire to assume most of the trade responsi-

bilities of the Trade Commissioner Service. 



PLANS FOR CONSULAR EXPANSION - 1940-1947  

For the aforementioned reasons as well as departmental recognition 

that an unplanned expansion of the consular service could prove disastrous 

for Canada's image in the eyes of the Americans, External  Affaira  

prepared three plans between 1940 and 1947 for directing the development 

of consular representation in the United States. 	third scheme of 

1947, the proposal finally adopted, is important as it provides a 

reference for the consideration of subsequent departmental modifications 

of the consular system. 

The first comprehensive plan for the opening of Canadian 

consular offices in the United States was prepared on July 13, 1940, by 

Dr. Hugh L. Keeleyside, Assistant Under-Secretary of State for EXternal 

Affairs. 29  It was prompted by the exigencies of the wartime situation, 

namely, the desire of the RCMP to impose wartime passport restrictions 

on Americans visiting Canada after October 1, 1940. Consulates proposed 

in this plan appear to have been envisaged merely as small offices to be 

used solely for the issuance of passports and visas. The examination 

and recommendations were based on the British donsular organization in 

the United States combined with advice given by the Director of the 

Canadian Government Travel Bureau on the chief locations of the origin 

of Canadian tourist traffic. The plan, however, was quietly dropPed, 

and no supporting letters or documents in the External Affairs files 

indicate the reasons.
30 

Keenleysidels plan proposed a hierarchical organization 

of consular offices in the United 3tates. 31 The Senior Consul General, 

also the Minister in Washington, would occupy the apex of the system and 

exercise full control over all the consulates. The next tier was to 

consist of four consular districts headed by consuls general who would 



be given charge of several consulates and vice-Consulates. The Consulate 

General in New York would deal With problem from New England and oversee 

the work  of the  Consulate in Boston, and implicitly the Vice Consulate • 

at Portland, Maine, a Vice Consulate at Philadelphia, and another Vice 

Consulate at Buffalo. 'The Consul General in Washington,  D. C.  would have 

jurisdiction over the states of West Virginia, Maryland, Kentucky, Tennessee,- 

Mississippi,  and'  all States south or east orthose named. He Would also 

supervise a Vice Consulate in Atlanta. The Consulate General located in 

Chicago would be responsible for the Mid-Western States and be in Charge 

of Consulates . at Detroit, and Minneapolis, and Vice-Consulates at St. Louis, - 

Cincinatti, Cleveland, Houston, Duluth and Bismark. The fourth ConsUlate 

General, at Seattle, would be reaponsible for the San Francisco and Los 

Angeles Consulates and the Vice Consulates at Portland, Ore., Helena, 

and Salt  Lake City. 

Although the first proposal for consulates appears to have been 

made under the pressures created by the wartime situation, the second was 

constructed under different ocmditions. To begin with, the need for more 

 consulates in the United States waslobvious, and in 1944, R.M. Macdonnell 

noted that "...the department should regard this as a problem to be solved 

within the next year or two and should lay plans to have personnel 

available."32 Moreover, Norman Robertson was under pressure from L.B. 

Pearson in March 1944 to take some measure to inject more Canadian 

direction into the handling of consular  business in the United States. 

Robertson, the Under-Secretary, replied to Pearson by stating that a 

review of the situation was underway within the department and that it 

would "...conclude with specific recommendations. When these are in we 
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will go into the question in what I hope will be a practical and positive 

fashion."33 Subsequently, Robertson set the inquiry underway. He 

canva3sed the Consul General in New York to discover the sort of work 

performed by the only Canadian Consulate performing the full range of 

consular and representational duties. 34  The Department further requested 

that the Canadian Eàbassy in Washington conduct a survey of the amount of 

work done on Canada's behalf by the British consuls, and it also asked the 

Department of Trade and Commerce, Commercial Intelligence Service, to 

provide information on the work of the Trade Commissioners so that Ebcternal 

could discover what kind of trade work the consuls should perform. 35 

A proposal for the establishment of consular offices in the 

United States was finally sent to the Under-Secretary on July 7, 1944, 

by R.M. Ilacdonnell. In his preamble, Macdonnell set out the general 

reasons for Canada's expanding the consular service as: 

The importance of Canada's relations with the United States. 

The misunderstanding generated by continued UK representation. 

The unjustifiable burden which Canada was throwing on the UK. 

Canada's status had "increased materially during the 

war."36 

For reasons involving personnel and geographical considerations, 

Macdonnell further declared the most urgent demand for offices to be in 

Boston, Detroit, Chicago, Seattle, and either San Francisco or Los Angeles. 37 
 

Gonsular offices, the report noted, should have the same rank as 

the corresponding British office unless,there were a good reason for the 

British to have a Consulate of superior status. Also, staff was to be 

provided by both External Affairs and Trade and Commerce in a manner such 
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that "...where the work of a consular office is predominantly commercial, 

the senior officer should be selected from the Commercial Intelligence 

Service with  a Consul or Vice-Consul from li>ternal Affairs, whereas the 

reverse would apply if commercial problems were of a secondary interest." 

The timetable proposed for implementing the arrangements spanned two 

years and involved opening two Gonsulates over 1945 and 1946, unless 

Trade and Commerce could make an equal number of staff available for 

the new offices, in which case all six would be manned by 1946. 

The proposal was subjected to some criticism. For example, 

J.E. Read, Legal Adviser to the Department, remarked that there W8S, in 

his estimation, no good reason for Canada to accept the "...old and now 

defunct comic strip 'Keeping up with the Jonesee as the model upon which 

External Affairs should be based... It seems to me to be a silly argument 

to say that because the British Foreign Office, after nearly two centuries 

of experience, have managed to boost their consular estimates up to a 

given level, the Canadian Department of External Affairs should start 

where the Foreign Office left off."39  

The major concern, however, was associated with the relationship 

which the establishment of a consular system would imply between 

External Affairs and Trade and Commerce. Read believed that Trade and 

Commerce should furnish most of the personnel required for staffing the 

American consulates since that department possessed a large list of senior 

and experienced officials suitable for this work.40 It was "...idle to 

talk about manufacturing consuls general out of persons in other departments 

of the government other than Trade and Gommerce."
41 W.D. Matthews 

commenting on the Trade aspects of consulates, addressed himself to the 

objections of the Consul General in New York to the independence of the 
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Trade personnel. 

These objections Could be removed, he said, if all general instructions 

to a post from either External Or Trade and Commerce were sent to.  the 

head of the office and not to the senior employee of the department 

concerned. Also, a resUlt would be a greater degree of integration 

between the Work of the two departments in all consulates abroad. 4 

Nevertheless, once the propoaal had been advanced in 1944, 

nothing further was done to implement it. The Department, prior to 

1947, consequently was subjected to pressure from both privaterinterests 

and from flembers of Parliament to expand its consular representation in 

the U.S., but it replied to its correspondents that the wartiMe and 

post-war shortage of personnel necessarily delayed an expansion. 43 The 

ad hoc nature of the opening of the Vice-Consulate at Portland and the 

continuing pressure on the Trade Commissionera to perform consular duties 

prompted L.A. Pearson, Canadian Ambassador in Washington, to reiterate 

his feelings on the matter to the Under-Secretary, Norman Robertson. 44  

He urged: 

...as a matter of first importance that we plan now 
consular representation in this country and that we should 
not, as we appear to be doing, allow it to develop according 
to circumstances. Surely the difficulties regarding personnel 
to which the Department repeatedly alludes do not prevent the 
working out of a carefully considered and practicable plan 
for Canadian consular representation... we cannot keep urging 
it indefinitely  as an  excuse. I cannot really believe that it 
has been impossible for us to secure suitable men during the 
last twelve months for consular posts... 45  

Notwithstanding Pearsones repeated emphasis on the need Ifor a 

consular system in the United States nothing whs done until January 6, 

1947,›when the consular activities of the Department were taken over 

from the Diplomatic Division by the newlybborn Consular Division. 46 The 
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responsibilities of the Division were defined as follows: 

The Consular Division is responsible for the proper conduct 
of all consular matters; for the instruction of Foreign Service 
and Co.isular Officers in consular duties when serving at home 
and their direction in such duties when serving abroad; in 
concert with the Personnel Division for the recruitment of 
consular officers as necessary; for recommendations concerning 
the expansion of the Canadian Consular Service and the formulation 
of policies related thereto. 

One of the first projects undertaken by Leslie  Chance, Head of 

the new division, was a study of the situation with regard to the 

establishment of consulates in the United States. Some urgency was 

attached to this question at the interdepartmental meeting on March 13, 

1947, because Trade and -Commerce had notified-the DépartMent of External 

Affairs of their desire to withdraw the officers from both Chicago and 

Los Angeles within three months. 48 This followed on the heels of a - 

statement by the Canadian Ambassador in Washington, Hume Wrong, who 

wrote to Under-Secretary Pearson that: 

In general, I have felt for some time that it was doubtful - 
whether we should expand our consular representation outside 
'Jew York exdept on the basis of a plan which contemplated the 
assumption within a Tairly short period of time by Canadian 
officers of consular functions throughout the whole contintental 
United States. If we are not prepared to.do  this, my inclination 
would be to leave matters as they are for the present. The 
post in New York is Of a special character because of the 
unrivalled importance of that city. The opening of a  new  post 
in Los Angeles is-not justified on similar grounds.49 

Wrong, accordingly, suwested in March 1947 that the Canadians 

carry out another systematic survey of the amount and nature of business 

performed by the British consuls on Canada's behalf. Leslie Chance, in 

return, proposed meeting the consuls at the British Consular Conference 

scheduled for April 1947 in order to discuss Canadian problems, to increase 

the Canadians' knowledge of consular service, and to dispel the rumours 



circulating in diplomatic establishments regarding the intentions of the 

Canadian Governm 	 50ent regarding consular development. 

As well as proposing the survey, Urong also proposed the sending 

of a senior officer to the seats of the United Kingdom consulates in the 

United States to spend a few days with each going through files and 

discussing the possibilities of establishing a Canadian office directly. 51 

Pearson approved all the Proposals and presented a memorandum to this 

effect to the Minister, L. St. Laurent. His tentative estimation was 

that for Canada  to gain adequate representation throughout the U.S., 

eight consulates would be required. The immediate programme, he felt, 

should contemplate the establishment of four of the eight. 52.  

: Chance undertook a tour of the various cities in the U.S. 

which were considered to.be likely sites for Canadian consulates, and 

reported in length to . the Under-Secretary in Ottawa on the possibilities 

of each place. 53. 	In each city, Chance visited the British and, if available, 

the Canadian'offices. In mid-trip he concluded that, "What so far 

impresses me most is not the need for consular activities in the strict 

sense, but for representational and educational information." 54  This 

conclusion gained emphasis by his observation that the detailed routine • 

consular work performed by the British on Canadian account had been 

greatly exaggerated in the minds of the Canadians, but all other reasons 

motivating the proposed consular programme remained valid. 	• 

In his report, Chance concluded that the reason Canadians should 

assume more consular duties was not due to an expansion of the traditional 

consular functions, trade promotion or tourism, but rather: 

(1) The "degree of humiliation and even resentment of Canadians" 

at continued British representation. 

(2) Although the work imposed on the :ritish was not as great 
20 



as the Canadians had previously thought, it was still heavy, 

particularly in regard to representational duties for the 

head of post. 

(3) A great amount of work to be done would become evident 

on establishment of a system due to the changing nature 

of the consular duties with greater emphasis on tasks apart 

from "consular" chores. 

(4) The'need for information and improvement of Canada's 

image. 

(5) A consular system would help Canadians preserve their 

identity in the U.S. . 

Chance, therefore recommended an immediate start on a programme 

aimed at "...the ultimate assumption of all Canadian representation in 

the United States by Canada.“ 55  In an interesting concluding paragraph, 

he emphasized the importance of thelDroper choice of personnel in charge 

of the consulates )  and admonished the Department that Canada should follow 

the adifice, " Don't do it at all unless you are going to do it right.' 

Canada does.not need to vie with the United Kingdom, still leis try to 

” outshine it, but it would be lamentable if we suffered by comparison. ,56  

Unlike Keenleyside's and Macdonnell's recommendations, Chance's 

proposal began immediately to wend its way to Cabinet. 57 Once External 

Affairs received the appropriations to pay for establishing four consulates, 

Pearson., ".,.anxious'to proceed with the least possible delay" reminded 

his minister of the proposals and asked him to submit the matter to 

Council immediately. 58  . It was, and St, Laurent approved Pearson's report 

of August 22 in which the Under-Secretary noted that U.S. approval was 

already being sought to open Chicago and San Francisco on November 1, 1947 

and January 1, 1948, respectively. 21 



At the same time, 'ixternal was also advising the British 

Foreign Office of the Canadian decision and making arrangements for the 

transfer of duties. 59  B.G. :3ivertz of the Consular Division had already 

been authorized to proceed in advance to Chicago and then to San Francisco 

to•organize the offices so that the Department could avoid the "...rather 

haphazard methods whidh we are sometimes compelled to follow in opening 

offices abroad..."60 With the receipt of the concurrence of the British 

Foreign Office and the American Secretary of State, the system was reey 

to be launched. 

The various plans for opening  offices in the United States 

culminated in the 1947 decision to proceed with the establishment of 

consulates in selected locations. The final plan had severarfeatures 

in common with both of the preceding recommendations. It recognized, 

like the 1940 proposal, that some centres were more important than others 

and, therefore, should be set upas 'Consulates General with a degree of 

supervision over other centres in their regions. 61 Again the 1947 plan 

advocated reasons apart from consider functions, trade, and tourist 

promotion as being important in governing the establishment of a system. 

Apart from these similarities, however, unlike both the 1940 and the 

1944 programmes which recognized the connection between consular matters 

and trade, the 1947 proposal virtually ignored this relationship and 

made no mention of the role of Department of Trade and Commerce in its 

recommendations. One possible reason for this omission was Chance's 

belief, expressed in his report on Seattle, that, 	 - 

"So far as trade is concerned, there is so much a thorough 
inter-locking of interests that no government intervention is 
necessary or probably even desirable. There will always be a 
great and growing number of minor trade enquiries, but big 
affairs will be dealt with direct through individuals and 
companies as well as such organizations such as ... (the) 
Chamber of Oommerce..r62 
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THE EARLY YEARS ., 1947-52  

After . Leslie Chance prepared  bis plans in July, 1947, External 

Affairs set in motion the machinery for opening new Canadian offices 

across the United States and rearranging the responsibilities of New 

York, but Chance 's  programme, when carried into practice, wae modified 

after the first few consulates opened. In some cases, gulded•by Chancels 

and Allard's recommendations, External Affairs could refuse to.open 

offices in  cities where forces were at work pressuring them. In other 

situations, however, especially following 1954, External Affairs could not 

withstand the pressure to open new offices. 63 .The Department, by not 

keepineits programme. for expansioeup-dated, lost  the  çtbility to take 

the initiative when proposals were.made. 

The first.post war eareer consulate . office opened in Chicago  in 

l947. 	after hievisit there, believed that a Consulate 

General was urgently needel because: 

(1) The anti-British atmosphere which was generated and 

promoted by the Chicaso Tribune damaged the Cana- 

dian image in the eyes of the Americans. 

"Farmore important government representation is 

necessary to our prestige."' 

(3) The Canadian tendency to lose their distinctiveness 

as Canadians would be diminished by a Canadian office. 65 

In accordance with a decision of the Department,' the Consulate 

General opened November 1, 1947, under the direction of Edmond Turcotte, 

former editor of "Le Canada" •
66  From its establishnent, to 1955, the 

(2)  
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Consulate General retained a non-trade character by concerning itself 

mainly with the countering of the anti-Canada and anti-British campaign 

of Colonel McCormick, owner of the  Chicago Tribune.  and with a certain 

amount of travel promotion. 67  

Hector Allard, Head of Consular Division, stated in 1952 that 

in view of the importance of trade with the United States and the size of 

Chicago, it was surprising that only one assistant trade commissioner had 

just been stationed there earlier that year. The appointment of Douglas 

Cole, a former Trade Commissioner, to succeed Turcotte partly compensated 

for the lack of trade representation. 68 The appointment of a Trade and 

Commerce officer, F.H. Palmer as Consul General in 1955 gave the post a 

stronger trade orientation although he reported to External Affairs for 

the general operation of the Consulate General. 

Leslie Chancels 1947 recommendations in favour of a Consulate in 

Detroit were less wholehearted than his pronouncements on Chicago, San 

Francisco or Boston. He believed that: 

(1) There was no need to provide ordinary "consular" services 

at Detroit because Canadians in Michigan were so close to 

home. 

(2) The need  for  representation existed in Detroit as it did 

everywhere else in the United States, and that if the principle 

of Canadian representation was accepted, "It is difficult to 

escape the conclusion that this area must not be neglected." 

(3) It should be considered whether a consulate would not 

be better situated further from the boundary, since more 

Canadians would use "consular" (passport, etc) 
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services, and the information work would be more 

productive. 

(4) Prestige for Canada was a possible reason for 

setting up the post. 

A 1955 memorandum outlining the justification for each consulate 

cited the amount of consular work originating from the Canadian popula-

tion in Michigan and Ohio as a factor in the selection of Detroit. Chance, 

on the other hand, specifically noted the unimportance of Canadian work 

in the British consulates in both Buffalo and Detroit. 69  

The 1947 report suggested that a consulate in the East Central 

area, specifically Cleveland, should be opened only after offices in 

Boston and Los Angeles. Following Chance's recommendation, the Minister, 

Louis St. Laurent, wrote to Paul Martin, then Minister of National Health 

and Welfare, to ascertain his preferences among Cleveland, Buffalo, and 

Detroit. Martin's reply in favour of Detroit pushed that city so much 

higher in the Department's priorities that an office opened there on 

April 1, 1948, before either the Consulate General in San Francisco or 

the Consulate in Boston.70  

The small amount of consular work performed at Detroit soon gave 

rise to suspicions within the Department that the selection of that 

city had been an error. The Head of Consular Division, Chance, told the 

Detroit Consul thatthis post was the least busy of the new offices in the 

United States and remarked further that 

...when Detroit was selected as a site for a consulate, 
I had...my own personal doubts about it. However, the 
decision was taken at high level that Detroit was the 
place, against my admittedly diffident advice that it 
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would be better to cover the central border  régions 
 from a post further back from which representation 

over a wider area wou4 be easier. I personally had 
in mind Cleveland."' 

. 	Such sentiments were reiterated in a 1950 review of the consular 

system whie remarked that all choices of loéation except Detroit•Were 

justified. 72. 	The feeling grew to the point that in 1951 the administra- 

tion of the post was turned over to the Department of Trade and Commerce. 73 

With the appointent  of B.C. Butler as Consul and Trade Commis-

sioner, the character of the post changed. Butler told the Consular 

Conference in 1952 that the major objective of his office was trade promo-

tion, and a report delivered  in .l954  confirmed that Detroit spent a much 

larger proportion of its time on basic selling work and tried to aid Cana-

dian manufacturers more actively in a much more aggressively commercial 

fashion than previously. 74 

In his 1947 report, Chance recognized that the amount of work 

performed for Canada by Britain in California had been greatly exaggera-

ted, but nonetheless, recommended a Consulate General in San Francisco for 

the following reasons: 

(1) Canadian representation was needed on the West 

Coast, and the leading city of San Francisco was the rn  

best choice. 

•  (2) Great Britain and Australia both maintainéd 

Consulates General in that city. 

(3) The obviously large amount of representational 

work for an officer to perform. 

(4) More vigorous trade promotion in that area could 

be undertaken by a junior trade officer and vice consul 

under the direction of the senior officer in Los Angeles.75 
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San Francisco, therefore, became the third city in which a con- 

sular office was opened when, after a delay of six months, the Consulate 

General under Harry A. Scott, former Commercial Counsellor in Washington, 

opened July 2, 1948.76  Scott wrote to the Embassy shortly after he arrived 

inquiring whether his responsibility extended to Alaska Wild Hawaii or 

whether he shOuld leave these States in the hands of. the British consuls. 77 

External replied:that no extension of the jurisdiction of the Consul  General 

was contemplated. Scott's early reports indicated that he found San 

Francisco a fertile area for contacts, and that his work included a vide  

range of activities.
78 
 . After Scott left, the staff was gradually depleted 

by reason of the spending cutbacks in 1949, and consequently, Hector Allard, 

Head of Consular Division,'reported  in. 1952  that without reinforcements. 

they could not cope with all the'varied types of work they were called upon 

to perform.
79 

After his tour Of American cities in 1947, Leslie Chance commented 

that although a Consulate in Boston  vas  not urgently required to deal with 

the pressure on the British of shipping or other consular Services, there 

was a definite laCk of Canadian flavour in the services provided. He  , 

emphasized that it was ..."the representational aspect of a Canadian office 

which is most important in Boston". He first inclined towards eàtablishing 

a consulate general in Boston to accommodate this need, but later he 

changed his mind and in his final report he opted for a consulate. 80 In 

addition to Chance's recommendations', the 1955 consular review suggested 

that the following were important factors influencing the decision to open 

an office in Boston: 

(1) the large Canadian, especially French-Canadian, 

population 



and direction in many matters." The consul would be communicating with 

the Department on administration, with the Consul General on non-urgent 

policy . questions, and with the Consul General and Ambassador On urgent 

policy considerations.
83 

Instructions notwithstanding, a major question confronting the 

Department in 1949 concerned the Boston Consulate's relationship with New 

York and the status of the Boston office. Leslie Chance, at Ambassador 

Hume Wrong's urging, asked the Under-Secretary in 1949 to allow his divi-

sion to sever Boston from New York's territory and supervisione as the 

original plan to give the Consulates General extra responsibility in order 

to justify emoluments had not succeeded. The supervision of Boston by 

New York was à fiction and, therefore, the plan'ought to be ended in 

theory as well as in practice. Consequently, the Letter of Instructions 

issued to K.A. Greene in 1950 specified that henceforth Boston was on its 

own. 84  Immediately after the separation, Newton tried to convince Ambas- 
, 

sador Hume Wrong that the status of Boston should be raised to a Consulate 

General. Leslie Chance, he noted, originally proposed a Consulate General 

and the importance of Boston as a centre of Canadian influence and repres-

entation merited the higher designation.
85  The Ambassador supported this 

request, but it was vetoed both by Leslie Chance and by H.O. Moran. 86  When 

Newton resigned as Consul in Boston, the Department reconsidered the matter 

and named his successor, J.A. Strong, Consul General, in the Instructions 

87 
dated April 27, 1951. 

After the consular programme of External Affairs began in 1947, 

the Department felt that the member of the Embassy staff supervising the 

Consulates should be appointed as consul. Hume Wrong recommended  Lame  H. 

Lavigne, and with Leslie Chance's concurrence, a consulate was established 
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in the Embassy With jurisdiction in the District of Columbia.
88 

In order 

to make the area under New York less unwieldy, it was suggested in March 

1950 that the consular district of Washington be increased to include 

Virginia, West Virginia, Maryland and Delaware. This suggestion was imple- 

- 89 
mented shortly afterwards. 

Similarly the Department's 1947 consular programme affected other 

existing offices. New York, immediately affected by the 1947 plan, lost 

the lonely distinction as the sole Canadian career consulate in the U.S., 

and moreover, its jurisdiction was enlarged in order that all areas of the 

U.S. could be assigned to a Canadian Consulate General. Its former area, 

the same as the British Consulate General, expanded on March 18, 1948, and 

thus included many new states. %  

With•%be opening of a consulate in Boston October 13, 1948, 

New York had exercised only nominal authority over Maine, New Hampshire 

and Rhode Island. It was decided late in 1950 that K.A. Greene, formerly 

High Commissioner in Australia and New York's Consul General in 1950, would 

not be responsible for those States assigned to Boston. About the same 

time, Delaware, Virginia, West Virginia and Maryland were taken from New 

York's jurisdiction and placed in a consular district directed from Washing-

ton, D.C. 	' 

The establishment of a consular system - also had repercussions for 

the Canadian Honorary Vice-Consul at Portland, A.A. Lafleur. The 1948 

Letter of - Instructions  to the Consul at Boston Placed Portland under his 

supervision. The Department equivocally stated that even though Lafleur. 

performed his duties in a satisfactory manner, he had never been fully 

instructed in his work. The Boston consulate, therefore, wai requested to 

assess the importance of the Vice-Consulate, although  the cost of the post 
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was ..."quite insignificant and it may well be that the services performed 

are more than worth the expenditure involved." 91  

When the Honorary Vice Consul became Attorney General for the 

State of Maine in 1951 and wanted to resign, the question of closing this 

post arose. Departmental opinion on the need for such an honorary office 

diverged. For example, Leslie Chance urged the Under-Secretary to accept 

Lafleur's resignation and close the Portland office since many places much 

more important than Portland wanted honorary offices. 92  On the other hand, 

Mr. Beaulieu, the Boston Vice-Consul, investigated and discovered that 

information, shipping, and assistance for Canadians in distress justified 

keeping the office open. K.P. Kirkwood of Consular Division recommended 

that Lafleur be asked to retain his position providing he could serve con-

currently as Attorney-General and Honorary  Vice-Consul .93 

At this time much consideration was being directed to enquiries 

to be made of the United Kingdom authorities in determining whether the 

closing of thefienoraryVice-Consulate in Portland would cause them any par-

ticular inconvenience. In addition, the question of whether or not the 

existence of the post should be extended beyond a six month to a one year 

period was to be considered in the light of the reply from the U.K. auth-

orities as it was believed that the views of U.K. officials in Boston 

would be of value in formulating a policy for the post at Portland. 94  

Mr. J.L. Delisle met with Mr. Cyril Toy, the United Kingdom Consul 

in Boston, and asked him if he was in a position to give an idea of the 

amount of work British interests in the State of Maine represented for the 

Canadian consular agent in Portland. Mr. Roy claimed that United Kingdom 

interests in the area were negligible, and any assistance required by 

British subjects, or whatever, were always handled by the U.K. Consulate 
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General in Boston. Consequently, Mr. Delisle was instructed that in 

appraising the usefulness of Canadian consular representation in Portland 

there was no need to make allowance for any interests the U.K. might have 

in that'area, and therefore, the usefulness of the Canadian Vice-Consulate 

could be decided upon solely in relation to Canadian interests. 

After discussing the matter with Mr. La Fleur and reviewing the 

Annual Report for the Portland post, Mr. Delisle decided that there was 

enough business in Portland and the whole State of Maine to warrant the 

maintenance of the office. He also pointed out that the Portland office 

played a very important role in looking after Canadians requesting assist-

ance for any difficulty of a consular nature encountered with the United 

States authorities. In support of this he remarked that having a consular 

agent on the spot saved a good deal of time, proceedings, and expenses, 

both to the Consulate General and to the Canadian citizens eoncerned. 95  

In the following years, little was done to change the status of 

the post in Portland. In 1959, however, Mr. Archibald Day answered a 

query on a matter of Honorary Vice-Consuls in the U.S. posed by the Boston 

Consulate General, and in so doing, introduced the subject of the efficacy 

of the Portland post. He did so in relation to the Annual Report of Acti-

vities submitted by Mr. La Fleur in January 1959. Mr. Day stated in part: 

In spite of the eloquence of Mr. La Fleur's report 
we are not fully convinced that present day circumstances 
correspond very closely with the situation some ten years 
ago when this office in Portland was fairly busy largely, 
so far as we can understand, because of the number of 
ships of Canadian registry callirgat Portland, Maine... 96  

The Boston Consulate General replied that it would be inadvisable 

to close the Vice Consulate as the service of Mr. La Fleur was satisfac-

tory, and his presence in Portland obviated the necessity of officers from 

Boston having to make visits there to perform services connected with shipping. 
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Furthermore, on December 14, 1959, the Consul General from 

Boston visited  Portland and  reported that although Canadian shipping into 

the post has diminished almost ,to nothing, Mr. La Fleur was providing a 

useful %powering" service and was helpful in introducing him, the Consul 

General, to Maine personages and audiences. He therefore recommended that 

no change be made for another 6 or 12 months. 97  

In any case, apart  from the annual report, there . was no communi-

cation between Ottawa and Mr. TA Fleur, and hià activities were considered 

to be of marginal value. The USSEA felt that his information functions 

could be discharged easily and more effectively by the Boston Consulate 

General, and in view of these facts and economy measureabeing enforced by 

the Canadian goVernment, the USSEA reached the tentative conclusion that Mr. 

La Fleuris appointment be terminated. • On October 5, 1962, the Minister 

accepted the resignation of the Honorary Vice Consul at Portland, Maine,' 

Mr. A.A. La Fleur. 98  
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THE PAUSE. 1949-1952  

Once the first four offices opened in 1948, the COnsular 

Division of External Affairs contemplated no slowdown in their. plans , for 
1 

setting up .  more  Canadian consulates in the United States. The arrangements 

for the long-delayed Los Angeles office and another'in New Orleans were . 

almost complete. Austerity measures facing the Department in 1949, however, 

by forcing a postponement of the implementation of the consular programme, 

caused a delay which allowed External Affairs to study the new consular 

system and to evaluate its deve1opment. 99  

An important mOdification brought about by experience occurred 

when the Department recognized that the proposed hierarchical  arrangement 

of the conaulates Under the supervision of the Oonsulatee General had not 

worked.: This principle, 'therefore, was abandoned in 1950 when Boston was 

formally reMoved frourthe consular supervision of the Consulate General in 

New York. From that time all.posts would be in the direct line of authority 

from the Department and the AMbassador in Washington. Removal of the 

hierarchy also made the distinction between consulates and consulates general 

much more tenuous and subjective and,'therefore, made the Department a target 

for campaigns by the Consuls in Boston and Detroit who desired to have their 

posts raised to an equality of status With the.others, all consulates general. 

A second group of problems with the new consular system arose 

from the difficulty of having the two departments, External Affairs and Trade 

and Commerce, concurrently supervising different aspects of several posts. 

Leslie Chance recognized this duality as a problem for his Division, and 

subsequently asked the Under-Secretary in 1949 n...what should be the policy 
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of the Government of - Canada toward the integration (be it gradual or otherwise) 

of all Canadian Government activities abroad into one service?" 100  The 

problem moved from the abstract to the concrete when, in 1951, Trade and Commerce 

wanted to split the State of New York into two parts and, for trade purposes, 

attach the western half onto the jurisdiction of the Detroit Consulate. The 

Consul General in New York, K.A. Greene, complained to the Under-Secretary 

that, "I have always tried to. emphasize the fact that the ConsulateGeneral 

in New York is Canada rather than a collection of Canadian Departments 

He remarked that splitting the district would destroy this effort and create 

confusion. This observation availed little. A.D.P. Heeney replied that for 

trade purposes, western New York would be served by Detroit. 102  

• 	A third consideration as soon.as  the consulates began operations 

ilas the advisability of establishing more consular offices in border locations. 

This question stemmed -from the Department of Byterhal Affairs' dissatisfaction 

with the work of the Detroit office, and translated itself into a belief that 

consulates should not be opened in border areas. The Department consequently, 

warily approached Seattle, Buffalo, and Minneapolis as consular sites. Leslie 

Chance  told the Under-Secretary in 1948 that: 

I want, however, to give a word of warning. We have now had 
a consulate open in Detroit since the first of April 	. 
The amount of work now being done at the Detroit office seems 
to indicate that these border points are not the best from 
our standpoint. People are inclined to do their business 
without anOJy  consular intervention 

and to not feel any need 
for it ...1  

Finally, after a few consulates had been established, the 

Department had to find the best method of dealing with pressures to open more. 

Officials stationed in their new posts requested a reduction in their territory 

to make their jurisdiction more manageable.1°4  The Consuls General knew of 
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the Department's intention to open consular offices in Los  Angeles and New Orleans 

which would thereby redistribute the burden, and attempted to hurry the process. 105  

• 	- It is  obvions,  reported H.M.  Wi.ong in 1949, AMbassador - tO Washington, 

that "..,we shall have to extend our consular service in the United States if 

we are going to provide an effective service covering the. whole country. At 

present, it is still necessary for us to employ  the service  of British consuls 

in cities that are remote for our awn establishments,"  106 The Department, aware 

. of the -problem:4 told the officials in their'instructions that  the large  areas 

.serviced by each office was a'consideration in all further plans.1°7  

The choice of some cities and not others for posts subjected the 

Department to agitation by "neglected" areas, Prominent businessmen from Seattle, 

a city ignored in the, first expansion, wrote to EXternal Affairs urging that . 

their home city'be included in any future growth. 1°8  At this time, the 

Department listened favourably to such demanda, Leslie Chance believed that 

although External ought not to pay inordinate attention•to the Board ofTrade: 

...my awn opinion is that we shall not be able to withstand the 
enthusiaim of these  people... . The opening  of à ConsUlate at 
Los Angeles in the first of the year will almost certainly  set 
off anotherleaMpaign for recognition by Seattle. Since so 
large a part of  our consular'representation in the United States 
is based around the idea of good will, rthink we shall have to 
be careful not to sl4me these tremendous enthusiasts up in the 
nOrthwest Corner „é.""  

Although  Seattle 's prOXimity to the border  diminished thancefs 

enthusiasm, his cognizanoece public opinion and his rationale for - consular 

expansion were important in shaping his attitudes towards consular'expansion, 

there and eléewhere,' 

In summary, the financialUutbacks of 1949 prompted a reassessment 
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of consular requirements. The original recommendations called for the immediate 

establishment' of i'our consulates with four more to follow almost immediately. 

Although austerity delayed .the programme from opening the last  four  offices, a . " 

more important effect of the stringency was the change in the departmental 

Justification for new offices. When the austeritY mentality took over, the 

Department reqUired a different rationale for its office abroad. "To impress 

a certain'type of critic", Leslie Chance wrote to the Consuls General in 

San Francisco and Chicago,  they would have to justify their existence; 

practical trade and touriam benefits to Canada rather than expensive cultural 

relations provided the best means: 

Ve have to recognize that those consular  establishments  are 
expensive and should have what is now euphemistically called 
"readjustments"; we Mould be unlikely to escape our share 
of the inquiry, if not indeed criticism. Thus, I think we 
ought to be able to allow in fairly practical  terme the value 
of the work we are doing. It is, of course, not easy to . do 
so since inevitably we work largely in an atmosphere of 
intangibles. Nevertheless, apart from the aspects of general 
consular assistance to Canadians, there are those of trade 
promotion and  tourism, not forgetting the encourageMent of 
permanent summer rell8enees, in which it is possible to show 
concrete resulta..'. 
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THE SECOND EXPANSION  - 1952-1953  

Recognizing that various modifications affecting the Original 

consular prograhme had occurred, the Department of .3xternal Affairs 

carried out partial reassessments of its consular requirements in both 

1949 and 1952 to determine any implications on the nuMber of offices 

required in the U.S. Leslie Chance suggested the first re-evaluation 

should take the formof a tour through the Soilthern U.S.: by '4dmond Turcotte, 

Consul General in Chicago. Once approved by Hume Wrong, the 'Canadian 

Ambassador, the tour went ahead. Turcotte began his five-week junket in 

September, 1949, and visited possible consular sites; Houston, Dallas 

and New Orleans as well as San Antonio, Beaumont, St. Louis, - Kansas City .  

and Baton Rouge. sTurcotte's report stronay.recommended the immediate... 

11 opening of a post in the'Southern States, preferably at New Or1eans. 1 . 

• The second reassesament.of the consular requirements was made by 

'Hector Allard in 1952 when he toured, inter alia, possible.sïtes for 

increased consular rePresentation on the West Coast. 112  ,  This tour  was 

pronpted by the desire of the Under-Secretary not to establish new posts 

without weighing the merits of all possible sites. The Under-Secretary 

asked the Canadian AMbassador also to give his views on  possible sites such 

as :land», Cleveland and Minneapolis since "...there seems to be a clear 

indication that we  are  faced with the necessity of giving seriolis 

, consideration to the matter of Opening consular posts in thé 	, '
113 

 

. Ambassador Wrong agreed that Canada needed more consulates, especially 

where other offices had been closing down in Seattle and Loa Angeles. 

The Ambassador also remarked that he fnvoured "...trying to rough out a 

pattern of expansion" and suggested an arrangement Of offices in thé 

United 3tates similar to the British, but "...adapted to our own needs. ,114 
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Allard's report after his tour, the first reassessment of the 

goals of Canmdian consular expansion since Chance's 1947 redommendations, 

gave the reasons wiw he believed the Department should maintain interest 

in a consular system in the United States. These were: 

(1) The  increasing national awareness of expatriate Canadians 
and their desire for distinctively Canadian and not nritish 
consular offices; 

(2) American interest in and ignorance of Canada compounded by 
the inadequacy of Canadian measures to cope with this 
problem; 

The rationale underlying this advocacy of renewed consular 

expansion, therefore, differed little from the reasons given by Leslie 

Chance for the establishment of consulates in the first place. Allard 

recommended that: 

...while it would be childish to want to ape Britain, our 
interests in thewestern part of the United States are greater 
than theirs and following this tour one is forced to conclude 
that Canada should have, in each place (Seattle, San Francisco 
and Los Angeles) offices Of - equal rànk and as adequately staffed 
as those of Great Britain... 115 	- 

Accordingly, Allard aaked the Department tO consider the 

establishLmnt .of a consulate or à consulate general in Seattle, . à 

consulateseneral  in. Los Angeles, and  increasing San FranCisco's Cepleted 

staff to full strength.. The Department accepted both his and Turcotte's 

reports, and noved touards setting up consulatea in the locations selected. 

Although  New  Orleans had not been Nisited by Leslie. Chance on 

his 1947 tour, his reservations about opening posts near the border with 

Canada  brought that city to his attention in 1948. .Turcottels'recommendations 

in 1949 further emphasized the need for a Janadian jonsidate on the Gulf 

Coast  at New Orleans rather than at either Huston or Dallas. He thought 

New Orleans to, be the best location bécause: 
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(1)The industry and population of the 3outhern States was 
growing rapidly and  canada  should establish some sort of 
representation in that strategic region; ! 

(2)"Although Houston and Dallas are.both centres of important 
wealth and, therefore, excellent distributive centrés, 
,they are more or less confined to their own rndius, however 
'wide, whereas the interests of New Orleans as a.distributive 
centre apparently ext(inds beyond the normal area of a large 
city to take in distant points...;" 

(3) New Orleans possessed a larger port facility than Houston; 

(4) The British used New Orleans as their main trade office in 
the South; 

(5) New Orleans was interested in foreign trade and aware of its 
importance;- 

.(6) The city served as an important contact area for distributing 
information  to Latin America; 

(7) Businessmen  and politiCians of Hew Orleans wanted a Consulate 
and apPlied pressure on the Departmentl: 

"116 (8) Francophone cultural Contacts-could be cultivated. 

Ottawa also considered thé need for reducing the immense . 
territory under the jurisdiction of jhlcago and New York as cause for 
opening a post in the southern states. 117 

Immediately after Turcotte's tour, a memorandum was submitted 

to the Minister recommending a consulate general at New Orleans, and in 

October of 1951an interdepartmental Meeting of Trade and Jommerce and 

External Affairs resulted in the decision to open à consulate in New Orleans 

under the direction of Gerald A. Newman, Consul and  Trade jommissioner. 

Trade and -JOmmerce agreed to Meet all the expenses, and External undertook 

not to raise the status of the post to a consulate general and appoint 

their own man as head for at least two years. 

The Minister of External Affairs agreed, and ,  due to the 

"initiative and direction supplied by Trade-and jommerce, New Orleans 

opened on January:21, 1952. A memorandum.written by Jules Leger shortly 
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after this expansion indicates that if External Affairs officers had 

propJsed the office, it would have been tied into a prior and more 	- 

general review of consular matters. Sincu Trade and Commerce were 

administering the post, ilixtrnal Affairs acquiesced in the Irade and 

Commerce deciàon, and thereafter regarded New Orleans as a trade office. 119  

Although the office had been set up as a consulate, agitation 

to raise its status began almost immediately. Hector Allard, while 

on the eastern lap Of his 1952 tour, su;sested that a consulate general 

was appropriate since all other major nations in New  Orleans  maintained 

offices of that status. In June 1953, W.F.  Bull of the Departnent of 

Trade and Commerce told an interdepartmental meeting that "...the position 

of these two senior officers (the heads of post in  New Orleans and Detroit) 

was  made somewhat uncomfortable by the fact that their posts are the 

only  ones in the United States not ranked as Oonsulates General." 

Americans doing business with these twouconsulates often believed this 

inferior designation hinted at offiàials of minor importance. 121  

A memorandum was subsequently prepared and passed on by both the 

Establishments and Organization Division and the Consular Division asking 

for the approval of the Minister for the proposal. The Ambassador wrote 

on April 30, 1954, to ask that both Detroit and New Orleans be made 

consulates general, but the natter had been complicated by the extension 

of the Heads of Posts regulations to Consuls General. Action was then 

delayed while Trade and Commerce considered the financial difficulties 

that this might cause. Since External was willing to allow Mr. Newman 

to have the title, but could not at that time provide the perquisites of 

a consul general, Er. English of the Trade Commissioner Service eventually 

accepted that offer. The memorandum to this effect was sent to Mr. Mackay, 

122 Assistant Under-Secretary, Au-ust 16, 1954. 	 41 
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Mackay recommended a raise in statue  to the Minister NoVember 4, 

1954, and shortly thereafter, the consulate in New Orleans was  raised to 

a UonsulateGeneral in January 1955. Ekternal Affairs took over the 

administration.  of the post froM Trade and Commerce on'April 1, 1956, 

by appointing their officer, William G. Stark, the Consul General. -;.; 

The developing pressures in favour of a Canadian consulate .  in 

Los Angeles provide a complicated  but  illuatrative and typical example 

of the process of - decision making by which consular openings were authorized. 

The first proposals for an office in Los Angeles were made in R.M. 

Macdonnell's abortive consular program in 1944. Later, M.J:. Coldwell, 

OCF, MP,:suggested , to the Minister of Trade and Commerce in 1945.that 

many California residents of Canadian origin thought the Trade post 

ought to be made a consulate
-.123 .L.H. Pearson, Canadian-Ambassador in s  

24 	• 	• Washington, added his Voice  to  this request in 1946. 1  Furthermore, 

the amount . of consular work performed by'the Trade CommissiOner made 

Los Angeles a prime choice when Leslie Chance made'his 1947  tour  to 

. détermine consular locations. Indeed, the impending withdrawal of the 

Trade Commissioner from Los Angeles led EXternal Affairs to propose the 

establishment of a consulate before Chance filed his final report. Hume 

Wrong, the Canadian Ambassador in Washington, vigorously protested 

this suggestion, and the need for a post in Los Angeles was analysed 

along with the other centres visited by Chance in 1947. 

In his report, Chance had concluded that a Consulate in . Southern 
California ought to be one of the first offices opened after the Cohsulates 

General at Chicago and San Francisco.  .The jUmp in the priority Of Detroit, 

however, pushed Los Angeles, further down the list of preferred offices. 

Reasons for Chance's pronouncement in faVour of .a Los Angeles office .  were; 
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(1) not the need for consular protection in the ordinary 

sense since the volume of Canadian work performed by the 

British was not onerous; 

(2) the considerable amount of non-consular representation 

performed by the Canadian Trade Commissioner; 

(3) the need to keep close contact with the university and 

cultural community in that region "here as elsewhere, I 

an sure, our most fruitful field."125 

Shortly after this report was submitted, G.R. Reesman, Director 

of the Trade Commissioner Service, told EXternal Affairs that  hie 

 Department no longer urgently wanted to close their operation and would 

maintain a Los Angeles office as late as November 1948, although they 

9 ...were only keeping it open in the hope that you would take it over at 

an early date.
"126 

Taking advantage of their year's grace, External set 

a date early in 1949 to establish-a Los Angeles consulate and prepared the 

plans. Financial cutbacks and resultant staffing'problems, hOwever, 

delayed the date for the new operation for an indefinite period, although 

the trade office still remained open. 127  The Plans lay  dormant  until 

Trade and Commerce notified External Affairs in August, 1952, that they 
• in 

were closing their office/December 1952, or in the spring of 1953. 

In  response to Hector'Allard's request that the consulate 

open when Trade and Commerce moved out, the Under-Secretpry urged that the 

general question of consular representation be studied before any action 

was taken, a review which was promoted by the divergence of opinion in the 

Department. The Ambassador in Washington had asked that Seattle take 

precedence over  Los Angeles if only one office were to be established. 	• 



He believed that a vice-consul in Los Angeles responsible to the Consul 

General in San Francisco would satisfy consular requirements in Southern 

California, but Wilgress, on the other hand, remarked that "...the 

susceptibilities of Los Angeles will be offended even if we make Los 

Angeles a separate consulate when San Francisco is a Consulate General." 

Robert H. Winters, Minister of Mines and Resources wrote to the Minister, 

L.B. Pearson, asking that some sort of office be maintained in Los Angeles 

so that there would be a home for the Canadian Government Travel Service. 128 

Since a thorough review  of  the consulates,on the Vest Coast appeared to be 

the best resOlution of the conflicting  opinions,  Allard waà despatched in 

the fall,of 1952. - • 

Unable'to wait for a, report  from Allard, the DePartment comenced 

the process of establishing the offices while he WAS away. IMmediately, 

a memorandum lyé;s approved by the Unister authorizing the Department 

to provide money for-the Seattle-and Los Angeles posts in the 1953 

estimates. By the time Allard filed his report in December 1952 urging 

immediate establishment of the tvo posts,,the Cabinet 'had already approved 

129 

Leslie Chance, the former Head of the Consular Division, was 

appointed as the first Consul General for a territory comprised of Southern 
• 

California counties and a few states.
130 The Canadian Oovernment Travel 

Bureau paid a former employee of the Trade Commissioner's office to 

maintain a tourist information service attached to the consulate. Also, 

a Trade Commissioner was sent to Los Angeles, and the trade office was 

°re-opened" by C.D. Howe.in the summer of 1954.
131 

a submission by iternal Affairs authOriZing an office in'Los Angeles. 
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- 	The establishment of a Canadian consulate in Seattle on October 1, 

1953, Within a week of the opening • of  the  the Angeles post was .accompanied . 

by many Of the same pressures. A Oonsulate - leneralinthe Pacific northwest . 

 had•been actively considered by Leslie chance on his 1947 tour.. Hé 

reported that altholigh à large amount of routine work was not performed 

by the rritish Consul, and deapite the unimportande of trade consideratiOns, 

there was.a need for a Canadian office to disseminate information. Chance 

noted particularly the pride of Seattle and the pressure €ucerted by local 

businessmen for the selection of their city. Since greater representation 

than the eXisting immigration Office waa required, he recomMendéd a,Consular 

office. 132 The unsatisfactory . experience with Detroit, however, made 

External Affairs reluctant to establish another consulate near the 

border, and Chance likewise became less enthusiastic in his advocacy of 

a Seattle post.
133 

' 	All the sanie, agitation on'the part of Seattle increased in 1950 

and continued through 1952. The San Francisco Cbnsul General reported 

increasing pressure for 'a consulate from - the Seattle Board of Trade. 34 

In addition, the British consular officials in Seattle.told the Canadians 

that since closure of the Immigration  Office in 1951, they handled the 

inquiries directed to their office, and . it caused:some difficulty as this 

Canadian work totalled 40% of the duties of the British  Office.
135 -Various 

officials in the Department, including Hector Allard and Hume Wrong, also 

loblied to have a consulate in Seattle made the first priority for any 

office opened in the West.
136  

Finally, a memorandum accepted by Under-Secretary Wilgress 

submitted to the Minister on October 7, 1952, authorized new offices in 

both Los Angeles and Seattle. After reading this reCommendation, L.B. Pearson 

deferred raising the question of ,Seattle in the Cabinet, even though he 

had gained approval for the Los Angeles post. The Department finally 

and 
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Finally, a memorandum accepted by Under-Secretary Wilgress and 

submitted to the Minister on October 7, 1952, authorized new offices in 

both Los Angeles and Seattle. After reading this reCommendation, L.B. Pearson 

deferred raising the question of Seattle in the Cabinet, even though he 

had gained approval for the Los Angeles post. The Department finally 
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authorized the eattle consulate when it found enough money remained in 

the 1953 estimates to open the office. The GOnsulate General.opened 

October 1, 1953, with j. Norman Senior as Consul General with jurisdiction 

in  Washington, Oregon, Idaho, Montana and Alaska. 
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RESULTS AND REANALYSIS - 1053 to 1961 

The Department of External Affaira, by 1953, had moved a long distance 

in the establishment of a consular system in six years. -  Six Consulates General, 

New York, Chicago, San Francisco, BoSton e  Los Angeles, and Seattle, had sprouted 

across the U.S. Two Consulates at New Orleans and Detroit, an Hcmorary Vice-

Consulate at Portland, Maine, and the Consular Division of the Embassy in 

Washington completed the lie of Canadian offices. The conéular offices were 

responsible for the following territories: 

New York 	- New York, Connecticut, Pennsylvania,'New Jersey; 

Chicago 	- North Dakota, South Dakota, Nebraska, Kansas, Minnesota,. 
Iowa, Missouri, Wisconsin, Illinois, Indiana, Kentucky; 

Boston 	- Màssachuéetts, Vermont, New Hampshire, Maine, Rhode 
Island; 

Detroit 	- Michigan, Ohio; 

New Orleans - North Carolina, South Carolina, Cleorgia„ Florida, 
Oklahoma, Texas, Arkansas, Louisiana, Tennessee, 
Mississippi, Alabama; 

San Francisco- California (except 10 southern counties), Nevada (except 
Clark County), Utah, Colorado, Wyoming and the Territory 
of Hawaii; 

Los Angeles - California (10 southern counties of Santa Barbara, San 
Bernardino, Los Angeles, Orange, Riverside, San Diego, 
Xera, Imperial and San Luis Obispo), Nevada (Clark Co. 
only), Arizona, New Mexico; 

Washington - District of Columbia, Maryland, Virginia, West Virginia, 
Delaware; 

Seattle 	- Oregon, Washington, Idaho, Montana, and the Territory 
of Alaska. 

These conaular boundaries remained in effect for eight years as no 

further offices were Opened until 1961. 

This long period of stability in the consular structure offered the 

Department of External Affairs a second opportunity to consolidate knowledge 
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and experience for use in future planning. The Department, however, did not 

use this time to formulate new programmes which would enable it to react to 

expansionary pressures in a comprehensive manner, Although W.G. Stark of 

Consular  Division made a tour of the U.S. posts in 1954, and a re-evaluation 

of the consular system was carried out jointly With Trade and Commerce in 

1956, these two re-assessments, unlike those Cf 1947 or 1952, dealt mainly 

with the priorities assigned to various consular funCtions and not with a 

systematic scheme for expansion. Also, while various consular conferences 

gathered officers together to provide a forum for discussion of consular 
• ■ 

problems, meetings which gave the Department in Ottawa a grasp.on consular 

activities and the operations of the Posts, they were not used to formulate 

a programme. 

During the years after 1953, the need for modifications of 

the original 1947 and the 1952 reappraisals grew. Various cities, noticing 

Canada's expanding consular system, began to campaign for a Canadian consulate. 

The Houston Chamber of Commerce, feeling neglected hecause an office had been 

opened in New Orleans, was quick to point out its opinion of the anomaly of 

a Gulf Coast office. 137  In the sare vein, the Philadelphia Chamber of 

Commerce wrote to External Affairs in an effort to impress upon the Department 

the comnercial importance of that city and the resultant need for a consulate, 

honorary or otherwise.
138 Lionel Conacher asked L.B. Pearson, in 1952, to 

consider the possibility of a Canadian consulate in Miami to assist Canadian 

139 
tourists in Florida. 	'The Miami Chamber of Commerce soon.repéated this 

140 
suggestion to Gerald A. Newman, the Canadian Consul at New Orleans. 

Californians living in Santa Monica approached the Consul in Los Angeles to 

offer free accommodation if the. government would authorize a vice-consulate 
I 
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there to promote tourism. Businessmen in both Cincinnati and Cleveland began 

to pressure the Canadian Government in 1957 and 1959 for a consular'post. 

Finally, a bank in Phoenix,  Arizona, enquired in 1960 about any plans to open 

0 
an office there. 141 

The requests for career, consulates elicited little response from 

the Department; only letters advising that no office would be opened in their 
• 

city. 142 Alost letters received the reply that offices would not be opened in 

the 7...forseeable future."143  To a suggestion from lami that  Canada appoint 

an honorary  consul there, the Department offered "... no.hopé whatever. ,144 

T.F.M. Newton replied to a request from Santa Monica for a Vice'Consulate thàt 

the Department had no personnel available "...in view of tore urgent commitments 

elsewhere." 145 The Cincinnati representation resulted in a statement that the 

city would be kept in mind in future planning. /46 

Though it did not undertake a comprehensive review of consular 

.requirements  in theUnited States, the Department of External Affairs did • 

Consider several proposals for new offices. 147 For example, a memorandum to 

the Ministers, submitted in the fall of 1955, suggested Minneapolis as a possible 

site for a new consulate. The Department thought that this city merited consideration 

since "...this is the one remaining 'gateway' area in which we have no consular 

representation." 14 	Leslie Chance's reservations about the efficacy of 

consulates along the border appear to have been forgotten. Nevertheless, the 

Minister, L.B. Pearson, vetoed any expansion at that time as the U.S. State 

Department was engaged in the reduction of U.S. consular representation in 

Canada. 

A partial review of consular requirements based on the opinion, 

of various departmental divisions, but not on any comprehensive:reassessment, was 

carried out in 1954. It included a recommendation from both R.A. MacKay and 
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A.D.P. Heeney that Texas was expanding so rapidly in its industrial capacity that 

the Canadian Government would soon find it desirable to establish representation 

149 there. 	The  Information Division also believed that the Southern United States 

should be given more attention than Northern areas since residents of cities such'as 

Minneapolis, in comparison with those of Houston, had a reasonably coMplete knowledge 

of Canea. This division also suuested Miami as a site, becauee a consulate there 

could coincide with the new emphasis of the Department on relations with Latin 

America, 

Eventually, Marcel Cadieux asked for a second review of the 

rationale behind the choice of the respective  poste, and consequently a history 

of the decisions was conducted in the spring of 1959. This study neither made any 

observations nor formed any conclusions on the subject of the relative merits of 

various locations for new consular posts. 150 

Ambassador .  Heeney, while favouring an expansion>, sueested in 1954 

that if objections to new offices arose, the matter should be left aside for a year 

or longer. The British also reported  in the  same year that they were"not pressed 

by the amount of Canadian work in any  of  their consulates. W.G. Stark, the author 

of the reView, concluded that due to the department's desire to keep down its 

1956 estimates and the inability of the membera of the Department to agree on a 

location, consular expansion.ought to be deferred and no recommendations made to 

the Minister. 151 

On é of the more important  modifications  affecting the consular system 

from 1953 to 1961, was the change in the rationale for future expansion. Both, 

within and outside the Department, commercial and economic reasons for consular 

sites were increasingly emphasized - considerations which had been relatively 

minor factors in the 1947 study of consular requirements. The overt nationalism 
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and emphasis on culture waa submerged in the later studies, and replaced by 

less emotional and more pragmatic reasoning.
153 

A source of the increasjng consideration for economic factors in 

establishing consulates was the growing interest of the Department of Trade 

and Commerce. In 1955, for example, that Department despatched to Cleveland 

the Consul in Detroit, M.J. Vechsler, to investigate the economic feasibility 

of opening an office there. At that time, however, he concluded that "...local 

ambition has more to do with the desire for a consulate or trade commissionerts 

office at Cleveland than either geography, potential consular activity, or 

potential trade development." 154 
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EXPANSION AGAIN - 1961 

The third period of adding to the roster of Canadian consulates in the 
1 	, 

United States commenced in 1961. It was not initiated by the Department of External 

Affairs which at that.time had no list of cities to which priority for consulates 

ought to'be given, but by the'Department of Trade and Commerce which had taken 

the initiative only once before in setting up the consulate at New OrleanS. 155 

Though they did not present comprehensive proposals when they opened their office 

in Philadelphia in 1961, Trade and Commerce  soon issued a report which listed 

their priorities for new Trade Commissioner offices in the United States. They 
desirability 

studied particularly the relative »elm of Atlanta, Cleveland, Dallas, Denver, 

Kansas City, Minneapolis, St. Paul, San Francisco, and St. Louis as potential 

posts. Statistically, they studied the merits of all these cities with a view to 

determining those best suited to the promotion of Canadian exports. 156  As the 

Department of External Affairs possessed no plans based on a survey of Canadian 

needs in the United States apart from trade, that Department acquiesced in the 

plans of Trade and Commerce for the expansion of Canadian representation in the 

United States. 

An office in Philadelphia had never been given serious consideration 

by the Department of External Affairs prior to the proposal by Trade and Commerce 

for a Trade Commissioner's Post in 1961. The Deputy Minister of Trade and 

Correrce wrote to the Under-Secretary requesting concurrence in establishing 

such an office stating that: 

This Departrent is convinced that the vital importance to 
Canada of trace  with the United States, the urgent need to 
take every positive action to reduce our imbalance with 
that country and the encouraging prospects for increasing 
our exports to the American market require an increase inim  
the number of our trade offices within the United States. 

As the Minister of Trade and Commerce had approved and directed that 

seps be taken to open the post, his Department formally requested the assistance 
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of the Department of External Affairs "...in order that we may achieve our 

since "...the new post of course will have to have consular status." The Deputy- 
• 

Minister of Tradé remarked that External Affaire should provide a junior officer 

to handle the non-trade actiVities, and since "...you are not inclined to provide 

a head of mission though granted adthority ..." Trade . and Commerce would sUpply 

the Consul in charge. 

External Affairs immediately informed the Ambassador in Washington, 

Arnold Heeney, who very strongly expressed the countering opinion that the 

establishment of any office "...should be related to the situation, coffimercial 

and otherwise, throughout the United States". He also, urged that before a trade 

officer was sent to Philadelphia, other districts for Which consulates had been 

contemPlated should be. studied again for their relative advantagea.:»A restricted 

study Of Philadelphia alOne would "...not repeat not be able to Make the wider 

assessment which I believe is the business-like way to deal with this matter.° 

Heeney further pointed out that "...if an office is opened for commercial purposes, 

it will inevitably have to cope with other Canadian  business as well. The public 

make little or norepeat no distinction an the basia of the official in charge or 

the sign on the door or the nomenclature in the phone book. A Canadian office, 

once it is opened, will have to and should, I believe, do all the business suitable 

to a Consulate." If the Department càncurred in the proposal to open a Consulate 

.in Philadelphia, Heeney further suggested that it should be under the authority 

of the New York Consulate General.
159

• 

At an interdepartmental meeting on February 22, 1961, Tradeiand Commerce 

consented to Heeney's preference that the new office be opened as a consulate and 

not a consulate general, but the new post was to be kept separate from  New York 

in order that subordination would not "...derogate from the status of the incumbent." 

For the first time, the Department of External Affairs agreed to limit its consular 
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district to a smaller area than'the trade district in order to allow the* office 

160 

Immediately, Heeney replied to these arrangements by reiterating his 

"obstinate" opinion that action should not be taken without further weighing the 

other factors and locations. In the same telegram, however, he agreed to the 

allocation of a different trade and consular territory to any office opened in 

Philadelphia2 61 
 

The memorandum expressing the Department's concurrence was submitted to 

the Minister of External Affairs March 23, and Treasury Board approval for a "Trade 

Office in Philadelphia" was granted April 6, 1961, on the basis of Philadelphia's 

importance for trade, and the ineffective nature of the service offered by the 

New York staff.
16 2  The justification for granting this new trade office consular 

status stemmed from "...the requirements of diplomatic protocol. Such designation 

is the minimum requirement for diplomatic accreditation, and such an arrangement, 

by giving uhe staff immunity from legal proceedings as well as import privileges 

will enhance the effectiveness of the office's operations." 163  

The arrangements for setting up the Philadelphia consulate proceeded, 

and wiley Yillyard, the Consul and Trade Commissioner, opened the efice June 5, 

1961. The Consulate General in New York continued to manage most consular 

business for Pennsylvania and Delaware, the consular territory of the new office, 

for a short period after the office opened.
164 

The proposal to open an office in Cleveland exposed conflicting interests 

between Trade and Commerce and External Affairs. In a 1955 study of the consular 

req-,.irements of Cleveland for Trade and Commerce, the Detroit Trade Commissioner 

165 
recommended against establishing an office there. 	External Affairs concurred 

in  this assessment two years later when a 1957 review of Cleveland as a possible 

consular site noted that a post there would lead to duplication Of effort sinde 

5etrcit had jurisdiction in only Michigan and Ohio while other ,  Consulates, General 

were responsible for mueh larger areas.
166 

• 

to concentrate on trade matters. 



Previous studies notwithstanding, in 1961, officials of the Department 

of Trade and Commerce changed their mind about the status of Cleveland. Their 

justification for the change was that the State of Ohio contained 11 of the first 

hundred most important urban industrial markets in the United States, and they 

were close to the industrial centre of Canada. Ohio, therefôre, had "...special 

potential for promoting the sale of Canadian industrial materials and component 

parts" as well as consumer goods. . They also cited a report from their Detroit 

consulate in which the Consul remarked that: 

It has long been felt...that the State of Ohio should be served 
from an office in Cleveland.... It is a place where we should be 
firmly entrenched before pushing our /frontier'...further south 
and east.... For the Detroit office to serve these areas alone 
is not to serve them well.... Our ye§ is that it has prior 
claim over any other suggested post. I  

• 
The Trade Commissioner Service concluded, therefore, that the next 

Canadian "trade commissioner post" àhould be set up there and asked for consultations 

with External Affairs in order to determine its consular designation. 168  The 

Consular Division commented upon this proposal and reiterated their 1957 contention 

thàt the central border area was already well-covered•by consular offices at 

Chicago and Detroit, and that the northeastern states possessed sufficient 

consulates at  Boston,  Washington, New York and Philadelphia, all close to each 

other, 169 

Ambassador Heeney, upon hearing of the Trade and Commerce consular 

review, wrote that, in his view, the neXt consulate should be opened in the south 

at Houston for commercial, information, immigration and public relations  reasons.
170 

When specifically questioned about his opinion on establishing a consulate at 

Cleveland, Heeney noted "...that it was of the utmost importance that any further . 

Canadian office in the United States be established on the basis of overall-

governmentarpurposes and not repeat not from any one departmental point of.view 
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solely. “171 He based this contention on precedent since "...by  an e large this  has  

been the practice in the past although experience has been spotty and sometimes 

one interest has proved paramount. ,172 

In view of the "..:delicacy of the matter vis-à-vis Trade and 

Commerce,” External advocated Setting up an interdepartmental committee to study 

the opening of an office in Cleveland. A canvass of all other departments which 

might possibly have an interest in an office in Ohio revealed that none had 

interest in a Cleveland post.173 The possibility of establishing Cleveland as 

a trade office alone without consular status was discussed with the Trade and 

Commerce officials, but it was considered that this would be a retrogressive step 

inconsistent with the policy of establishing integrated offices which had been 

followed for a number of years and which was strongly supported by the Ambassador 

in 7:ashington. Heeney had said that: 

I am rrofoundly convinced that our commercial interests in this 
country can best be served when not repeat not only the officer 
of T and C but alse those from External Affairs and Other depart- 
ments regard Canadian trading.interests as ,a primary responsibility; 
by the same token,  commercial  officers should be willing to share 
office duties not repeat not strictly related tîit,radeo.  Any other 
policy, in my judgment, is Wasteful and stupid. 

Consular  Division  consequently prepared a Memorandum for the Minister 

which laid out these facts and noted that this office would be set ùp on the same 

basis as the Philadelphia operation the year before.175 When Howard Green the 

Minister, agreed to the proposal that he submit:a joint memorandum to Cabinet, 

the document was prepared and signed April 16, 1962.. As an economy measure, 

however, the Cabinet deferred action for six months on June 28, 1962, and when 

the question arose again in November, 1962, External decided they.could not find 

a junior officer,  and  therefore decided that "...now is not the time for us to 

expand."176 
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James Roberts, Deputy Minister of Trade and Commerce re-submitted 

the proposal in October, 1963, in the form of a draft memorandum to the Ministers 

and invited renewed discussions on the question of a consulate in U1eve1and. 177  

External began their consultative process by asking the new Ambassador in 

Washington, Mr. Charles Ritchie, for his opinion. In their telex they-noted 

that: 

At the time of the original submission in 1962 we saw no 
imperative need for the opening of a new consulate in 
Cleveland and our views had not materially changed. 178 

Ritchie replied that: 

• I find my views parallel to those of Mr. Heeney...I would 
be inclined to favour opening office in Texas.. .1  would 
agree to any]Iscision reached in Ottawa by interested 
departments. ' 

• A memorandum to Cabinet dated January 9, 1964, Cited the imbalance 

of trade ith  the United States as the justification for the office in Cleveland. 

The post would b•  staffed and supervised by Trade and  Commerce personnel; the 

only External Affairs officer being a  vice-consul for consular and information 

work. 18°  The Cabinet approved the submission on April 9, 1964, and the post 

opened in the fall. 

The opening of three re.cent posts in Dallas, Buffalo and 

Minneapolis; indicated.the extent to which trade was a factor in the opening 

of new:consulates. COmmercial considerations were paramount in the selection 

• of these cities. 

From the very beginning, there was  no question about the fact 

that the Dallas Consulate, opened SepteMber 13, 1967, was to operate strictly 

for purpOses of trade, and responsibilities within the'Consulate were'allocated 

accordingly. In a Memorandum to Cabinet, June 12, 1967, it was stated that the 
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office would perform all consular functions, but it was not intended that the 

office would undertake any information work, and all administrative and clerical 

staff was provided by Trade and Commerce.181  

After the Consulate was in operation, External  Affaire  took a 

more or less ad hoc approach to its affairs and responsibilities, Moreover, Trade 

and Commerce was reluctant to deviate from its original plans and refused to 

become involved in even a minimal amount of information work. 

In 1968, Trade and Commerce requested a consular officer and support 

staff in view of the growing demand for additional assistance and the inability 

of Trade and Commerce to provide any more officers, External Affairs subsequently 

informed the Dallas Consulate that due to strict establishment limitations, 

the allowance for more positions in either 1968 or 1969 would not be possible. 

Similarly, the establishment of consulates in both Minneapolis 

and Buffalo was precipitated largely by trade considerations, 182 
 It was 

believed that the Buffalo trade post would service the Ontario and Quebec regions 

while the Minneapolis post would service the Western Ontario and Prairie regions. 

It is interesting to note the different rationale for the placing 

of a post at Buffalo in 1969 as compared to the reasons given by Leslie Chance 

in May, 1947. He stated then that the real need was for education and 

representation as an indication of Canada emerging as a strong and individual 

member of the family of nations.  On the other hand, reasons given in 1969 for 

the new posts were not so vague, and, indeed, involved quantifiable values in 

support of recommendations. 

At this stage in the development of the consular system, it 

appeared as though only Trade and Commerce was capable of providing the concrete 

reasons for expansion. Thus the new offices were superficially dissimilar in many 
respects 
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to the traditional concept of a Consulate, and apparently divorced 

in nature from anything earlier reports from External Affairs had 

envisaged. Nonetheless, it has not proved possible for consulates to 

operate strictly as "trade posts" or "commercial officés".The very 

existence of a consular office results in demands for consular services 

by Canadians and in the growth of an information programme for example. 

Moreover, with the integrated operation of government offices abroad 

departments posting officers abroad to carry out new programmes 

naturally station them in existing - consulates. The result has been a 

gradual broadening in the range of functions carried out at a post. 

The consulate in Dallas, for example, which was originally conceived as 

a trade post has taken on'a much broader range of functions  in the  consular 

services and information fields than originally envisaged: an immigration 

section opened in early 1973 and External Affairs had plans afoot to 

establish  an information section. As a result the term "commercial office" 

could no longer be said to aptly describe Dallas. 

The broadening of function process has also been visible at the . 

consulate in San Juan even though there has been no addition of officers 

from Departments other than Industry, Trade & Commerce. 	 - 

.Thé first step taken towards opening a post in - San Juan came 

through Trade & Commerce initiative in the latter part of 1965. A 

comprehensive survey touching on the low  volume of  trade with the Dàminican 

Republic, the sensitive - political situation, and the remote prospects of 

improvement seemed to indicate the cost of maintaining a commercial section 

in the Embassy in Santo Domingo was not warranted. Puerto Rico, on the 

other hand, a commonwealth of the United States, was  exempt  from U.S. federal 

tax and yet because of its special status enjoyed free trade. Furthermore, 

it granted a generous tax holiday to corporations establishing there and 
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labour was especially cheap. Thus Puerto Rico had become the economic 

centre of the Caribbean. There seemed to be grounds for transferring the 

trade office from Santo Domingo to San Juan. On November 23, 1967, 

representatives of Trade and Commerce, Consular Division, Latin American 

Division, and U.S.A. Division met in the office of Mr. Burbridge, Head 

of U.S.A. Division, to discuss the transfer. 

Mr. McEachern of Trade and Commerce explained that his 

Department "could no longer justify an office costing 0,000 in Santo 

Domingo,.a. $5,000,000 export market. A trade office in a 20 million 

dollar market, Puerto Rico, could be justified and useful. As only a 

reallocation of resources.was concerned, it would beeasy to justify to 

the TreaSury Board. He suggested.  the  new post be given consular. status 

Similar to that granted in Dallas, i .e. it would have jurisdiction for, 

and engage in, purely responsive information work in the Commonwealth of 

Puerto Rico only until such time as External Affairs was in a position 

to post an officer for this work." 183 

On August 20, 1968, Mr. Marcel Cadieux, USSEA, sent the Minister, 

Mr. Sharp, a joint Memorandum to Cabinet to be signed by himself and "by 

Mr. Pepin and prepared in the Department of Trade and Commerce seeking approval 

to open a Consulate in Puerto Rico to be staffed by Trade and Commerce by 

redeployment of the commercial element of the Embassy in Santo Domingo." 

In the accompanying letter he noted that a senior locally-engaged Commercial 

officer would be left in Santo Domingo with a'Trade and Commerce paid locally-

engaged stenographer. The move would also "provide consular representation 

in an area now served only by our Consulate General in New York or with the 

assistance of the British Consulate in Puerto Rico".
184 

His msgivings were 

those that had been voiced by External throughout. "ide have some misgivings 

about the implications of this exercise for our own activities because 
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although we have been unable to obtain Treasury Board approval .for the 

resources needed to open 5 new posts....we nevertheless find ourselves 

in a position of sponsoring the opening of a new  post  by another 

Department." Despite the perennial problem.of,a difference in priority. 

arising.between External and Trade and Commerce, M. Cadieux ended in .. 

saying it would be reasonable to condur in this proposal. 

Cabinet approVal for the opening of the Canadian Consulate 

was granted on September 19, 1968. . 	. 

The Consulate-General in New York agreed to retain responsibility 

for the San Juan consular jurisdidtion but due to a limitation of resources, 

personnel and experience in that area,.they had little to do with Puerto 

Rican consular activities. With the appointment of Mr. Fairweather as 

Vice-Consul. and TradeCommissioner on May 15, 1969 it was proposed that the 

-  Consulate in Puerto Rico assume responsibility for all consular services. 18 -5 

It was finally decided on January 13, 1970, that it was "no longer necessary 

for New York to have consular responsibility for Puerto Rico and the United 

States Virgin Islands".
186 . 

• 

The austerity programme imposed by the government in 1969 led to 

the closing of the Embassy in Santo Domingo in late 1969. The consular 

responsibility for Santo Domingo was shared by the ConsulatéS in Puerto Rico 

and Venezuela. The resident Consuls in those centres were officially appointed 

"Canadian Consuls . with jurisdiction in the Dominican RePublic, ,187  uy the . 

PCO on January' 19, 1971 

The pàst did not negleèt its consular activities The new Canadian 

Consul, and External FSO, Glen Shortliffe, wrote in 1971, 
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As you know Industry, Trade and Commerce 
opened this post three years ago and I 
do not know whether we would meet the 
definition of an External Affairs post or 
not...the way the workload evolved here, I 
wuld describe this post as neither 'External' 
nor 'Industry, Trade and Commerce', but as a 
Canadian Government post serving the interests 
of several departments with primary emphasis 
on the commercial and economic functions. 188  

Mr. Goldschlag, Director General of the Bureau of  Western 

Hemisphere Affairs wrote to Mr. Shortliffe after a visit to Puerto 

Rico in late 1971. • 

”As to your responsibility in the Dominican 
Republic I was impressed by the general satisfaction 
which I detected among members of the Canadian 
community with the quality of consular services 
and other assistance which you and your colleagues 
are providing.u189 

Thus it :would seem the Consulate at Puerto Rico is a fairly well balanced 

post in its responsibilities and activities. 

The opening of a Consulate-General in Atlanta, although the 

major push came from the Trade Commissioner  Service  indicated a new  

spirit of cooperation in the conduct of Canada's consular operations in 

- the United .States. 	 • • 

In 1967, Industry, Trade and Commerce waà already tentatively 

considering Atlanta as a possible site for a Canadian Consulate to Serve 
the Southeastern United States. However, it was not until 1970 that 

they informed the Department of External Affairs of their definite plans 

to transfer the commercial section of the New Orleans Consulate General 

to Atlanta. Industry, Trade, and Commerce felt Canadian economic interests 

would be more effective]y served in Atlanta "as it is a major distribution 

centre for the American . Southeast; in economic terms it is one of the 	. 
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fastest growing cities in' the States, and being geographically central 

to the territory it could more efficiently serve Canada's trading interestsw. 

It was said Canadian investment in Atlanta amounted_to $100 million and 

. Canadian annual exports to $750 million. 

Although Atlanta ranked low in terms of External Affairs relative 

priority, they endorsed the I.T. & C. preference for a more central and 

economically viable location. For consular services and information 

matters, it appeared to afford some minor improvement over New Orleans.. 

However,  a, post in Miami or Jacksonville might have been preferable to 

service the needs of over "50,000 resident Canadians and ah additional 

60,0010+-strong seasonal. population. Most of . the consular inquiries handled 

by New Orleans originated in Florida, e.g. in February of 1970, 51% of all 

190 
inquiries and 74% in March". 	The British Consulate in Miami assumed the 

often demanding task of attending to the immediate or urgent consular 

problems of Canadian eitiZens in that area. Atlanta, froM a Florida 

perspective is really little improvement over New Orleans. In April of 

1972 Cabinet took the, decision to open .a Consulate-General in Atlanta. 

The new Post was oPerational by SePtember of the same year although no 

Consul General had yet been appointed. 

The opening of Atlanta did not enable External Affairs .nto Close 

down New Orleans; which continues to serve as our bicultural window on a 
191. 

francophone area in the United States." While the prime objective in the 

Atlanta mission is trade promotion, the post provides a.  full range of 

consular services for Canadians. :It also conducts an infôrmation programme, 

"including cultural activities designed to emphasize Canadian distinctness 

and to create a . favourable knowledge of Canada in official, business and  
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and educational circles as well as the public generally." It is 

thus a Consulate-General in the full sense of the word and not only 

a trade promotion office. 	Atlanta's territory for trade promotion 

activities includes the states of: Mississippi; Alabama, Florida, 

Georgia, North and South Carolina and Tennessee while its territory for - 

consular services includes Florida, Tennessee, North and South Carolina, 

and Georgia. 

At a meeting to discuss the opening of Atlanta, attended by the . 

various departments concerned "the need for adequate personnel to carry 

out consular duties especially when the AS-5 officer was absent Was noted. 

The Industry, Trade & Commerce repreSentatives agreed that Foreign Trade 

Officers would . assume functions in the consular and administrative field..a 93.  

The prime objective in the Atlanta mission is trade promotion, 

but the post provides a .  full range of consular services for Canadians. 

It also conducts an information programme, "including cultural activities -

designed to emphasize Canadian distinctness and to create à favourable 

knowledge of. Canada in official, business and education oircles as well - 

as the public generalb- ." 
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1 

a 

AUSTERITY 

In Jun2, 1968 the Canadian electorate renewed the mandate of 

the Liberal Party and endorsed the leadership of. Pierre Trudeau. Soon 

after he became  Prime  Minister, Pierre Trudeau announced that a thorough 

review of foreign policy was to be undertaken for, "Canadians were seeking 

a new role and a new foreign policy based on a fresh appraisal Of this 

rapidly changing world and on a realistic asSessment of Canada'S 

,194 potential. 

Two explicit sources to effect the change Were, 

1) the White Paper on Foreign Policy, Foreign Policy for Canadians,- 

published July,  1970 and 

2) the austerity programme instituted in April, 1968. 

Essentially the theme of the White Paper was that'Canada's 

foreign policy was to be an extrapolation of domestic pOlicy Whose 

highest priority was national unity. National unity being the ultimate 

goal, emphasis on bilingualism and biculturalism naturally ensued and was 

expressed in foreign policy by increased diplematic relations with 

francophone countries. Although the Paper conceptually patterned foreign 

policy:in the 1970's on six national a
.j.]ms 95 'there was "little doubt that 

extra emphasis had been placed on economic growth..".and in a press 

conference Mr. Sharp stated flatly that "the priorities are clearly set 

, 
out. Economic growth takes precedence.'

196 
 'Although there'was no spec- 

ific paper on it, our relationship with the United States....(would) 

continue to have heavy impact on Canada, with political,. economic, and social 

.:1•97. • 
impliOations

„ 
 • and.tnére was no doùbt that it constituted a challenge to our 
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separate identity. This situation was to be "controlled" by seeking 

counterweights to U.S. dominance, i.e. actively pursuing trade 

diversification and technological co-operation with other developed 

countries. The emphasis on.increasing ties with francophone countries 

and attempting to find counterbalances abroad to the United States made 

any strengthening of the Department of External Affairs activities 

in the United States appear unwarranted. Indeed, it seemed more in 

keeping with the spirit of the times to reduce them. 

The government began implementing policy which reflected the 

changing emphasis articulated . in the 1970 White Paper even .before it 

was published. The austerity measures, initiated in August, 1969 made 

clear Where the government's priorities lay a year prior to• the White 

Paper. 

When asking for programme review . material for 1969-70 J  External 

predicted a "very restricted approach to planning". This-  was confirmed 

when in April the Cabinet directed•departments and agencies "to prepare 

their Programme Review submissions in accordance with certain guidelines. 

.The guideline for 1969-70 of the Department Were to be maintained at 

current years level."
198  The freeze meant cutbacks to absOrb the costs 

resulting from wage, price and rent increases to the tune of $2.5 million. 

Although eighteen positions were requested (three FSO's and 

fifteen others) "as a high priority requirement for the efficient functioning 

of the United States Division and posts in the United State
:s
",

199 the 

following:positions were deleted in 1969-70: 

Chicago - a Cletk - 4 trànsferred to Los Angeles  to 
fill a vacant position. 

Cleveland - an Administrative Officer. 

Los Angeles - an information FSO. 

• 	• New York - an information clerk... 	 • 

Philadelphia - an Administrative Officer. 
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The  freeze became a deep-freeze for the 1970-71 fiscal year. 

In advising posts on the preparation of their programme review for 1970-71 

the Department said, "Budgetary forecast is extremely austere and 

indicates few if any personnel resources likely, to be available for 

1970-71. To accompliel more important objectives it may be necessary 

to re-organize our resources by reducing . less  important programmes.  

Since re-organization may not be an acceptable  solution  some  requirements 

for additional personnel will have to be made at the expenSe of some 

200 
other post or area." 

The forecasts and rumours  of  impending austerity that were 

rampant in. the  ranks of the civil service in the summer of 1969 were 

realized on AUgust 13, 1969 with what the Toronto Telegram . Cailed the 

"anti-inflation shocker". On that date, Prime Minister Trudeau announced 

that, in order to keep costs'within.that fiscal:year's spending level, 

the civil service was to be cut by 10% or 25,000  jobs.  Although normal 

attrition through retirements, resignations, etc. would account for most 

of the cut, Trudeau admitted layoffs would be "inevitable" because 

"normal attrition didn't always hapPen in the right places."
:201  

Cabinet's guidelines restriçted the Department's budget to the 

same level as for the fiscal year 1969-70. Inflationary expenditure 

(rents, wages, etc.) were again not taken intà consideration, thus to 	, 

have maintained its existing strength, External Affairs would  have  needed 

an increase of%  non-available" $7.5 million. Consequently, ''significant 

economies" were in order. Mr. Sharp was very encouraging in . writing, 

"This situation faces us with the challenge and opportunitY to emerge with 
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a stronger and more effective organization!"
202 

For the Department of External Affairs, this culMinated in 

the November announcement of the closure of seven missions: Phnom Penh, 

•iientianne, Berlin, Nicosia, Santo Domingo, Quito, and Montevideo; 

withdrawal of External employees from five others - Dusseldorf, Hamburg, 

Milan, Chicago, and Seattle; and the postponement of the opening of 

three others. Personnel and expense cutbacks affected virtually eVery 

post. External expended much time that fall evaluating personnel for 

cuts and relocation and programmes for cancellation or reduction. 

Sixty-seven FSO's were affected by austerity measures. Eleven were 

demoted; thirteen were seconded or transferred to other departments or 

agencies; two "retired prematurely", four were completely laid off . ; 

and the rest were relocated within the department.
203 In all ., Over 

two:hundred employees were deployed from abroad. However, in accordance 

with the new government's priorities fifty-six manyears were allocated 

for the opening of five posts in francophone countries, thirty-one for 

strengthening those Whose primary function was aid  administration and 

ten for bilingualism. Presumably, funding for these came from the 

re-allocation of resources. 	 . 

In thé United Statés Division, a comPlete and detailed review 

of programme and expenditure plans resulted in a total withdrawal of 

External Affairs personnel in Seattle and Chicago, and cutbacks in Boston, 

New York, Washington, and Los Angeles, totalling 44 Canada-based and 

locally-engaged. 
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SEATTLE  

The United States Division had felt cutbaCks were imminent 

and had prepared proposals in the summer of '69 for that eventuality. 

Although in March Seattle had urgently requested two locally-engaged 

clerks to handle the increased demand for information, cultural, and 

administrative activities, it was felt that the entire External Component 

could be eliminated in Seattle because its consular area could be served 

from San Francisco. It had a high operational cost and its raison d'être, 

the Columbia River Development no longer required vigilance. With 

withdrawal the following positions were lost: 
• 

, 2 FSO's (1 Head Of Post, 1 Consul) 
1 AS (Consular/Administration) 
1 ST (Secretary to Head of Post) . 
1 CR (Registry and Accounts) 

With all External personneIwithdrawn, the Department of Industry, Trade, 

and Commerce personnel were obliged to assume responsibility for consular 

Work. A new passport office in Vancouver  was to take care of the demand 

created by "Vancouverites" travelling to Seattle instead of waiting for 

Ottawa to fill their applications. Other non-urgent passport work was 

shifted to San Francisco.
204 The withdrawal put an end to information 

work in that area. 	 • 

. Termination of the information programme was a misjudgement, 

'for by the early part of 1972, IT&C personnel were desperate for another 

FS0 to handle the need and demand for information services. 

The need for consular/information work generated by the Columbia 

River Development was "replaced" by "Skagit Valley flooding from a higher 

Ross Dam, the Point Roberts contention, Canadian and American fishing 

boat,  violations of the other country's territory, varying attitudes 
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toward international Law of the Sea, increased oil tanker traffic through 

the San Juan Straits, etc." The Consul felt these demanded an information 

programme to explain the Canadian position to  business men and opinion 

molders in that area. Furthermore, there was a heavy demand for inform-

ational services. "Although the information programMe of this Consulate 

was discontinued at the end of 1969, we still receive an average of 

200 letters per month requesting general informationaLmaterial or films, 

or specific details and sources on a variety of subjects. This is in 

addition to the stream of immigrationoriented enquiries leihich average 

about 350 per month. We have not been able to acCept most of the speaking 

invitations . which have been extended and when we have accepted, we find 

it quickly generates additional requests,
H205  

As•will be seen, thé information programme bore the brunt of 

the austerity measures. 

CHICAGO 

By process of elimination, Chicago, primarily a trade office, 

was chosen as the second  victim for the abbatoir. .Lost were: 

2 AS's (1 Information and Public Relations, 
• 	1 Consular and Administration) 

1 ST (Secretary to the Head of Post, IT&C) 

1 CR (Registry and Accounts) 

It was felt that External went frem one extreme to the other 

in Chicago.; "Before withdrawal," one IT&C official stated, "External had 

too many locally-engaged support staff nuMbering more than ten including 

the chauffeur and cooks for the Consulate." This staff apparently.did the 
, 

majority of the consular work. Upon withdrawal, IT&C officials assumed 
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all consular responsibility "with no funds and no training" Although 

non-urgent  passport Work waà transferred to Detroit, the IT&C official 

felt that most pasaport applications were "urgent" and thus kept IT&C 

people quite occupied. The withdrawal engendered "many complaints from 

the public..  Why did the second largest city in the United States have 

its consular complement reduced When lesser posts retained those 

facilities?" The business community could not understand why Chicago's 

facilities were reduced when trade-wise, it was second in importance to 

New York. Libraries and eduçational institutions throughout the mid-west 

were appalled by the discontinuation of the Information programme that 

they perennially planned into their programmes and curriculae. FrOm 

cutbacks in Chicago, it would appear that'our public relations with a 

large and important area of the United States certainly suffered. 

LOS ANGELES  

, The "manpower adjuStments" in Los Angeles again revoked the 

information programme and saw a reduction in consular staff. Lost were: 

1 AS (senior AS, carried out Information Programme)  

• • 1 CR (junior AS, did consular work) 

In February of that Year, the Department of Manpower & Immigration . . 

announced the closing of its offices in Denver and Los Angeles. This; of 

course, brought concern to the Consul General in Los Angeles who was losing 

staff. However, it was decided that the Manpower & Immigration Officer in 

San Francisco would fly  to  Los Angeles twice a week, thus assuming most 

of the increased workIOad. 
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The 

The  

All these cuts, it must be remembered, came after almost two 

years of "freeze" and at all posts midst an increase in.demand,for 

cOnsular, passport, and information services. These services being 

responsive meant that the remaining staff were extremely hard-pressed 

trying to compensate for the lost personnel. Posts Which suffered no 

actual cuts were nevertheless working under strained conditions as their 

staff had not increased .proportionately with the demand  for, services. • 

Dallas, for instànce, Was and had been for two years in urgent need of 

a clerk/typist to perform consular and information Work, and in view.  of 

rate of increase in demand felt they would shortly need an AS3. 

Consulate in Philadelphia 

Consul wrote in 1969 that 

educational centre and is one 

centres in the'United States. 

- 
officer." 206  In the case of San Francisco, the staff shouldered most of 

the work previously handled in Seattle. Detroit handled passport work 

from Chicago and information work from Cleveland. Both handled as well 

natural "inflation" at their post without an inCrease in staff. To say 

the least, all posts were working to capacity. 

NEW  ORLEANS  

New Orleans lost a Canadian-based stenographer - 1 ST. 

BOSTON 

'Boston'lost an FS0 Whose duties centered.  on the Information and 

Cultural programmes, as well as a seéretary tO the Head of Post. In 

had lost an AS5  in 'the  freeze of 1968,. 

"Philadelphia is an  important cultural and 

of four or five' major opinion forming 

As such, the post needs an information 
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November, 1970 the Vice Consul wrote the Inspection Service a letter 

regarding the oppressive deMand for services. "It had been the practice 

here to catch up on sundry clericàl work, to revieW, to replenish otir 

supply of stenciled form letters (etc.) during (the slack period 

after August).- However, because.of.the recent cut-back in staff resulting 

in-extra time-consuming clerical work, it has been  impossible  to complete 

,207 
even our immediate consular-duties.' 	Due to its location, the 

Consulate was burdened with a most significant volume of Customs and 

Immigration inquiries. "Even though we are merely a formdispensing 

office for Immigration applications, and we have both Customs and 

Immigration information offices in New York to Which we refer môst of 

those enquiries, we still find ourselves answering between - 300' and 500 

Immigration enquiries and sometimes oVer 700 Customs enquiries every 

month. Enquirers object to and are stubborn about being referred to another 

office for information; and Canadians visiting_in this area especially, 

expect to have their Customs enquiries answered by us. We make every 

effort to satisfy the latter group. 

. "In addition, we find some,of the non-immigrant entry enquiries 

can be involVed and time-consuming—for example, entry of non-Canadian 

university professorà to work temporarily at Canadian universities; 

employees of U.S. firms going to Canada on temporary assignment; entry of 

entertainers; and the procedures involved'in processing applications for 

persons in Special Categories. -Although.we have an Immigration Manual 

at our disposal, we do not havé the. time to study it  and  its amendments 

”208 
thoroughly. 	 • 
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NEW YORK  

. The Consul-General in New York wrote with regard to  the 

 '68-69 freeze that he was delighted and hoped that it would engender a 

reconsideration of real and long-term goals.. "However, (consular) work 

can be measured precisely in a statistical table and if we do not have 

adequate staff to operate that section the essential work done by it will 

Suffer damage that will ieflect on the public image of this office and - 

Canada in general. 

The following valuable table-will give you an indication of 

the way in which the workin that section has multiplied over the,past 

few years and continues-to multiply in a steady progression: 

% Increase 

	

1965 	1966 	1967 	1968 	Over 1965 

Passports Issued 	 1,076 	1,086 	1,261 	1,472 	36.1 

Passports Renewed 	 896 	889 	1,059 	1,010 	12.7 

Birth Registrations 	 244 	398 	293 	368 	50.5 

Telephone Calls In & Out 	9,969 	25,857 	35,148 	36,347 	367.5 

Visitors 	 12,612 	16,787 	26,839 	18,448 	47.0 

Correspondence - In 	3,787 	6,289 	6,443 	7,310 	99.1 

Correspondence - Out 	6,182 	11,723 	12,266 	13,374 	118.2 

The above indicated workload has been given to exactly the same 

number of Persons in the Consular section in 1968 as was the case in 1965." 209  

His letter and table exemplify the point made earlier in this regard. It 

also illustrates the "condition" of the mission before auSterity. On 

July 3, he wrote requesting the promised clerical consular/visa position 



and an additional clerk to satiate the demand which was "taxing present 

staff almoat beyond endurance." He said if the. additional position was 

not made available, a re-allocation fram the Information. Division to the 

Consular Division would be unavailable and "unsatisfactory". On July 39, 

GWU informed him that "the following position has been deleted from your 

establishment:- CR2 (Information)." This Shock must have been only a drop 

in the bucket in comparison to the mutilation incurred once austerity was 

launched. New York lost: 

1 FSO-6 (Information Division) 
1 AS-5 (Consular Division) 
1 ST (Consular Division) 
2 CR (Information Division and Administration) 

Information activities, of course, were greatly affected,by 

the loss of the FS0 and two'clerks. The Information section had had three 

.officers - lost was the Press Officer. This was a curious choice considering 

that New York is the headquarters of the wire services and material 

reaching every newspaper in the country  originates there. Network centres 

for both radio and television are there as well as most of the influential 

Magazines of news, academia, and fashion. 

Consular Division in lasing a clerk found its personnel working 

"flat out".. The processing of Special Category Visas is especially taxing. 

They receive a minimum of 5,000/year all of which require at least three 

telegrams as well as an interview. Complaints from the public regarding 

the quality of service were caused by a "personality" problem rather than 

. by lack Of expediance or efficiency. That "problere has been eliminated 

and the Special Category Visas will soon be handled by-Manpower & Immigration. 

AUSTERITY AND THE INFORMATION PROGRAMME  

The information programme in the United States was the focus of 

austerity measures at every post. As was shown, if a post did not lose 
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personnel in charge of information, they were not granted personnel for 

vacant positions - positions that had been frozen up' to two years 

earlier, ,In Febrilary of 1969, Mr. Lionel Chevrier, Head of a'Task Force 

on Information in our Consulates in the United States found "wherever I 

went I found'that staff working  in Information fields seem to be struggling 

constantly to keep their heads above water rather than carrYing out a 

wellthought-out progr 	 210amme in a confident and effective manner". 

It is ironical that concurrent to the austerity programme, 

The Report of the Task Force on Government Information  was published. As. 

recognized by the Task Force, 

Canada has a variety of special publics, not only with 	- 
. 	the country but outside Our borders as well, and the 

more'skillfully we.tell these foreign publics about 
ourselves the better we serve ourselves....(as) Sir Stephen 
Tallents wrote, 'No civilized country today can afford 
either to neglect the projection of its national person> 
ality or to resign its projection to others,' 211 

Objectives met, but were the means questionable? 

Although austerity was never offically - terminated, fiscal 

restraints were relaxed after 197 0-71. .In 1971 the 10% personnel cutback 

was shelved and hiring was resumed. The Department expenditures for- 

• 1970-71 reached $76,543,000 and were - estimated to reach ,$96,337,000 

in the  fiscal year 1971-72 and $109,376,000 for fiscal year  1972_73.213 

The freeze was lifted largely, tà accommodate innovations within the 

Department in.-response to certain recommendations  in the White Paper. 
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INTEGRATION 

One of the key recommendations of the White Paper on Foreign 

Policy was that, "in order to keep abreast of the rapid evaluation of 

events, the Government needed avetrong and flexible organization for 

carrying out its reshaped, foreign policy and thus it decided there 

should be maximum integration in its foreign operations that would 

effectively contribute to the achievement of nationaliobjectives". 

ThOse responsibilities included advice to the GoVernment 

through the Secretary of State for External'Affairs on: 	• 

- the formulation of policy 

-- the harmonisation of plans and programmes 

• - the allocation of resOurces 

• - the implementation of foreign operations 

• - policies for the management of personnel. 

These items, together with the evaluation and'review.Of the 

entire management functiOn were to constitute the principal eleMentS of 

a Comprehensive approach to the management of foreign operatiOns. 213  

The first concrete move towards integration of External Affairs, IndUstry,' 

Trade and Commerce; and Manpower and Immigration came lm April 1971 when 

the ICER integrated the administrative and support services of these' 

departments. Heads of Post are now selected by ICER instead orthe three 

departmentS separately. The degrée of "eventual integration of the present 

departments, will depend on the outcome of current bargaining with inter-

departmental committees; the vestedi_nterests that have to be reconciled 

• - are impressiven. 

ICER has worked towards greater integration in the planning  

of foreign operations by working towards the development of a country 

planning and programming system: 
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“Thé system which was designed included as 
components the definition of country policies, 
country plans, programmes, budgets and 
evaluation reviews. The system was intended 

i) to facilitate the formulation of Canadian 
policies and objectives vis-à-vis individual 
countries; 

ii) to facilitate setting of priorities by the 
Government, the determination of resource 
requirements and the allocation of resources; 

in) to allow, where possible, for the selection 
of programmes from amongst a range of 
alternatives; and 

iv) to facilitate the regular evaluation of 
foreign operations. 	. 

One of the major steps in developing thie system was the 

formulation of interdepartmentally..agreed Statements or  Country Objectives 

' for each of the country units. Statement of Country Objectives are a 

"translation of  Canada's national interests and goals into Objectives for 

the organisational unit abroad at the level at which it is . practical to 

frame plans and prograffimes, > estimate specific.resource requirements and 

assign specific resPonsibility for execution". 214  These are drafted 

interdepartmentally in Ottawa, External Affairs Area Directors assuming. 

the responsibility - of Producing "agreed and coordinated statements of 

country objectives.n  

The country plans forecast the methods for achieving the 

country objectives and determines the costs in terms of money and human 

resources. Iritially prepared at the post, it describes the significant 

local factors  having effect on the achievement of objectives as well as 	- 

probable programme costs  in relation to anticipated results. "From the 

alternative courses of action proposed in the Plan andin the light of the 

priorities determined and resources made available as a result.of inter- 
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departmental and Treasury Board consideration (comes) the approved 

Country Programme" 215 . 

If the Country Programming approach is successful in achieving 

its objectives in the United States, then GWU will concUrrently be 	• 

achieving its long-standing goals of making the nàw fifteen consular 

posts in the United States representative of the Canadian Government, 

not just one particular department or priority, and responsive to all of the 

.needs and objectivesof the Canadian Government-and people. 

The actual Statement of Objectives depended on the "outcome of 

Cabinetls Consideration of the central issues in Canada-United States 

relations" as well as the completion of a review of information policy 

in the United States and the outcome of conSideration that was being given 

to the deployment of immigration officers at additional postS.. However, . 

five specific guidelines were agreed upon at thattdme by all departments 

concerned. The.guidelines stated that the consular missions in the United 

States were to "becOme responsive to the full spectrum  of  Canadian 

objectives vis-à-vis the United States". Congruent with the -ICER  guide- 

]  mes set out for all posts abroad "the programmes of the individual posts 

(Should) be tailored to the specific demands deriving from the size  and 

charaçter of their territory". The third  programme of "General Relations" 

le.  "Analyse/represent" (study the,regional environment and get the 

Canadian viewpoint across) on a continuous and syStematic basis was 

called for. By definition, this programme was to be ,carried out not 

only in support of the specific programmes currently receiving emphasis - 

at the posts, but also in relation to all fields which are of interest 

to the Canadian Government.. The official Canadian effort in the territory 

of the post must be planned and executed as an integral whole. In this 
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respect, the growing need - for an intelligent scrutiny ofthe scene 

and for a cOordinated representational endeavour should be selfevident. 

An specific developments of national importance it is considered that, 

although lacking the broader appràach possible in Washington', the posts 

are able to provide useful perepectives deriving from their intimate 
1 

knowledge of the local scene. 

The information programme in the United States received great 

emphasis - posta were instructad to "enhance to the fullest extent: 

possible their contribution to.the appreciation in the United States 

Of Canada's interest, views andconcerne". Information work was no 

longer to be responsive, but was  to be planned and prograMmed towards 

calculated goals. Hopefully,.if,this is taken at all seriOusly.the 

recommendations of the Chevrieriteport and the Task Force. on Information 

will be given consideration. 41 organized and efficient information 

programme is-not going to.just -happen. 

The guideline's repeatedly emphasized thàt Consulates Were to 

(a) support all areas of interest to the Canadian Government and (b) 

to plan and exetute all efforts "as an integrated whole". The fifth' 

guideline was more explicit: "The full range of Consular  services as 

desçribed in the Consular Manual should be provided"; ,that is; Article 5 

of the Vienna Convention shoUId be adhered to. As I.T. & C. approved of 

the letter and its guidelines, it should represent a major coup for 

External Affairs.. It would appear that the long battle to have our 

-Consulates be consular missions  and  not just trade posts was finally.Won 

- at leaet on paper. 

Integration II  

In order to determine how integration is progressing in the 

field, so to speak, the researcher conducted SeVeral short yet informative 
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interviews with personnel at posts or recently from posts in the 

United States. The problems incurred by American Posts.are precisely 

those earlier mentioned in the ICER memo. Additionally, however, there 

are problems that cast a shadow of doubt on the sincerity qf the battle 

for the development of all-round conàular posts and for integration. ' 

The most salient problem in this regard is the lack of direction from 

Ottawa. Posts found that-if problems with integration were encountered 

and Ottawa consulted, the usual reply was to solve the problem at the 

post. Without guidance and firm direction from Ottawa. , integration 

• cannot develop. 

Conclusion 	• 	. 

After two years of disruption, attempts are  being  made  to put 

the pieces back together in our Consulates in the United States. Because • • 

of the haphazard history of their development, this task -  iaarduous for 

those involved. It is difficult to rationalize operations that have long - 

'lacked firm direction as to priorities.and governmental direction as opposed to 

departmental objectives, without considerable organic change. One thing 

is clear:  our U.S, consulates havé been  the,  subject of a plethora of 

reports,.studies, and missions. The answers do not lie .  in further studies 

which would only repeat the conclusions and recommendations contained  in  

the past reports. ' Hommage  has been paid to thése recommendations which 

essentially called for an injection of direction and coordination into 

operations abroad through the PPBS and in moves towards integration. Like 

good laws, in order to be effective there must be enforcement. The 

foundation . has been laid for the development of a dynamic consular system 

'in the United States. Our missions are to be in essence mini-Embassies 

responsive to the full spectrum of Canadian objectives vis-a-vis the 

United States. "The official Canadian effort in the territory of à post 

will be planned and executed as a whole." We have had the directives, 



now what is needed is concerted action towards those ends; Perhaps 

before going,any further the point should be made that a dynamic 

system of Canadian consular representation is essential to our 

relationship With the United States 

We must proceed'on decisions already ratified by the various : 

departments involved. Thé Vienna  Convention  has been accepted as an 

articulation of consular functions. External Affairs has accepted 

,responsibility for support and administrative staff'. We must therefore 

abide by those decisions; in other words, we should put External people 

into posts to take on Externars'responsibilities. Other departments 

'have expressed a willingness to share those.responsibilities but cannot 

be expected, given the Present state of.integration, to impede achieve-

ment of their own objectives to do so. Consequently if the Department 

of External Affairs' objectives are to be satisfactorily carried out it 

must shoulder its resnonsibilitieS. That . départments should continue 

to work in competition is inconceivable, for it has been clearly shown 

that all objectives are interrelated - - information, cultural and consular 

functions are integral components in the promotion of trade-, tourism; 

immigration and harmonious international relations. Departments have 

readily realized this and it would be in their interest to support 

External's bids to the Treasury Board for additional staff in the United 

States. 	• 
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CONCLUSION 

The evidence available from historical research into the establishment 

of a Canadian consular system in the United States indicates that the Department 

of External Affairs lost the initiative in formulating criteria against which' 

the requirements for consular offices could be measured. Indeed, the history 

of the establishment of Consulates appears to have been circular. The Department 

reacted to circumstances until 1947 at which time a plan for expansion was 

adopted, but the programme was neither adhered to nor.reformed in anticipation 

of future events, and by 1954 the Department was  once again reacting to 

exigencies. 

By 1947, officials of the Department realized that they would not serve 

Canadian interests by opening consulates without reference to a scheme aimed at 

furthering Canadian goals, and therefore, they sent Leslie Chance, Head of 

the Consular Division, to examine possible locations for ccmsulates with a view 

to their need for Canadian representatives. Subsequently, and in accordance 

with the scheme which was devised by Chance and presented to the Department in 

1947, four consulates were set up. Following this, the Department and the 

Under-Secretary exhibited some commitment to a continuing reassessment by 

despatching Edmond Turcotte, Consul General in Chicago, and Hector Allard, 

Head of the Consular Division, to re-evaluate possible sites in 1949 and 1952. 

In consequence of their recommendations, new offices were opened in New Orleans, 

Los Angeles, and Seattle. 

These reassessmeits, however, were the last conclusive efforts made 

by External Affairs for some time in the preparation of criteria by which posts should be 

established or discontinued, as the case may be. Neither a partial re-evaluation 

by W.G. Stark in 1954, nor the preparations made for the four by the Under-Secretary 

in 1956, dealt with the criteria against which the need for any proposed consulate 



could be judged. The manner in which the -Department of External Affairs operated 

from 1952 onwards was founded on a vague feeling about pOssible sites based on ' 

experience, btit not in pursuance of a mogranne which evaluited.sites in terms 	. 

of national goals and consular criteria. 	 . 

The inevitable followed. When the Depertment . of Trade and Commerce 

initiated proposals to establish poets at Philadelphia, San Juan, Cleveland, Buffalo 

and Dallas, officials of External Affirs, even if they opposed these locations, 

could not present reasoned and viable alternatives to either their Minister 
ing 

or the Cabinet. Consequently, they could adopt only delaeactice and 

reactive measures when confronted With Trade and Commerce proposals. • 

An 'explanation for the failure of MXternal Affairs officials to • 
_ 

adopta programme can be found.in the changing rationale employed to:justify' . 

 consular expansion. , When.consulates were first established'pursuant to the 

1947 proposals, trade considerations definitely were . of Secondary  importance. 

.Leslie Chance had stated 1.n his proposal that he believed Canadian and American 
maintained. - 

.businessmen 	„sufficiently'close-contact so-as-not to be in need .of 

'consular offices for • trade promotion. - Accordingly,•eultural, aducatiOnal, 

informational', prestige, representational, and consular . needs governed his 

selection  of sites. As soon  a  t.he'External  Affaire  budgei. case Ui.ider close 

scrutiny during.the'belt-tightening of 1949, however, the Department rapidly 

discovered. that-cultural and other•reasons for  consular establishments were too 

vague to satisfy the dePartmentis critics, be they found that : trade and 

tourist promotion constituted a satisfactory defence. - . Although, External 

Affairs still considered cultural.reasons to be  the prime . criteria to address 

in the expansion of the consular system, it outwardly presented the commercial 
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defence as justification for their proposals. This prevarication'exposed 

the Department to the arguments of both economic interest groups in the 

United States and the Department of Trade and Commerce that consulates 

be located On solely economic grounds'. 

This pressure which began in 1951 when Trade & Commerce established 

their first consulate in New Orleans and continued through the 1950's by 

Chambers of COmmerce, did hot have its full impact - until 1961, a year of 

economic upset. At that time the importance of tade promotion through 

Consulates became paramount and seemingly-the raison dletre of consular expansion. 

For example, both Philadelphia, 1961, and Cleveland, 1964,  ire  conceptualized as 

trade offices first, and as consulates second by the Department of Trade . and 	• 

Commerce. External Affairs had advocated against the establishment of offices, 

at those sites, but as its officials had neither established nor authoritative 

criteria by which to advance national goals, their hesitationS with  regard  to 

these two offices were overcome. 	 • 

In .a similar  mariner, the last five offices', San 'Juan, Minneapolis, 	. 

Dallas, Buffalo and Atlanta were sited and opened 'almost entirely in relation -

to trade.' All the arguments stated in the earlier  reports ofaternal Affairs, 

both for and againe the abfoe locations,  succumbed to recommendations 

proferred by Trade and Commerce for aforementioned reasons. However  in the 

opening of Atlanta a new spirit was afObt. Although the'selection of site 

was left largely to Industry, Trade & Commerce, the post was provided from the 

beginning with a set of interdepartmentally .agreed objectives and it was assumed 

the post would 'carry out . a broad range of consular functions although major 

• emPhasis would' be on trade promotion. 
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In the future it appeared as though new consulates.would be 

opened only when - the scope and intensity of Canadian interest in an area 

required general on-the-spot Canadian Government repre'àentation. 
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PART II 

Introduction 

This annex gives a brief  description of the three main administrative. 

problems involved in providing consular services in the United States dliring 

the last 30 years. 

The first concerned the granting of consular status and commissions 

to officers from departments other than External Affairs; This was  settled 

with regard to Trade Commissioners in 1947, but arose again in 1967 oVer 

the status of TravelBureau representatives, as well as representatives of 

Manpower and Immigration. 

The second set of problens concerned the relationship'Of non-External 

Affairs officers and:staffabroad to the Head of Post. This usually 

manifested itself as whether Trade Commissioners folloWed the Instructions 

of and reported to and through the Head of Post. 

The third continuing set of difficulties arose oVer the designation 

of posts as Gonsulates or Consulate Generals when . posts were.nOt opened to 

meet Eiternal Affairs Priorities and functions. Attempts made to clarify 

the differences between Consulates and ConSulates General between 1967 and 

1969 achieved little progress. 
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INTERDEPARTMENTAL RESPONSIBILITY FOR CONSULATES  

The Department of Trade and Commerce had been involved in 

performing consular work in the United States before any Canadian consular 

offices opened. For example, the Trade Commissioner in Los Angeles 

reported in 1941 that he approached a Consul in functione and represent-

ative duties although he was legally nothing of the sort)  Concerning 

status, the Minister of Trade and Commerce had already vetoed a 1933 

suggestion that trade commissioners be made consuls to rectify the 

discrepancy between actual and theoretical responsibility. H.H. Stevens 

thought that as a Consul, a trade commissioner might get "e glorified 

idea of his position" and might forget his first responsibility for 

trade, business and making contacts between Canadian business houses 

and prospective customers. 2  

While they did not sanction the Trade offices becoming Consulates 

the earliest External Affairs consular proposals envisioned prospective 

Canadian Consulates taking the trade offices under their authority and 

exercising commercial responsibilities. 3  This was done when the New York 

Consulate General opened in 1943. The responsibility for the operations 

of the trade commissioner was divided. As Consul he reported to the 

Consul General but as trade commissioner he reported directly to the 

Department of Trade and Commerce. With regard to the bulk of his activities, 

trade promotion, his relationship with his Ottawa Department would not 

be materially changed. 

The Consul General in New . York objected to this system. He 

remarked that while trade men should be given consular appointments to 

II 

increase trade "they would operate and sign as members of the Consular 

-  staff. They could, in exceptionally urgent matters, report directly .  to 

Trade and Commerce, otherwise, all the work and reports should go throue 



the Department of External Affairs... If we set up further consular 

offices in the United Ftates now with the division in responsibility and 

management, it would add to the difficulties of merging the two departments 

later and will be out of line with standard practice of the other trading 

nations."4  

R.M. MacDonnell proposed, in 1944, that where posts performed 

primarily commercial work, the senior appointee would be an officer from 

the Department of Trade and Commerce and the Junior man from External 

Affairs. 5  W.D. Matthews agreed but remarked that the Departmental origin 

of Heads of Post should remain flexible so that they would fit the fluctuating 

importance of relative functions. 6 In his remarks J.E. Read thought that 

since Trade and Commerce possessed slong,list of experienced officials , • • 

they should carry thé bulk of the staffing.7  It was, believed Read, "idle 

to talk about manufacturing Consuls General out of persons in other 

departments of the Government other than Trade and Commerce. Our success 

in developing a Consular service depends on the ready and willing -cooperation 

on .the part of Trade and Commerce..." 	 • 

• 	The Consul General in New York complained in 1944 about the 

failure . of hi  s trade officers and the  Department Of Trade and Commerce 

to keep him properly informed. R.M. MacDonnell commented that "eventually 

. all  correspondance  from either External Affairs or Trade and Commerce to 

offices abroad will have to be sent to the Head of the office and not to 

the senior employee of the Department concerned in the office... I think 

that point will have to be established that, irrespective of the service 

to which the'head of the office is attached, he should be subject to 

instructions 'from either Department in Ottawa in its relative field and 
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shonld report to each department." 8  

• 	One of the basic motivations behind the Canadian Consular system, 	- 

established in 1947, was the desire of the Department of Trade and 	' 

Commerce tà withdraw its officers frôm Los Angeles and Chicago. The' 

trade officers at New York were also to be withdrawn in 1947 because of 

the extensive cost in relation to work performed. 9  The problem of how • 

to provide Travel Information at Canadian consular offices,:faced the 

Department after the first offices opened. Leslie Chance, recognizing 	. 

a Consulate could not escape dealing with tourist enquiries, but that 

separate travel bureaux would be te0 eXpensive, recommended stationing 

an assistant in each Consulate.P- .  Trained and guidecIfor the Consul 

General by the Travel Bureau, the assistant  would be .  for administrative 

purposes and paid for by. the Department of External Affairs.' 

Wlere the Trade and Commerce activities required a senior .  

officer, External Affairs secepted him as the senior consular officer at 

the post. "Obviously", believed W.D. Matthews, 	his Consular fUnctions, 

he is eubject to the jUrisdiction of the Chief of our Diplomatic Mission 

in the same country as would be an officèr of . the Department of External 

Affairs."11  • 
, 	. . 	. 	 . 

Members .  of the Department of External Affairs assessed.in 

1949 the need to have trade commissioners appointed Consuls. Leslie 

Chance formulated his Ideas on the Department's policy towards integrating 

Canadian services abroad. There were reasons, he felt, why trade commissioners 

ought to le granted Congular status. He argued that: 

1) They were performing passport dutieS. 

2) They performed duties under the Citizenehip Act. 
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3) For the most part, they were the only Canadian 

representatives in.their area. 

4) They could not, even if they wished, escaPe the 

general inquiries falling to a Consuls lost but 

they coUld not perform normal consular acts. for 

want of authority. 

5) It was believed their prestige would be enhanced 

. by status in accordance with adcepted internationel 

• practice. 12  

In a complementary report, W.D. Matthews agreed with the suggestion 

that all Trade_Commissioners should have consular status (except where 	. 

only one Canadian officer was stàtioned at a post and  the consular function 

might fall on a local clerk if the Consul were away). 13  A.R. Menzies of 

American Division, hOwever, disagreed and argued that selective consular • 

appointments of Trade Commissiéners should not "automatically be obligating 

ourselves to clothe all Trade Commissioners with consular status.  If  

this point would be fully understood by Trade and Commerce,  we would not 

be'under pressure to make all Consuls automatically, if, in . the individual 

case, it appeared  for  political reasons to delay such an appointment for 

a time.1' 14  

The more cautious approach to - the question of trade commissioners 

as consuls was adopted. A memorandum : to-the Minister in August, 1949, 

pointed out'to him that the appointment' of "some trade commissioners as 

consuls might expose us to pressure from the Department of Trade and 

CommerceYbo appoint all trade commissioners abroadaS consuls." -The 

Under-Secretary, however, tried to prevent such an océurrance by emphasizing 
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in his discussions with Trade and Commerce that"the decision to make any 

of their posts consulates must depend on political COnsiderations in 

each case as well-as the acceptability of their nominee to us." 15  Since 

he made it clear that the "proposal cannot be considered to create a 

precedent" he did not anticipate any unreasonable pressure from that 

Department. 

While there appeared to be some inclination by External Affairs' 

officials to accepte trade commissioners as consuls, the Department of 

Trade and Commerce was clearly not accepted as an equal partner in 

consular administration.. The Department was aaked to participate in 

the.first consUlar conference in 1949 but.was not consulteûron the: 

 desirability of holding the meeting. Other Departments outside thé 

Department of External Affairs were not asked to assist in the definition 

of consular responsibilities to be included in the 1949 to 195J Letters 

of Instruction. Trade and Commerce complaints about the overwhelming 

nature of consular work received little sympathy. External's reply was 

to etake the smooth with the rough" if they wanted trade offices operated 

as Consulates. 16-  When George Heasman e .Head of the Trade . CoMmissioner 

Service complained' about his men in Detroit and New Orleans  being called 

to  Washington in 1953, Leslie Chance commented that.Heasmanis attitude 

was a "very sorry" approach since "the AMbassadot is the senior represent-

ative of the Government . of Canada in the United . tates and in consequence 

can call any servant of the Government of Canada to Washington when he considers 

his presence there is necessary. 017  

The letter of Instruction 'to the Consuls or Consuls General 

defined the place of the trade representative in the consular structure. 
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The Trade Commissioner was: 

"appointed by the Department of Trade and Commerce and iA 
attached to the Consulate General with the rank of Consul, 
but as a member of the staff of the Post he is under the 
superintendence and guidance of the Consul General. He 
receives his instructions, of course, from the Department 
of Trade and Commerce but he may also receive instructions 
from time to time  from the Head of Post. His reports on 
trade and economic  questions are submitted direct to the 
Department of Trade and Commerce, but it is also  hi  s duty 
to advise the Head of Post on these questions and to provide 
the Head of Post with such reports as the latter- may request 
in order that the consular and commercial activities of the 
Post may be coordinated."18  

The Trade Commissioner, hàwever, was only one of the other Canadian 

representatives in the various cities with'whom the Consul had contact. 

In similar fashion, he was to supervise the. activities of the National 

Film Board and Travel Bureau. 

The  year after the Minister had agreed to appointing some 

Trade Commissioners)as Consuls, M.W. MacKénzie, the Deputy Minister of 

Trade and Commerce raised the question of "ciàthing independent Trade 

Commissioner posts with Consular status." Such a designation had been 

approved for several posts and all Tradé offices abroad viere to'disàppear 

shortly after1949. .MacKenzie suggested that the head  of a post primarily 

concerned with trade be named a "Commercial Consul". 

The DepUty Minister argued in favour of such designation on 

the grounds that it would maintain in the minds of manufacturers and 

exporters that they were really dealing with one who understood their . 

problem. The title would "give the individual Foreign Service Officers 

an improved status in some countries, while at the same time indicating a 

measure of responsibility to the Consular Division of External Affairs 
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over matters of a specific consular nature..." The new classification 

would .take "away the impression that "the officers are first and foremost 

• Consuls,. and their trade work secondary...n 19  

Although Leslie Chance objected to this designation as making 

Canada "more than a little ridiculous", the 1950 Interdepartmental 

Committee on Coordination and Administration agreed to  the establishment 

of the title. The committee postulated that: 

(a)All Canadian Consular posts, irrespective of the 
department of government by which they are manned 
will be designated "Consulate General of Canada," 
or "Consulate of Canada° as may be appropriate. 

(b)All Foreign Service Officers, whether of the 
Department of Trade and Commerce of the Department 
of External Affairs, when serving at a Consular 
post will be provided with consular commissioners 
appointing them as "Consul General"...(etc). 
Recognition by thé receiving country will be 
requested in accordance with these designations. 

(c)Foreign Service Officers, Department of Trade and 
Commerce, at consular posts will sign correspondence 
on trade matters (except that to a fèreign government) 
as "Commercial Consul General". ..(etc.) . These 
officers will sign all other (8onsular) correspondence 
(including that to a foreign government dealing with 
trade matters) as "Consul General"...(etc.). In 
addressing their own Department they will use the 
style "Commercial Consul General", etc. 

The Department of Trade and Commerce maintained in 1951 offices of 

three different categories abroad each with a different degree of consular 

operations. The first type were ordinary trade commissioners offices 

carrying out unofficially non-trade work such as answering inquiries. 

Some trade offices had been specifically authorized to issue passports 

and visas. Such operations received all routine instructions and requests 

for information from the Department of External Affairs in Ottawa. The 
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third varietY of Trade Commissioners were formally appointed Consuls and 

were responsible, "for the full range of dutieà laid down for the consular 

work of all missions; receive all instructions and requests for consular 

information sent to missions and are expected to carry out the range of  

consular work of a mission 

External Affairs had to define its relationship with government 

Travel Bureau representatives abroad shortly after consulates opened. 

Canadian offices in the U.S. could not escape tourist inquiries and 

therefore, had to be in a poSition to deal with them. Travel bureaus, 

however, with their need for a prime ground floor location, were too 

expensive to be established all across the U.S. Leslie Chance proposed, 

in 1947, that a Travel Bureau trained assistant be attached to, and paid 

for, by the External Affairs consulates to care for tourist promotion. 

By 1952, New York, had a separate Travel Bureau office operating independently 

and a further separate office was to be established in Los Angeles. 

Not content with having officers named Consuls and several 

posts made Consulates, the Department of Trade and Commerce pushed for 

higher status for New Orleans and Detroit, its posts in the United States. 

The Department admitted in 1951 that establishing Trade Commissioners 

Offices as Consulates offered "no great advantage from a strictly trade 

promotional view point'; but a consular designation gave the incumbent 

"an improved status particularly if he is called upon to perform consular 

functions."21  

Shortly after New Orleans in January 21, 1952 opened, Hector 

Allard of External Affairs made a tour of the post and recommended that 

since all other major nations had Consulates General in New Orleans, Canada 
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should consider changing the status of its post. The Department of Trade 

and Commerce  picked up this proposal and asked that both Trade and 

Commerce posts (Detroit and New Orleans) become Consulates General. 

This request precipitated an Interdepartmental meeting in 

June 1954. Dana Wilgress,  the UnderrSecretary, reviewed the qualifications 

for  consular statuà. Wilgress explained that particular conditions. 

which he did not define determined whether a post would be made a Consulate 

or Consulate General and reiterated  the  determination of External Affairs 

to keep control of consular operations. This was in keeping with : accepted 

international practice. Although staff shortages might dictate that other. 

departments' officers may head consular offices during the period of 

expansion, ultimately External Affairs would want control of all offices. 

Trade and Commerce men would soon no longer, be allowed to head posts even 

where trade interests were paramount. 

Mr. Bull, Deputy Minister of Trade and Commerce, asked again 

that Detroit and New Orleans be made Consulates General because of the 

success of their trade work; the seniority of the . trade head's of post, 

and their tincOmfOrtable  position  as the only Consulates in -the,Canadian 

system. The junior status that the office was getting was objected to 

not for the lack of the title but because - the "designation indicated 

that the offices  were of Minor importance which wam ccintrary to the facts 

and might well.impede the work they Were trying to do." 

The situation ended ina compromise. Wilgress agreed to raise 

New Orleans' status because its situation fit the unspecified measures 

used to - determine the office's designation. External, however, would 

want to rethink the situation in a year and possibly take over the post. 
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Detroit, on the other hand, hnd no qualification for a Consulate General. 

Bull accepted this compromise but pointed out that Canada should avoid 

situations by which a man is called a Consul when he is a Trade Agent 

and only does consular work attracted to his office by reason of his 

designation. 22 

This issue lingered on. The terms of the compromise were not 

implemented since Consuls General came under the Heads of Posts Regulations 

and the Department of Trade and Commerce wanted to investigate the 

financial and administrative aspects before New Orleans became a Consulate 

General. 23 Arnold Heeney, the Ambassador in Washington re-opened the 

Detroit case when in 1954 he pointed out that any reasons for deferring 

higher status for either post had disappeared. 24  Ottawa again considered 

upgrading both posts but agreed only to make New Orleans a Consulate 

General if Trade and Commerce agreed to the Head of Post getting the title 

without its prerequisites. 25  

Again deferred, failure to change his consular status provoked 

the New Orleans Consul Gerald A. Newman to complain. He was embarrassed 

by his designation. He needed the change, he said, in order to compare 
■.■ 

with the Latin Americans or the British and French (who had objected to 

him, as consul, becoming Dean of the Consular Corps).  when Trade and 

Commerce withdrew from New Orleans and W.G. Stark of External Affairs was 

appointed in 1956, the post was made a Consulate General. 

The sole remaining Consul, concurrently head of post, M.J. 

Vechsler in Detroit used his reports to urge that he also be made a Consul 

General. Status reasons became the major consideration in his argument. 

An elevation of his office would lead to more status and have a beneficial 



effect for his work.  The average  American businessman did not understand 

a Trade Commissioner and associated a Consulate withan honorific. position. 

Only a Consulate General was reCognized as a truly prestigious office. 

The Department of Trade and Commerce officers gradually increased 

their activities in the operation of the consulates after 1953. Some 

members Of the Department of External Affairs proposed considering jointly 

all appointments of Heads of Post and their chief assistants. -  The External 

Affairs appointees were also posted to Trade and Commerce inOttawa to 

be briefed before their departure abroad. 26 In the Letter of Instructions 

to the Consul General in Los Angeles in 1957, External Affairs instructed 

their head of post to do "everything in your power to assist the Trade 

Commissioner in the development of markets for Canadian pmoducts and to 

foster the economic interests of Canada generally." 27  

Confusion over the degree of responsibility for the Head of 

Post of one Department for the actions of the officers of the other 

Department in his post resulted in some discussions in 1961. Consular 

Division held the opinion that correspondence ought to go to the Head of 

Post not to the officers of the Departments concerned. A Vice-Consul 

should only report direct to his Department concerning minor administrative 

matters, all other correspondence should be signed by the Head of Post who 

would be responsible for the work of the Vice-Consul. Inspection Services 

, protested that his latter suggestion would give Trade and Commerce power 

over External Affairs work which the other Department would not concede 

in return. Signing letters implied responsibility. It would give a Head 

of Post grounds for interveneing in the other Department's work even 

though he might not be technically competent in that field, and ultimately 

not responsible. Arthur Andrew urged that the fairest approach would be 
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tb "place the External Affairs Officer in preciselY the same relationship 

to the senior. officer as a Trade and Commerce officer would Occuie if 

the positions were reversed." The onlY offices where External Affairs' . 

 would expect a Trade and Commerce man to accept responsibility for'its 

work would be posts where External paid the Head Of Mission allowance to 	. 

the Trade appointee. 28  

- American Division disagreed with Andrew's argument and pointed 

out that although: 

the appointment of a Trade and Commerce officer as head of a 
Consular post may indicate that the primary concern  of the 
post is trade.promotion, this does not, in our view, warrant 
fragmentation Of responsibility  for the  work Of the post. 
The Consul General or Consul must, it Seems to us be . prepared 
and required to assume full responsibility ho matter what his 

• 	parent departnient may be.29 

If the Trade and Commerce heads of posts were not certain of their 

responsibilities and the delegation of their authority, they , should 

receive a Letter of Instructions when appointed. 

.The increase of 'Trade and Commerce  personnel in the consulates 

in the United States led to friction among the staff. The New York 

Consul General complained in 1952 that "interdepartmental relations 

30 • 	• 
at the senior level were anything but smooth". 	

' Contrary to-the ':Instructions 

which ultimately vested a post's authority in the Consulor Consul General 

the Trade staff regarded themselves "as an independent unit and were not 

willing to co-operate with the Consul General." External Affairs officers 

believed that closer integration of Commercial and External operations 

could increase efficiently and reduce expenses. In many cases, however, 

personality differences between commercial and External personnel prevented 

such integration. 31  
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Thé officers at many posts were aware of the need for consultations 

between sections and kept each other in touch with their problems.. At 

the  saine time, however, as an External Affairs Consul General reported 

he was "conscious of the fact that there are officials representing the 

Government Departments operating . in my area of jUrisdiction who  have né 

responsibility to this office or to me." 32  Still not defined was the 

degree to which general meetings should be held;-activities directly 

supervised. To.help solve such problems, the Ambàssador . in Washington 

urged in 1962 the establishment of closer ,  connections between departments. 

He urged that nel,ulietters  of 'Instruction  should be issued containing a 	• 

paragrapburging all Canadian officials in the United States to be kept 

abreast of importantpolicy considerations beyond the purely.  departmental 

which should be borne in mind at all times in the conduct of their 	- 

affairs. . Heeney sent letters to all Heads of Consular Posts in the 

United States making them aware Of this area of their responsibility. 33  

The Department of EXternal Affairs continued throughout the 

1960's its reassesSment of the requirements for a ConsUlate or Consulate 

General. A memoranduM'Prepared in 1960 by Consular Division exPlained 

that a 'ConsUlate General was "gener-ally recognized as having in its 

territory a larger geographical area with a much larger population than 

does . a Consulate."34  Furthermore a Consulate General could have in its 

territory a humbe Of Consulates or vice-Consulates, which would be 

responsible to the Consulat General. The Consul  General would be considerably 

senior in status to such consuls or vice-Consuls. 	. 

,When the Department of Trade and Commerce.Proposed opening a 

new 'office in Philadelphia in 1961, it Confronted the Department.of 
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External Affairs with the necessity of setting out the difference between 

Consulates and Consulates General. A letter from the Deputy Minister of 

Trade and Commerce specified that the post "of  course"  would have consular 

status although he preferred the office as a consulate general. The 

administrative and financial responsibilities would be assumed by Trade 

and Commerce. The External Affairs' responsibility consisted of supplying 

a junior officer and a clerk to handle non-trade and consular WOrk. 

The Under-Secretary,  Norman Robertson,  agreed with the opening 

and also with the suggestion that the trade . territory be larger than the 

consular territory. 35  Any proposal to give the new post the rank of 

Consulate General was vetoed by the Ambassador in Washington, Arnold 

Heeney who proposed instead that New York have supervisory reeponsibility 

for the newoffice. 36  In Ottawa, External Affairs did not accept,Heeney's 

suggestion since it. would "derogate from the status Of the incumbent and 

' give the office  the saine  status as Detroit." 37 . The Submission to Cabinet 

cited the reason for granting oonsular status as a result of thel'require-

ments of diplomatic prOtocoli siich designation is the minimum reqUirement 

for diplomatic accreditation and such an arrangement, by giving the staff 

immunity from legal procedure's, as well as import privileges will enhance 

the effectivenesa of the office's operations."38. 

Where Trade and Commerce proposed opening another office in • 

Cleveland in 1962, External Affairs objected becaus&of. its Proximity to 

the five officeein the mid-west. 

The Department of Trade and Commerce suggested that if a new 

office were established for trade considerations, their department could 

approach the Treasury Board for authority to incur the extra costs for a 
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consulate general (i.e. pay for the Heads of Poéts .regulations) 	This 

would overcome the lower status disadvantage of many consular'heads of 

trade posts abroad. The Department of External Affairs replied that this 

delegation of authority would represent an abdication of External's 

responsibility. The establishment and maintenance of consular and diplomatic 
respOnsibilit EXternal Afflires 

missions abroad was an External Affairs also/told Trade and Commerce that 

no trained consular staff were available for any new posts. • Trade and 

Commerce argued that it could provide its own trained officers for consular 

.work until External Affairs could send adequate staff. 

When the consulate in Cleveland was openéd, the submission to 

the Cabinet remarked . that "since Consular status is necessary for the 

effectiveness of the new  office";  - the Department of External Affairs agreed 

to that designation and the office was to be operated on the sanie scale as 

'offices in Detroit and Philadelphia. 	 • - 

The office would "perforM all the usual conSular functions" but 

becauÉe it Was established primarily for trade considerations, a Trade and 

Commerce  officer Woilld be in charge . usubject tC consultations  from time to 

time.ù The Department of Trade and Commerce would be responsible for 

administration and financing and would provide the administrative and 

clerical staff. 39  

Paul Ëridle examined the questions of how to reconcile Trade 

and Commerce posts with the traditional consular performance of a range of 

functions and of how to co-ordinate Canadian government activities throughout 

the U.S. The limiting of consular areas  of the  trade posts while extending 

their trade responsibilities created a situation in which trade posts 

performed a minimal amount of consular functions and became special purpose • 
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offices. It appears that Bridle envisaged any offices opened solely for 

trade or information purposes to be consulates. Those consulates either 

existing or proposed could be raised to consulates general if it could 

be established that they performed public relations and representational 

functions as well as trade promotion.0  

Bridle stated that interdepartmental cooperation between External 

Affairs and Trade and Commerce would remain the key to smooth functioning 

of the posts. Particularly thse two departments, but also the National 

Film Board, the Canadian Travel Bureau and the Department of Manpower and 

Immigration would require close cooperation between the Consulate General 

and their representatives. There was no legal basis for the assertion of 

the local authority of a consular head of post, although this was accepted 

without question by the other departments. Bridle recommended that a 

committee on coordination of information could be established by a Head 

of Post. 

A new aspect of coordination encountered by Bridle was the question 

of representatives abroad apart from External Affairs or Trade and Commerce 

being granted consular status. The Travel Bureau, Department of Defence 

Production and the Department of Manpower and Immigration all wanted 

consular status for their representatives abroad. Bridle cautioned that 

care should be exercised in extending diplomatic or consular status to 

other departments' representatives not attached to the Embassy itself. 

Bridle recommended that the desire of the Department of Immigration's 

request be studied in the light of (a) the extent to which the U.S. govern-

ment has granted consular status to such personnel; (h) the policy of the 

U.F. of having consular officials outside the consular city; (c) the 

likely reaction of U.S. authorities; (d) the need for consular status and 
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(e) the practice of giving duty free liquor and cigarettes. 

The next interdepartmental question which faced Ekternal Affairs 

and Trade and Commerce was opening the post in Dallas in 1967. EXternal 

had few objections to the Trade and Commerce Proposal and in the submission 

to Cabinet agreed that "since consular status is necessary for the 

effectiveness of the new office...it should have designation as a Consulate 

and be operated on the same scale and in the saine  manner as the Canadian 

41 Consulates in Philadelphia and Cleveland." 	The sole reason cited for 

the post in the Cabinet memorandum was "the importance to Canada of trade 

with the United States, and the opportunities which exist for the expansion 

of Canadian exports to the South and West Central area... 

The appearance in several posts of "Immigration Information 

Officers," without advance warning, precipated a flurry amongst External 

àffairs personnel. The Canadian Ambassador regretted the failure of 

consultation and hoped EXternal had studied the implication of this 

• action. 43  U.S.A. Division proposed a pre-posting programme while Consular 

Division suggested such officers be briefed by their Department in Ottawa 

44- on their particular objectives in the context of government policy. 

Interdepartmental relations with the Department of Trade and 

Commercé rose again when Trade and Commerce proposed new offices at San 

Juan, Minneapolis and Rochester (1969); Atlanta or Miami and St. Louis 

(1970-71). EXternal Affairs had no objections to opening the posts and 

were sympathetic to the need to provide support staff although they did 

not approve any personnel increase. As in Philadelphia and Dallas, External 

agreed that Post territories need not have the same consular and trade 

district (Rochester would have a consular district of only one county). 
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The Departments thought as undesirable, either the opening satellite 

offices who would forward consular work to another post, or the setting 

up trade offices rather than consulates. Trade and Commerce, therefore, 

agreed in the submission to Cabinet to perform consular functions at 

these posts until the work load justifies the stationing of an EXternal 

Affairs representative. 45 

The Minister Of Trade and Commerce, Robert Winters, asked Paul 

Martin, the Secretary of State for External Affairs in January 1968 to 

consider consular status for Travel - Bureau personnel in thé United States. 

Winters did not want them to - have to register under the Foreign Agents 

Registration Act or to have Canadian non-compliance with the U.S. Act.46 

To Martin's reply that the "complex subject of consular status" for Travel 

offices should be discussed,47  Winters again reiterated that the important 

work of the travel offices meant "it is only juat and equitable that they 

should have consular status."48 Travel Bureau staff could only be construed 

as "consular" under Article 5(b) and (c) of the Vienna Convention, which 

included as consular activities,.furthering  commercial,  economic, cultural 

and scientific relations and ascertaining . by  lawful means the commercial 

etc., aspects of the receiving - state. If granted consular status, however, 

Travel Bureau staff, like Immigration representatives must be prepared to 

undertake the full range of consular functions if called upon to do so. 49 

By givihg cohsular status to all the'Departments' representatives, U.S.A. 

Division believed Canada would Mbe eroding the status of consular officers 

and lessening their . ability to discharge.  their représentatiOnal duties." 50  

This problem remained unsolved. 

The Treasury Board in 1968 refused to consider raiSing the status 
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of any post from Consulate to COnsulate General and forced External Affairs 

and Trade and Commerce to distinguish between the two types of post. 51 • 

The Department of Trade and Commerce prepared a paper distinguishing 

between the two types basing its classification on the size and Scope of 

thé operations, the representational nature of the Consul General's' duties . 

and the size of the rminicipality. The paper argued that "when the resonsi-

bility is concerned with political or trade matters, the importance of the 

representational function of the trade officer is important" in determining 

the office's status. Trade and Commerce  argued, therefore, the trade 

importance of Detroit warranted a .  Consulate Generalsince in current practice 

nest independent nOn-Ehbasay posts had becoMe Uonsillates Generals. 52 
 Commercial 

Policy Division of External Affairs believed that such a change would 

beneficially increase prestige, would lead to increased contacts, and 

would facilitate trade promotion in the U.S.A. 53 The real need could 

only be determined by comparing the rank of Canada's offiCes with those of 

other countries in the same cities. ' 

The Senior Planning 3taff of the Department produced:a . paper  in 

 February, 1969 which set out a distinction between the Consulates and 

Consulates General. 'This Paper argued that . basing the distinction on 

the "importance" of the post blurred the issue of Whether Canadian interests 

would benefit from a higher designation . enough to  warrant the extra. 	. 

expense. Where "all other countries" maintained Consulates General Canada 

should not set up a Consulate even if 'business did not warrant a higher 

status. The scope and range of the activities of a post, rather than 

its designation should determine the application of criteria to Heads of 

Post. : 3ome Consulates had a higher representational activity than some 

embassies. When trade promotion, cultural relations or 'consular' 
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activities were important enough t45 be regarded sa 'politically' significant 

they should determine the designation as Consulate Or Consulate General. 

The report maintained that: 	 ; 

In the case of consular'posts in the United States whoSe 
activities are Oriented primarily towards trade pronetion, 
the prestige of the office can be of great irportance in 
facilitating the contact with members of the business 
comriunity which he is expected to maintain. 

The report concluded, however, that seldom would the "political" significance 

of an office be clear cut. Circumstances might demand a higher office 

at a particular time despite the limited objectives of the post. 54 The 

Senior Committee of the Department considered the criteria for determining 

an office's status. The Committee concluded that: 

"given the trend worldwide towardà the moire exalted 
designation,,Canadian practice should be to designaté.its 
consular posts.as .Considatea-General - unless exceptional. 
circùmstances dictate otherwise." ' 

Offices could be set up as Consulates General but later staffed by officers 

of lower rank. 55  

In its criticism of the Report, U.S.A.Tivision put forward the 

argument that it was not the importance of the objectives of the office 

(i.e. the amount of trade) but rather whatTesources hadto:be expended,— . 

"If we can meet.  our objectives with consulates-we have no .need for Consulates 

General", but if Consulates General Were'needed, they should be established. 

The Division . used this argument in - càmmenting upon the itatus of 

the new 1969 proposals for Industry, Trade and Commerce posts in Minneapolis 

and Buffalo. Industry, Trade and Commerce wanted both posts to have 	. 

status as consulates General for trade promotion purposes. An arrangement' 

of tiers of inter-connecting branch - offices established according to need 
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alternatives. The market size of the regions did not indicate.prime 

should be considered as an alternative. A consulate would operate as 

a branch of the Consulate General and provide a range of activities, 

but could call upon its parent office for help as need arose. An office 

of the Canadian Trade Commissioner could provide an Industry, Trade and 

Commerce representative of consular rank with jurisdiction to perform 

trade functions only. The third office, a Consular Agency, would provide 

consular services only with a minimum of information work. By locating 

the agencies in trnvel offices, the head of the office could be made a 

Vice-Consul. 56  

In another critique of the Industry, Trade and Commerce 1969 

proposals, the Central Planning Staff concluded these represented 

more than a genuflect° in the direction of stating objectives and analyzing 

'no 

importance. The staff believes that Canada should not feel bound to send 

Consuls General to the United States merely because we have found it 

neéessary  for  purposes of trade promotion, to SstabliSh ConsUlates-General 

in Europe, when the value of Canadian exports in the Europe is considerably 

• less than that in the United States. 

It took less . effort to drum up American trade and, therefore, 

the Department of Trade and Commerce over-emphasized comparative trade 

.figures when contemplating the establishment of new-posts. 57  

The personnel withdrawal from the United States in 1969 due to 

the government's austerity programme affected the ability of External 

AffairF to provide the full range of activities et their posts. 

Industry, Trade and Commerce staffs at Seattle. and Chicago would still. 

be  required to 'perform consular duties, since:it would be impractical to 
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do otherwise. Both Chicago and %attle were detention centres for 

jailed Canrdiâns awaiting deportation and the demand for "consular" 

services there would not subside. Again the Division suggested that 

Trade Offices alone without consular status might not.be a disadvantage. 

The suggestion that such offices needed to be made Consulates General . 

was "fallacious, if not in fact l foolish", since "the performance of a 

particular task is more directly related to the person performing . thé .  

task than to his status." 58 	 • 

• The establishment cuts in External Affairs' staff contrasted 

with the Industry, Trade and Commerce proposals to open'consulatéé in 

Minneapolis and Buffalo to promotemore Canadian.eXports. These two: 

Co - suiates Were to "provide the normal range of consular services" 59. and 

would be totally paid for by the Department of Industry; Trade : and 

• Commerce. 	 • 

Departmental opposition by External Affairs escalated to the 

Ministerial level when Mitchell Sharp refused to sign the submission to 

Cabinet authorizing the new posts. He was concerned about the interpretation 

that would be place upon the opening of these two offices at a time when 

we are withdrawing support from other offices both in the United States 

and abroad. On November 7, 1969, he wrote te Mr. Pepin, Minister of 

Industry, Trade and Commerce: 

"It seems to me that if the Government is going to be credible 
in its announced  intentions of curtailing expenditures, it 
should subject all its existing expenditures in the foreign 
field' to a very Close scrutiny before expanding any oPerations. 
Unless there has been a. big change in the meantime, I am inclined 
to think on the•basis of my experience when I was Minister of 
Trade and Commerce that there are Trade Commissioner offices • 
abroad whose operations could' be terminated Or curtailed without 
any significant effect upon Canadian trade  promotion? 60 
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Jean-Luc Pepin replied that his department had certainly considered such 

financial questions before recommending opening the U.S. posts. In fact, 

they had closed down  poste in Liverpool, Belfast and Santo Domingo to 

provide resources to open the U.S. operatione. In concluding his letter 

Pepin remarked that: 

"I would like to further remind you that the Government's 
priorities and the allocation of resources to meet these 
priorities have been recognized by an increase in the trade 
and development programme of my Department." 61 

The Under-Secretary, Marcel Cadieux, summarized the situation for 

the Minister in a memorandum on November 18, 1969. The tone of Pepin's 

letter believed Cadieux showed great reluctance to delay the opeiling of 

the Buffalo and Minneapolisposts. In a meeting, Mr. Sharp should explain that 

"this Department is not opposed in principle to the Department of Trade and 

Commerce proposals to open new consulates, primarily oriented to trade and 

industrial promotion, but that we have certain reservations on the 

appropriateness of proceeding at this particular time in view of the 

Government's austerity programme." 

In considering the programme, the Government had decided to 

open the diplomatic poste, unlike the posta in the United States.  

External Affairs experience indicated that the Department "will inevitably 

be called upOn to provide some assistance from our own resources". There 

was always a demand for information and "consular" services °which the 

public has a right to expect." 

Ambassador Ritchie urged postponing the opening of new missions 

in the United States until Canada had made a detailed study of objectives. 

It was also his view that "any decisions about the use of available 



resources should reflect a careful assessment of the importance which 

informational )  cultural and consular activities have for the promotion 

of Canadian trade and investment. eitchie believed that the "trade 

promotion activities of a coneulate should not be divorced from the 

other functions normally associated with it." Anything which contributed 

to a favourable Canadian image assisted the sale of Canadian products, 

thus a trade promotion post in the United States to be fully effective, 

must be in a position to perform not only purely trade functions hut 

consular, informational and representational activities which are mutually 

supporting in a very practical way. External Affairs' cutbacks meant 

the additional services could not be performed and this would nulify much 

of their overall effectiveness. 

In additional paragraphs, Mr. Cadieux summarizeethe arguments 

of Guy Smith, the Consul General in New York. The new office would create 

a previously non-existent demand; non-trade work could not be handled by 

Industry, Trade and Commerce; Canadian firma should be urged to stand on 

their own feet. Cadieux also pointed out that opening new offices could 

compound difficulties of the reorganization that was recommended by either 

the Task Force on Foreign Operations or by the Task Force Report on 

Information. 

The conclusion which Mr. Cadieux recommended to his Minister was 

that the evidence showed the Government was "not in possession of the 

facts which would enable it to make rational decisions on the allocation 

of its resources abroad," and would be unable to do so for several 

months. Mr. Sharp could therefore suggest a compromise of only opening 

a Minneapolis office if Mr. Pepin insisted on opening a post. The argumente 

for not establishing a Buffalo post were stronger than those in favour. 
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In the meeting between Sharp and Pepin, November 28, 1969, 

Mr. Warren, Deputy Minieter of Trade  and Commerce,  "skillfully argued 

the narrower trade promotion case for new poste at Buffalo and Minneapolis", 

and urged Mr. Sharp to allow a quick opening to promote effective trade 

work. Sharp admitted the validity of many of Warren's arguments and said •. 

he would not oppose Mr. Pepin'e proposal "too etrongly". 63  

The Cabinet approved the Buffalo and Minneapolis opening and 

arrangements began in February 1970 and.these were subsequently opened 

in the first half of 1970. Also in early 1970, the Department of Industry, 

Trade and Commerce  began pressing for a new consulate in Atlanta. The 

trade.area served by the existing post in  New Orleans woulebe diVided up 

between the new Atlanta post and Dallas. At the time of the writing On 	, 

this history, interdepartmental discussions through ICER weie diScussing 

the merit of this proposal. 	• 



PART III  

THE EVOLUTION OF ODNSULAR FUNCTIONS  . 

. • 	In theory, the Department of EXternal Affairs'has always 	. 

expected its consulates  in the United States to perform a wide range 

of duties. Generally, these tasks include public relations, trade . 

promotion,  customs and immigration work, economic and political 

reporting, representational activities, "Consularn duties such as 

issuing passports, and - shipping chores. Practically, priorities .  

deliberately or haphazardly assigned to•duties have changed over:time 

or differed simultaneously from city to city. In spite of this, the • 

Department has always insisted that no single  consular function could 

assume such an.overriding importance that..it obscured the primary 

responsibility Of all consular officers to serve Canadian citizens. • 

abroad,or detract •from its representationce . all -Canadian everiMent 

interests  in the  United States.. 	' • 	• 

Two forces'cOnstantly challenged this theory of consular 

funCtions.. Officers otthe.DepartMent of EXternal Affairs have.never 

agreed on priorities aseigned to conflicting  demande on the Consuls' 

time.• Secondly, from the inception of the consular -system a strong 

extra-departmental force, the Department of Trade and Commerce pushed 

to assign priority to  Consuls'  responsibility for trade promotion. The 

Information  Division of EXternal  Affaire and the Trade Commissioner 

Service have constantly worked at cross purposes and minimized the • 

practical value of,each others' actions.. The success of Trade and 

Commerce after 1956 in assigning their criteria for consular duties• 

has almost identified trade'promotion with the totality of Canadian 

interests in the United States. Activities of Canadian Consulates have 

included 	• 
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infornation,consular work and trade in New York in 1942, sinde the first 

• office opened in the U.3. Disseminating information for the Wartime 

Information 3oard was the priMary purpose of the new Canadian Consulate 

General. The office WhS also to perform such consular tasks as issuing 

passports, authenticating documents, anewering questions arising from 

wartime legislation and providing Canadian nationals with assistance. 1 

Once opened, the - Consulate General absorbed under its jurisdiction the 

separate Trïde Commissioner's office and the Trade Commissioners were 

concurrently appointed consuls and vice-consuls.  • 

After a Year's operation, the .New York ConsulGeneral, Hugh 

Day Scully assessed the development of post activities. Reviewing  the  

nature of consular duties, Scully emphasized the representàtional aspects 

of his work: In this broadly defined category, he inciude&public 
. 	. 

relatiOns and information work in schools, clubs, churches : as . well as 

making  contacts  at social engagements. Traditional consular activity, :  • 

issuing passports, natuislitatiaa &and immigration papers, kept the office 

busy, but Scully hoped that along witWthe customs and nilitary work these 

•chores would diminish'after the war. Tourist and trade enquiries increased 

7reatly after the Consulate General had taken over the Trade Corunisioner's 

office and wereanswered by letter accompanied ,by •re].eVant. government 

literature. The other functions were more important than indicated 

bacause of the trade staffrs Methods of calculating:the amount of work 

performed.  They reported every telephone call. 3cully reported that: 

"It seems • convincingly clear that i:ew York, las never been 
an exPort trade pronotion office to the same extent as some of 
the offices in Great Britain or other parts of the world. 
As indicated above it has first'of.all been an inforTiation 
center on all Canadian natters. 'This type e work, together 
with the time denends of special long terri  activities such as 
those involved. for example, in the Ilew'York : ,c)rld's Fair of .a 
few years ago, have conbined to reduce the anjount of - efert 
the Trade CommissiOner can devote to purely trade proMotional 
workto a marked degree. 
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The value of a New York trade office lay not in the U.S.-Canada trade 

promoted but in the entrepôt trade ,i,:enerated by Canada in ::ew 'York for 

destinations other than the U.S., particularly for Latin America., The 

U.S.-Canadian trade attributed to the Conrissioner in New York was -

inaccurate for even as being an estimateorany sales would have been 

affected by direct Contact between the American buyer and Canadian 

seller. ;'.easured against the total volume of Canada-1J .3. trade, the 

. É .,hount directly promoted in iâew York (1,180,000 in 1942 and $457,000 

in 1943) did not justify the maintenance of an office. A senior.roving 

representative acting as a general reporter and source of information 

could accomplish more Useful trade promotion or information than a Sales-

man interested in individual transactions. In such a setup, a junior 

man woulctbest be able to cope with specific inquiries about Canrdian 

exports while general trade inquiries could be.handled by,sone ordinary 

member of the consular staff. 2 

These comments by Scully on the Uew York operations were part. 

of. the Study  for the  1944 proposals tôeaLablish a Canadian consular 

system in the U.S. In this .ixternal Affairs evaluated the hYpothetical • 

functions or such a consular system. The Canadian AMbassador in ' 

Washington .believing any Consulates would absorb the existing Trade 

Offices in the U.S. assumed prospective'consulates would have a commercial 

3 function. Contradicting Scully, au" Embassy menorandum remarked that 

in fact Mter the war the main job of the Canadian consular service in the 

United States will  be to protect and promote Canadian economic interests 

in the United States ... The commercial responsibilities or n'consular office 

are dischargedin two uays: 	sending reports to Ottawa and by giving 

direct assistance  to Canadian citizens and business organizations in 

connection with their trade with the United States." A Canadian consular 
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involve: toilrist promotion, reporting on regional  aspects of American 

opinion, care of'Visiting Canadian Warships and'generally, the maintenance 

office should also supply United States firme with information on .  

Canadian products, aid in oranirini; Canadian Chambers of Commerce in . 

its city and . Ëuard aytinst the infringement of the rights of Canadian 

citizens. in trade matters. 

- The Ehbassy's 1944 rier,orandun de-enphasized the active•publiC 

relations role of the consulate. The author of the memorandum believed 

that'ho active campaign would be es important as public relations work 

which a Canadian consular service in the United States .  can do as.a ' 

product of . routineduties in which officers would meet the AMerican 	. 

public'  Two other branehes . of consular  public relations %lc:mid be 

answering - inquiries about Canada by newspapermen and giving  public • 

• speeches. 

Other consular activities described in the EMbassy's memorandum 

included taking care of Canadians abroad. The large nuMber of permanent 

Canadian.residents in the United States should be kept in contact  With 

Canadian affairs and temporary visitors wbuld apply to a conaulate for 

various  forma of assistance. The reMainder of a consuls.' time would 	' 

3e. of a."Canadian centre" of culture and information. 

The actual consular pràposal of 1944 by R.M..Placdonnell 

acknewledged all these functions. Since consular chores, trade promotion 

and general enauiries affected the public relations of Canada in thé 

U. S. and-  gave this job some special character, all officers should bè 

qualified for effective public relations .  work. If a consulate's work was 

predominantly commercial, he recoMmended that a Trade end Commerce 

representative be appointed head of the post. liacdonnell, however, 
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accepted E.D. Scully's assessment that a trade officer's place in 

iiew York was better suited to general rather than specific trade promotion. 4 

In his comments, W.D. Matthews agreed that since .  the  relative importance 

of the work of External Affairs and Trade and commerce would vary from 

time to time in any city, the selection of the Senior man should remain 

flexible. 5  

The Department of Trade and Commerce as well as External 

Affairs by 1947 emphasized the trade promotion aspects of consular 

work less. George Heasman, Director of the Trade and commerce foreign 

service,reported that year that the commercial output of his  offices in ' 

Chicago and Los  Angeles had- diminished- so greatly that the consular 	• 

chores of dispensing tourist and press information and speaking to 

American clubs occupied their time. His Department , waa cOnsidering 

closing down both offices in the U.3. and urged External> Affairs qUickly 

to open Consulates in these cities to preserve Canadian prestige. 6 . 

The  priorities assigned to consnlar duties by . Léslie Chance; 

Head. of COnsular Division, in  his 1947 recommendations for a Canadian 

consular system in the United States confirmed the:decline of ti-ade.' • 

Chance pointed out to the Under-Secretary, , that the Services provided 

for Canada by the British offices in the United States would expand 

beyond the strictly ".consular" once Canadian consulates opened their 

doors. Since Americans seldom had any great appreciatiOn of the limitations 

of consular function and responsibility, a foreign government-office was 

expected to be  "the  repository of all information on the life Of its 

own country... It is not poesihle to measure the results which nay 

accrue in trade, business or otherwise from consular representation -. 
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there is simply no yardstick of the amount of bread which o being cant 

upon the waters, returns after many days." 

Chance amplified his contention by explaining that the 
the Canadian 

development oeecareer diplomatic service brought a marked change in 

the nature of consular responsibility. It was "no longer possible to 

regard a consul as one whb merely sits in his office and deals with 

natters which are brought to him." In the United States, he could not 

escape representational duties even if he tried. The "pitch had been 

set" by both the United Kingdom and Australia and if Canada were not 

going to accept an inferior position she needed worthy representation 

by officers in the U.S. 

Chance's emphasis on public relations and representation by 

consulates grew out of his belief that their primary justification was 

the need to dispel Americansl  ignorance of Canada. Any Canadian', 

representation in the United States  which did not recognize . this problem 

of "ignorance, misconception and confusion, would failahort."'of 

serving ita.purpose. On the other hand, Canadians in the United States 

needed only minimal consular protection in:the ordinary sense Since they 

were under no serious disabilities when .they travelled:or moved there. 

Trade relations were so nose it.seemed probable "that important eVents 

could only be influenced at a high level of representation." Consulates 

coud stimulate tourist travel to.some extent although these combined 

functions tould prove difficult:if Only because Travel Bureaux required 

ground floor space too expensive to hire for the whole consulate. 7 

In his 1952 revieW of consular needs, the new Pead of Consular 

Division, Hector Allard, retained both'Jhance's juatification for 
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Canadian  offices in - the United States and jhance'ls conception of consulates' 

activities with minor modifications. The enhanced interest of the United 

States in Canada believed Allard, should not be  loft  to vegetate in 

continued ignorance. Accordingly, his report to the Under-Secretary 

advocated that Canada start a long-range  programme  in the various media 

to dissemiliate information especially in the western United States. Such 

a programme should,.however, not only Cover public relations but also 

commercial matters and tourist information. Allard belieVed Canada's 

consulates would ,have to compete vigorously to prevent-a loss of trade 

8 . markets  to other trade nations. 

After the Department of EXternal,Affaire opened-its' cOnsulates: 

in Chicago, Detroit,. San Francisco and Boston,It supplied guidance - to 

the newly appointed Qbnsuls. (General) laying Out the prierity of . their 

duties. Letters setting -out general guidelines.were isaued in 1947 and 

1948 emphasizing consular chores, information work and trade-in that 

order. 	Pearson. wrote to 4.A. Scott, the -Consul General in San 

FranciSto . to tell him that"his main responsibility would be:' 

to encourage Canadian trade and travel to Canada, to maintain 
Recisters'of Canadians living under your jurisdiction who 
naywiSh to ao Register, to diatribute information matter, to 
deal with applications for Immigration and temporary entry to - 
Canada, to prepare political and commercial reports,Ito-issue 
travel documents and grant-Visas l. to assistAestituté Canadians, 
to prepare and endorse documents, to conduct:correspyndende, 
to . maintain records  and  accounts and to Perform:other related 
duties As.  may  be related or prescribed. -  

(3cott should also emphasize public relations by keeping in mind at all 

times that: 

the principal function of the Gonaulate General of which 
you are in charge is the promotion and cenentinC of the 
traditionally close and friendly  relations  which have 
for so long prevailed between the people of Canada and the 
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United States. You will, however, have observed that 
there is Much misconception among the people of the 
United States, concerning Canada and its epliei4nment, 
culture and people. .It will, therefore, be your Constant 
concern so to act that.so far as possible this niSconception 
may be dispelled. 

The Department also.told the consuls that they would discover that the 

• opening of Canadian consulates: 

inevitably involves a considerable volume of business which 
falls in the ordinary way within the scope-of the .Department 
of  Trade and Commerce at Ottawa. It is the intention that, 
to the fullest extent which is possible, Canadian Consuls 
Should perform duties which would normally fall to Trade 
Comnissioners at point where thé Depenent of Trade and • 
Commerce is not itself represented. 

The Department superceded Short personal lettersby an  official 

Letter of Instructions routinely transmitted to  the riewlz-appointed• 

head of each.consular post from.1949 to 1956. The Letters; creations. 

of the combined effortsbf Consular, Information, Personnel, Protôcol, 

American,Defence Liaison:and Economic Divisions as well  as the EhbaSsy • 

in liashington,.Were revieWed fromtime to time  but. the  content remained 

substantially similar. 	• 

The  Letter consisted of various sections titled: 	• • 

I. • n THÉ PURPOSE OF rà-12:; -  ÉsuLATE raw.RAL 

II. CONSULAR MATTLMS 

a) Consular Representation in the United Itates. 
b) Responsibility of the Consul General within his 

Territory and his Relations with the Embassy. 
c) The Daily Work of the Establishment. 
d) The Administration of the Consulate General. 

. 	e) Consular Colleagues. 
f) Formal Calls on State and Civic Functionaries. 
g) Relations with British Consular offices. 
h) Rights and Privileges. 
i) Visits of His flajesty's Canadian Ships. 
j) Commissions and acequatur. 

III. PUBLIC RELATIONS Arn INFŒUIATION 
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REPORTING FROM THE ROST • 

V. RELATIONS WITH R.:1.1)RSENTATIVES OF OTHER GOVERInger 
H: 	DEPARTMENTS OR BRANCH&S 

As  to the priority of'yarious functions the-Letter adviSed 

in the "Consular ratters" Section that: 

.The efficient conduct of consular business is the primary 
task of a consular post. The first duty of the consul is 
the protection of the interestà of his own nationals residing 
in or visiting his territory; other respànsibilities which 
have in more recent time accrued to consuls nhould never be 
permitted to obscure this first and essential consular function. 

The Department, however, believed that representational duties 

as well as consular activities shouldassume precedence over other 

• 11 activities. Hume,Wrong interpreted the "Consular Matters" Paragraph 

as placing the emphasis on 

• "the efficient conduct of ordinary consular business, but 
- 	it is apparent that a chief responsibility of the Consul 

General personally is the range of duties covered by that 
• vague term "representation" I do not know whether it is 

feasible to devise sone appropriate formula indicating the 
general line that he should follow in New York in this 
respect. 12 

The Letter of instructions underwent modifications in 1953 

and 1954 in despatches drafted for the guidance of the heads of the ' 

new posts in Jeattle, Los Angeles and Detroit. John English of the 

beportnent of Trade and Commerce requested the consular matters section 

be amended to include references to.trade and commercial matters, 

particularly where no Trade Commissioner joined the consular staff. 

R.A. MacKay, Assistant Under-Secretary, asked the EMbassy in Washington 

to review the Letters of Instruction and to concur in incorporating the 

change since "Even in those posts where there are no officers of the 

Department of Trade and Commerce this element of the national interest 
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should not be neglected entirely. "13 
• 

• 
The firat duty of a consUl is the protection of the intereata 
of his oWn nationals reaiding in Or visiting his territory. 
'The promotion of these interests (inclUding trade) ranks 
second only to the protection of Canadian interests. Indeed 
both are interrelated. At present you have not the special 
staff required to promote trade in your area You should 
do what you can, however, in this direction  without prejudice to 

. your other consular duties. With this in mind, your Consulate- 
General is being , listed in the Department of Trade and 

' Commerce's publication "Foreign Trade." ThiSmay bring  some 
 trade enquiries...." 	. 	. 

The I;ead of American Division, however, mildly objected to the draft 

on the ground that the Consular Instructions already. covered trade 

functions. ConsUlar officers in the U.S. already possessed instructions 

dated 15th .rerch 1948 from the Department of Trade and ComMerce. 	. 

According to thiscircular "In trade matters the Department of TrRde 

and Commerce only will give directions. HOwevér, the Department. of. 

•External Affairs may, from time to time, ask for reports on certain 

14 -AMerican -Division implied  no.  further 
genernl-commercial  questions."  

• - advice was neceljsary. . • • 

This amendment aimed at reinforcing a Consul's flagging 	. 

ambition in  the  area  of consular activity in which hé lacked'eXpertise' 

and was 'rost likely to neglect.. Letters to  Los. Angeles  and Seattle, 

posta completelY 'staffed by External, contained the warning to.keep an 

' 	• 	›  
. eye - on trade promotion. 15  In contrast,. in Detroit where the'head of post 

• came from Trade-  and Commerce, the Letter contained theoontrary caveat. 
• 

It reminded the new ,:bndul that he waà to protect Canadian interests in. 
. 	. 

his territory and remehber: 	 - 

. The promotion of theseinterests (including trade) ranks 
Second. only . to  the protection of Canadian interests. .At . 
present you•have a stnff specially trained and equipped 
tà promote trade in your area,  but in spite of the emphasis 
.which you will no doubt wish to place on this aspect of - 
your work, care should be taken not tO let this prejudice 	• 
our attention to other consular duties. •In the conduct 

.of other aspects of the consular work of your office,you 1 C)0 



will be guided by circular consular documents and.consular 
instructions... 16 

Uhen UllIlea Stark was appointed New Orleans Consul Generll 

in 1955, lkonomic Division of itkternal omitted this wrrning since 

...in view of his long career as trade rconnis:doner for 
the Department of Trade and Commerce, it is felt that 
it would be unnecessary for any comments as to the trade 
work at the post to be included (in a letter of instructions).17 

Similarly, because there was a Trade  and  Commerce representative in 

Boston the economic section was omitted.in both 1953 and 1954. 18 

Another modification in the Letters of Instruction appeared 

in 1953 in the section "Purpose of a Consulate (General)". As originally 

written  from 1949 to 1953, this  second paragraph.in  the letter stated 

• that the purpose of a Consulate in the United States was: 

to further the national interests of Canada.. .The four main 
ways bywhich this purpose can.be  achieved - are: 	 - 

by providing protection and assistance to Canadian 
citizens resident in or passing through the territory 
under the Consul General's jurisdiction and by 
providing consular services in respect of Canada to 
United States and other citizens in the territory; 

( D) by providing a medium for liaison with municipal state 
and federal authorities for the territory; 

by transmitting to the Canadian lovernment information 
concerning matter9 of mutual interest to Ganade and 
the United States and, when desirable by explaining 
Canadian government policy on these matters;and 

(d) by serving as a focus of the Canadian Government's 
representation and Activity in the area under the 
Consul-General's jurisdiction. 19 

The Most notable omission in this paragraph, the failure to 

mention trade promotion as even a general'area of çonsularresponsibility, 

rectified in 1953 When the Department prepared the new letters for 
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(d) 

(e) 

attle and -os Angeles. The modified paragraph stated that the purpose 

of a Gonsulate or Consulate General was: 

to further the national interests of Canada. The five main 
ways by which this purpose can he achieved are: 

by providing protection and assistance to Canadian 
citizens resident in or pansing through the ,  territory 
under the Consul General's jUrisdiction and by providing • 	. 
consular services in respect  of Canada to United States . 
and other citizens in the territory; . 

(b) by promoting and protecting Canadian trade interests;  5i 7 

(c) by providing a medium for liaison with:municipal state 
and federal authorities in the territory; 

by  transmittini; tp the Canadian Government informatio n. 
 concerningnetters of interest to Cannda and the United 

States and, when desirable,,by explainin .g Canadian (iovernment 
policy on these matters; and 

by serving as focus ,by Canadian Government representation 
and activity in the area under your jurisdiction.. 20 

Logically, if'the:Department had followed its :policy of including 

caution  to .,;xternal Affairs representatives and Omitting it frOm letters 

addressed to Trade and Joranerce appointees the section should have been ' 

onitted from the letter to Detroit and added to those in other posts. 

The new wordinc, however, was listed aMong:enunerated activities in 

21' Detroit but oMitted from the letter sent to Boston the sane year. - 

Apart from . these twO general sections, the .reneinder  of the 

Letter, of Instructions gave.a more detailed explication :of the Department's 

expectations. The' 1949-1950 Letters in.ther"Oonsular liattere seetion 

advised the Consuls of their responsibilities in regard to various 

necessary odds-and ends: the efficient administration of the Consulate; 

(a) 
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observation of formal calls on consular colleagues and civic or state. 

functionaries, as well as maintaining harmonious  relations  With the 

Dritish and caring for Royal Canadian Uavy shipé on official visits. A 

revisiOn of these activities in a letter to Honourable Utty wson 22 in 

1953 included the post's securt;/ arrangenents and  nattera  pertaining to 

Canadian  herchant  Shipping. 23  Detroit,  Boston,  Chicago, San Francisco, 

Los Angeles, Seattle and Lem Orleans received similar inatructiOna and 

sioendrents except that the i:avy and shipping material Was omitted frOm 

the instructions to inland consulates. The letter to - the Consul, General 

in Boston in 1954 spedifically added .immigration and .citizenship,to the 

list• enumerated in:this Section. 	. 	•. 	• -• 

All the letters transmitted to U.S. posts contained the third 

section. "Public Relations and InformatiOni", three pares of specific 

advice on the methods of performing such chores. The Consul General, 

' Canada's principle public relations representative took charge of 

carrying out these duties and ex.)loiting Americans' goodVill and interest 

in .lavada. In several of the letters, a generAl introduction to this 

section advised the consuls that Unforlation mork of course is . not an 

. end in itself; yours should be designed to further the other génerl, 

objectives outlined in this letter....Recause of the importance of - 

.information mork in promotinz the general  objectives of'your mission, 

you sou_r" asseas with care the opportunities open to you for creating 

favourable and Informed public .  opinion and decide how the limited tine and 

staff available to , à1.1 for th  is work can bring the greatest returns." 

To encourage the officer with 0 departmental interest in information vork, 
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. his instructions advised the Trade and Cortnerce ;onsul in Detroit that 

through .hi S etaff's daily contaCtwith the public e _they gained: 

excellent opportunities to advance the objectives of Canadian 
information policy nbroad set forth in circular docunent  o. 
D79/53. Your predecessors in Detroit used these opportunities 
to izood advantage to try to ensure that a public  already yell' 
dispensed toward Canada was also well informed about  Canada. 
They maintained a hi/el level of information .actvitr considering 
the resources at their disposal. You will no doubt find that 
the problem of how to make the most profitable use of the 
limited time and staff available for information work will 
continue to be a troubleSome but interesting one. 26.  

Specific advice on information methods directed the consular 

offices to keep in close contact mith media men in the  magazines,  news 

services, radio and television stations, publishing houses  and  motion-

picture studios. Arranging visits to  Canada  by neWsmen could provide 

the 'Canadian goverment with "a direct channel by'whigh ye can convey 

. 	, 	. infornation about Canada  to regiens  of. the United ;$tates.' 27. New York, 

Chicago and  .os Angeles were given special emphasis withHregard•to media 

28 management. Various techniques of information York involved for example, 

thedistributiOn Orphotographs  and photo releases,  as  well ,?s transcriptions 

of 	International Service programa, publications and handbooks, 

and filns from the National  Film Poard. Each Consulate mas to.  Maintain 

a srall library with:information for facilitating educational-cultural 

relations. Travelling exhibits of Canadian art could be collected . for 

use by the posts. The speech making activities of the COnsul General 

were left to his discretion except for ambassadorialconsultation on  policy 

").9 
addresses. 

The fOurth general reàponsibility of a consulate,Treporting 

frou, the post, though retained as a diaty, was dounplaYed in impârtance. 



• The Department told the Consuls that most news material was.: 	. • 
• normally'available to us in Canadian - newspapers And such. 

.metràpolitan papers as the New York Times  Which reach the 
. Department daily... :Since the 1):1basSy reports comprehensively 
on developments in the United States, reports from yOur 

. post would - be most useful if related to these General Embassy- 	• 
reports. 30 	 • 

The Consulates, however, could submit politicAl reports on State legislation 

affecting Canada, officiarstate views on Canada-U.S. 'relations, loca l .  

developments not covered by the press and views of influential persons. 

Economic reporting on local 'aspects of such topics as;influentiaI  local" 

attitudes towards iMportant international trade, U•S•Gusteems, trucking-

in-bond was also.welcomed. Current economic issues were frequently 

specified as objects for consularinvestigation, i.e oil  and gas; 

exports,the St. Lawrence Seawày, Japan's accessimto nATT. New _York's 	. 

economic.primacy allowsdisome relaxation of the bias against econohic 

reporting but the Department Still warned the ConsulGèneral that.there 

was sueh . a '"vast mass of subjects . suggeatathe danger Of spreading too 

thin whatever reàources are available in the :.:onsillate fleneral for 

economié and financial reporting." 31 	. • . 

In theory, Letters of Instructions guided the aCtivitieS of 	. 

officiais in the United States, but in practice, this.  inclusive and general 

description of duties.allowed the heàd of a post to follow his predilections 

and to create an amalgam of actiVities best sUited to his interests. .The 

Departmentof •iikternal Affairs accepted this divergence frOm its ideal. 

A ISumary Of  Discussions on Jonsular Questions' held in Vashington in 

1956 mentioned that the nature of consUlar duties meshed . to  suchan 'extent 

that "much of the work done under the heading :'Information." coilld also be 
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' classified under 'Commerciale or eRepresentationa1e.,32  

This interconnection of the.conaule chores led to difficulties 

assigning tasks' priorities. Frequently, Ottawa'officials could not 

help them. ifien Douglas Cole, the new Consul General in Chicago, asked 

for adVice on subjects for his reports in 1950,A.F.V. Plumptre of 

T Eçoilomic Division explained the difficulty of giving: 	 - 

exact advice and I am not in a- position  to send yoù a saMple 
of what we want, because our wants differ so widely frOm time 

• to time and place to place. I think the nain thing to keep 
your eye on are neWs of special intereat to Canadians .  in the 

- Chicago area and to certain news items about Canada. 33 

The Department recognized that Colels practical difficulties arose from 

the need to.establish priorities for Work because of i limited timeavailable. 

On the other hand, establishing: 

- a firm order of priority for these tasks is well-nigh 
impossible. In any case, no consulate could operate 
efficiently on the basis of any priorities established 
in theory to apply to all consulates; priorities obviously 
have to be adjusted to meet the circumstances obtaining at 
any given time in any one particular consulate.. 34 

The Department tried to be helpful without being too restrictive 

and peremptorzi. Hume Wrong, for example, ohjected to the first draft of 

the Letter of Instructions to K.A. Greene in 1949 because on several 

points "the,draft,struck me-as conveying a note of exhortation .or 

admonition which I should find mildly irritating if it'were addressed 

to me.". liriting the first draft of the letter to K.A. Greene in 1949, 

Leslie Chance shied away from any concrete description .of-the representational 

aspects of consular work. He felt experienced diplomats understood that 

• side of the work better than any other. 35 

To keep track of consulates' activities, the Department of 

External Affairs asked for occasional reports and sporadically called 

consular conferences after 1949. The first report, called for in 1948 
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to help the Department justiry the expenditures on the•consulates, asked 

the consuls to describe their actual as well as their ideal duties. A 

for the practical and tangible results, T.F.M. Newton,* the Consul in 

Boston commented that his daily effort set in motion: 

a wide variety of services, and, it is to be hoped, produces 
a consequent harvest of goodwill. Frequently when the coneequent 
harvest seems to be oniy 51i7goodwil1, that result is never-
theless productive of subsequent tangible benefit or sets up 
a chain reaction which leads to it.' 	• 

Such a demand for the measurement of visible and immediate results, 

therefore, meant the measurement of oniy one portion of a consulate's 

service and frequently "only the portion which is routine and minor."36  

Newton isolated the moat notable difference of Consulates from 

Embassies. It was the close contact with the general public. Metaphorically, 

a consulate wae not only the shop window: 

but also the shop behind the window. It not only advertises 
attractive wares, but it transacts business through salesmen' 
who are in constant personal contact with a foreign public. 

The services provided in Boston were for visiting and resident Canadians, 

non-U.S. nationals and Americans. 

This service aspect of a coneulate affected - almost its whole 

operation: its geographical . location, its decor, the appearance and 

attitude of its personnel, and its image in the public mind. The 

unawareness of Ottawa headquarters of this most important part of 

consular work, hindered the ability of the Consulate to render personal 

assistance. Ottawa set up 'systems procedures' and 'administrative returns' 

by which time was "taken from work normally to be considered the primary 

reason for the post's eatablishment." 37  
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Other consUlates aseessed their primary duties differently. 

J. J..  Hurley of Detroit coneidered consular services, j"the  least . 
, 	• 

important but they must be cOurteously performed," 38  'Harry Scott, Consul 

General in San Francisco, net stressing the primacy of services 

nonetheless repérted that, they kept his staff busy. Edmond Turcotte 

omitted consular assistance altogether  as a consideration in hie 1949 

letter.39  Consular business in his office taxed the ability of both 

'  staff and facilities to cOpe40  reported K.A. Greene in 1951. 

In  as  'match as trade activitiee of a consulate Were concerned, 

once again . the  Consuls in the United States disagreed. Newton  in .Boston . 

considered - that  posta  with - Trade Cémessioners performed•one'function 

with-concretely meaetrable reeults (for example, his post was directly ' 

responsible for a $10,000,000 order for Canadian timber.. A trade officer 

. in theU.S.• adVised American commodity buyers of the Canadian supplies 

and vice  versa, in addition to publicity work and assisting tourihg 

businessmen.  - HarrY Scott in San Francisco downgraded these ccinCrete 

aspects of the trade.promotion function in the United States because 

of proximity to Canada. His trade  programme éonsisted of:Providing 

information and trade public relations. Hurley  in Detroit  believed that 

at his  post  trade promotion should have high priority but Turcottei  

in his preoccupation with information work ignored it altogether. 

AU the 1949 consular reports agreed on the, importance of the 

• public relations aspect of coneular work. Newton belieVed information 

work could create a pre-disposition later expressed more concretely in 

a visit to Canada or ordere for Canadian products. ,The profitable field 

of publicity . 
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offered "endlesa possibilitiee for fruitful work, and is.only limited 

in scope by the time,initiativqamd resOurces available.o .  Public 	_ 

relations office work included answering general information requeets, 

disseminating literature to visitors, researching replies to detailed 

enquiriese as well as aeeisting prospective tourists. The actual 	, 

exposition of methods of  public  relations resembled the list set out 

in the Gonsularinetructions. 

The other donsule repeated expositions of actual and potential 

public  relations chores similar to Newton's. J.J.-Hurley in Detroit 

.and Harry Scott in San Franciaco 'stressed:hie efforts at Making contacts - 

in the universities. ancUschools. Scott also:tried tO atimUlate 

further newspaPer editorial  comment on Canada,;to the exclusion Or all 

other consular activities. Edmond Turcotte of - ChicagO examined the 

problems of dissemination-of information to the American Mass  public ae 

weilesîto specialized interest grOups. In his 1951 âssessment,. the New York 

-Consul General emphasized the important role of the National Film Board 

and Travel  Service  representatives abroad in explaining Canada to Americans. 

K.A. Greene in New York also most actively expanded the representational 

aspect of information and public relations work. Greenea Methods included: 

business meetings.at  the offices of the Consulate:General; calls in the 

offices of officials and  businessmen;  luncheons, cocktail parties; dinner 

parties; clubs and other entertainment. 	, 

The donsuls disagreed with the Department's efforts to restrict 

their political and economic reporting. - T.F.M. Newton, for example, believed 

that local studies on topics beyond those suggested by the Embassy and the 

Department Could be usefUl. Area reporting could amplify information on 
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certain topics and assist the men who would participate in international 

neptiations by providing extra information.41  H  

• Another seriesof reports prepared  in' 1954 for  discussion at 

a conference of officials outlined the consulates' work. The emphasis 	I 

on consular (passport etc) duties of the 1949 reports shifted to a variety 

of duties which varied from post to post. The tendency for the Consulates 

to stress different duties according to local circumstances and personnel 

hadlpecome much more pronounced. 	. 

Only the newly—Opened Seattle Conaulate General emphasized that 

the primacy of strictly, consular functions Operated to the detriment of 

some ether duties. Many Consulates delegated the routinecOnsular work to 

a chief clerkeince its problems were "resolved immediately  and do not in 

the main encroach on police (Chicagç report). 42  Specific  question!, . hoWever, 

caused consulates trouble such as with U.S.. immigration regulations and ' 

single entry visas tà Canada and were -dealt With byhigher officials. 

The New York consuls spent much time carrying out diverse business regarding 

customs, provincial matters, marriage, and shipping. 

Information work still occupied as much of the consuls' time and 

concern in 1954 as in 1949. The New Orleans Consul dealt with the perennial 

challenge of educating American goodwill based on ignorance. Only New 

York maintained a special information section and performed the whole 

range of Canadian  information  work. Canada still failed, said New York, 

to establish systematic means of reaching the youthful public in the 

primary and secondary schools. In Chicago, the intensive propaganda 

efforts centred in the city itself and occuPied . 80% of the Consul General's 

time in public relations work. Demands for speaking engagements had become 



a problem for senior staff at Detroit. Public Relations techniques 

included greater use of television and radio programming especially taped 

CBC servicefEfor radio. Lacking money, the Department could achieve only 

modest success without undue time-consuming efforts. Detroit and Boston 

reported difficulties in getting their newn releases and other stories 

about Canada placed in the local press. 

It was clear by 1954 that trade promotion received a different 

priority in the Trade and Commerce posts than in the other EXternal Affairs' 

consulates. Recognizing the greater emphasis on his trade duties, the 

New Orleanti Consul spent his time on trade work originating from the 

perimeter areas of his jurisdiction. His experience indicated that 

Canadians should spend their efforts selling consumer goods to border areas, 

especially New York, and promote raw materials exporte  in the South.  Most  

of the Detroit Consul's work concerned care and promotion of the commercial 

interests of Canadian firms and individuals. He also remarked that because 

of the 

...close .contact between most Canadian producers of raw - 
materials and their United States customers, a large , 

 dollar share of Canada's exports moVe into this territory 
without any direct assistance being rendered by this . 
Consulate. Base metals and products of the foreet are 
the two prime eXamples Of this type of movement.  In the 
Case of food prOducts, however, the Canadian trade officers 
can(Ad aomeconcrete selling work.... Much of the trade 
work of a COnsulate in the United States, however, Consists 
of.rendering services to Canadian businessmen which cannot 
alwayslm) measured in dollars. 

Trade officers helped Canadian secondary manufacturers break 

into the United States market as well as assisting American firms to set 

up Canadian branch plants. 
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The volume of commercial activities fluctuated in the consular 

areaa. New York's importance remained international with entrepdt sales 

and  trade fairs. In Chicago despite the supervision of the Goneul General, 

the work remained answering  questions, not assisting Americans find Canadian 

sources of supply. Boston reported increasing requests for branch plant 

information and export assistance. 

Many poste subnitted few economic or political reports (New 

Orleans, Chicago and Boston). Consulates, New York complained, could not 

properly answer requests or subnit useful reports because they did not 

receive EMbasey reports on current economic or political projects. 

Potentially San Francisco believed it could submit ueefUl reporte,but 

Seattle was the only  post  which performed direct reporting services. 

Located in the heart of activities of concern, Seattle prepared reports 

on oil and natural gas supplies to the Pacific northwest, international 

fisheries and the use of international rivers, especially the Columbia 

River. 

• 	 The office administration of the consulate, the final consular 

chore had been almost ignored in reporta previous to 1954. New Orleans, 

New York,  Chicago,  Detroit and Boston mentioned their responsibilities 

in travel arrangements, leave, attendance, pay allowances, registry and 

communications, the preparation,of accounts and ordering of supplies. 

New York suggested consultations with Ottawa and the other posts to 

encourage efficiency. 

The 1954 reports, therefore, differed from 1949 submissions 

because of: 
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, (a) the decline in priority in the personal service aspect 

of "consular" activity in all posts but Seattle. 

(b) the predominant emphasis on trade in 2 posta (New Orleans , 

and Detroit). 

(c) the inclusion of administration. 

Information duties in both the 1949 and 1954 retained their high precedence 

among consular function, but appeared, like all other responsibilities to 

receive a different interpretation in the various posts. 

To complement written reports, the Canadian Ambassador in 

eashington, Hume Wrong, suggested in 1948 that the Canadian Consuls, like 

the British, meet to discuss their problems. Accordingly, L.G. Chance 

began preparations for the meeting. T.F.M. Newton conceived the value of 

conference coming from: 

The discussion of procedural problems, relation of each 
to the EMbassy and to Ottawa, trade problems and trade 
promotion i and the exchange of views on handling the 
individue difficulties/than from the high level economic /other 
and political seminara. 

The proposed 1948 agenda included, at.Ambassador 
• 	• 

insistence, a discussion of the Consulates' relationship to trade promotion. 

Chance promoted other discussions on the place in the consulate of the 

Department of In:migration, the Canadian Government Travel Bureau, the 

National Film Board and the Customs Department. 44  Newton reported that trade 

matters occupies,45  

"at least one-third of our time, and personally, I.aà sure 
. I woUld  profit by à greater allowance of time for treatment 
of this subject." • 
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The conference spent half days on topical problems (Commonwealth; NATO; 

Newfoundland & confederation and the St. Lawrence seaway), on the discussion 

of trade promotion and shipping,  on  purely consular work, on the place 

of consulates in economic and political reporting, informaticin work, 

" 46. . (films,,tourists), and on Immigration and Oilstone. 	 • 

The successive conferences reveal the growing importance of .  

Consular Trade activities. A second consular conference, in May 1950, 

spent half days on economic and trade matters, information and publicity 

and split a morning session between consular and administrative problem 

and reporting. In the third conference held in 1952, the time allotted 

to Trade and Commerce increased to a whole day while  information the 

international situation, were discussed in half-days and consular problems, 

administrative problems were given a quarter of a day. The- 1954 conference 

followed a aimilar pattern of increasing emphasis on trade.47 The  

recognition by the Department of Trade and Commerce of consular work 

caused problems in assigning priorities to activities.  For  years trade 

representatives abroad had maintained quasi-consular representation in 

the absence of an EXternal Affairs post. In any post, Trade and Commerce 

maintained adequate assistance should be given by either Department when 

the other was hard-pressed with work not its own. The original trade or 

diplomatic reaaon for opening the post was not displaced as its function, 

if mutually recognized. 48  E.W.T. Gill of EXternal Affairs remarked that 

Trade and Commerce believed "bcternal Affairs officers regarded trade as 

something below their dignity and they were not willing to devote any time 

to the activity." Trade and Commerce complained frequently about over- 

similarly 
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I. 

Working its staff on External Affairs matters in Trade and Commerce 

consUlates. 	• 

A.D.P. Heeney, the Under Secretary, replied to the 1951 

cOmplaint by reiterating that Trade and Commerce: 

. must take the - rough with the smooth if they wish to have 
the establishment in Sao Paulo (the origin of T  k  Cle 	. 

•complaint) operated as a ,Consulate and their officers to 	. 
enjoy the status of consuls  in that place. They must 
reilizethat there may be times at whiercOnsular activities 
temporarily have to be given precedence over those of trade. 

Heeney alsO pointed out that in sOme External Affairs! .  poste, immigration 

or trade assumed such importance that External Affairs' activities had 

to take a back seat. There did not seem to be, concluded Heeney, "a due 

•realization in Trade and Commerce that a consulate must inevitably 

represent  ai]. the Departments of the Canadian Government."49  In defence, 

Dr. MacKay replied that *it was more a question of other duties crowding 

out trade than a lack of interest in trade matters.u 50  Hector Allard, 

Head of Consular Division, reported that New York, Chicago, New Orleans 

and Detroit did not neglect trade promotion because the Head of the post 

was a Trade Commissioner or former Commercial Counsellor. 3ince Boston 

also had a junior trade man attached to the consulate, the chief area of 

neglect, he concluded, could only be the Pacific Coast where Trade and 

Commerce had posted no trade specialists. It was hard, believed Allard, 

to understand how 	 •  

Consuls General who have had no previous training in trade •  

promotion and have no member oPtheir staff who is an 
expert in trade matters...could be accused of regarding 
trade as something•below their dignity and that they are not 
willing to devote any time to that activity.... I feel certain 
that their only reason for not devoting more time to trade 
promotion work is first the lack of an expert in their, post, 
their own personal lack of knowledge of trade matters and 
consequently the impossibility to expect our Consulates general 
to do more than they are doing now with the staff they now 
have." 

1 
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Commenting on this memorandum, E.A. eté of American Division remarked 

that the time had come to re-examine the purposes of the consular ser#ice. 

Trade promotion was historically an essential of that service but it was 

51 not so defined in the Canadian Consular Instructions. 

Other officers from EXternal Affairs saw a different aspect 

of the question. A 1952 memorandum from Consular Division remarked that 

it was illogical: 

to expect that Trade Commissioners should neglect their own 
duties in order to attend to matters which are strictly our 

• concern. It would seem that for the efficient operation of 
the consular service it should be, to as great a degree as 
possible, composed of members of this Department. If our 
foreign service expands through the appointment of Trade 
Commissioners as Consuls, it will become increasingly difficult 
for us to direct the operation of the consular service when 
the posts abroad are not manned by aternal Affairs personnel. 

Trade Commissioners were located where EXternal Affairs would like 

representation in order better to perform its own representational- 

. • ftinctions. 52 

aternal Affairs began to use the Trade and Commerce theory of 

Gonsular functions (see page 24) against the other Department. In a 1954 

letter to John English, the Director of the Trade Commissioner Service, 

the Under-Secretary, Jules Léger, acknowledged the right of a trade officer 

in a consulate to call upon the Head of Post for assistance. The Head 

of Post was instructed to remember that the advancement of Canada's 

commercial interest was part of his job. Extending this principle, said 

the Under-Secretary, meant that.- 

While undermanning contiiiime-to be a problem in both services 
the Head of Post must be able to call upon the Trade Officer 
for help in work that is not strictly commercial in order 
that the post may accomplish the duties given to it. Where 
non-commercial officers are overworked the Head of Post will 



have to consult with the commercial officer to see if extra 
jobs can be taken on. 53 

Finally, the difficulty of assigning cross-departmental 

priorities to activities resulted in a thorough examination of consular 

responsibilities. This examination began in 1955 and involved officials 

at the highest levels and culminated in a proposed tour of all US establish-

ments in 1956 by the Deputy Minister of the Department of Trade and 

Commerce and the Under-Secretary. The tour WAS cancelled but the review 

resulted in a joint directive by the Deputy 1{tnisters= to all posts setting 

up priorities for their activities. 

The study began in the summer of 1955 under the direction of 

Max Wershof, Assistant Under-Secretary. Several intra-departmental 

meetings in Ottawa in August 1955 considered the work of the consulates, 

their importance to EXternal Affairs, and their relationship to Trade and 

Commerce  (including the possibility of making them all T & GIs responsibility). 54  

Information Division objected to any delegation of External 

Affairs control over the consulates. The U.S. was Ganada's first information 

target. Since the Gonsulates' information work was important the Division 

concluded that Ekternal  Affaire  would need "all the control we now have 

over the consulates." If External relinquished control over any consulates, 

Information Division chose Detroit, Los Angeles and New Orleans in that 

order. 55  

Recognizing work priorities . were necessary fOr'consUlates in 

the United States, American Division felt, however that 'flit is Tet easy 

to state categorically that any one Mkternal'Affairs function of a 

■:;onsulate General has priority over another." The Head of the Division 

concluded that "fundamentally a consulate is a public service office 
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where our own citizens and those of other countriee may expect and receive 

assistance." From Ottawa, such activities night "appear picayune but, in 

reality, should all other activities be curtailed, the consular services 

rendered would justify the existence of the office." In the remaining 

hours, representational work was the most valuable. The head of post by 

virtue of his office opened nost doors. His representational work set ' 

the tone for the rest of the staff especially EXternal personnel who 

carried out most of these duties. Neither information work nor political 

or economic reporting were as useful. 56 A Consul General responsible to 

External Affairs had a broader conception of the representative role and 

duties than one responsible to Trade and Commerce. In addition, an EXternal 

.Affairsman.would less likely neglect commerciàl work  than a commercial 

• ;Man forget Externalwork 5. 

Consular division's contribution to the review recognized varying 

Work priorities but reiterated that all Consulates %eve in common as one 

of their primary and basic functions the provision of consular services" 

to Canadian citizens and the population at large. Because of their public. 

nature the quality of the services both established and maintained the 

post's reputation. This reputation as well as the usefulness of the posts 

also depended on the representational activities of the Head of Post. 

Consular Division believed that "over-emphasis on trade functions might 

well lead to misunderstanding in the United States of the nature of official 

Canadian representation abroad. The effectiveness of the posts as trade 

,58  promotion springboards has not yet been proved.' 

This preliminary 1955 review concluded that Ottawa officials 

needed "a clarification of the priorities being accorded, and which Should 
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141  

be accorded, by each consulate to each of these activities." Max Wershof 

could not  fini  any "general policy atating what we want most from conSulates... 
files 

in our/and (it) is nOt underStood in the DepartMent in Ottawa."  The 

 Department's allotment of responsibility for the.consulates to several 

divisions partly explained the confusion. In continuing the stUdy, Wershof 

recommended that the Department send a smallteam to the yarious . consulates 

to study their substantive activities. This team 'should include an 

Assistant Under-Secretary,.the Head of Information Division, representatives 

of the anbassy and the Departàent of Trade and . Commerce. 59- 

In the second stage of the review, the Uhàer-Secretary asked ,  

the .DeputiMinister of . Trade and Commerce  to describe.his Departmentts 

policy on commercial representation in the UniteStatee. W.F. Bull pointed 

out in rePly that his Department felt strongly that more strenuous efforts 

shOuld be made to increase Canadian trade by increasing commercial 

representation in the United States. The Consuls  General in New York - 

.and Chicago ought to be officers with commercial backgrounds and interests. • 

Bull also agreed that he, Mr. Leger (the Under-Secretary), as'well as their 

chief  assistants  responsible for Consular affairs should go on tour. 

• 	As ebasià  for  the tour discuaSions,:the consulates cOmpleted a 

survey of their activities in March, 1956. The results emphaiized the 

diverse ways which consular 'officials expended . their effOrts. The Consul 

General in Seattle ., for example, spent none othis Working hours on "Consular" 

chores while such work took up 40% of the time of his:counterpart in New • 

'. 
Orleans and 60 to 65% of the time of all the Detroit Staff. 60  .As for 

commercial work, the Trade and Commerce Consul General in New Orleans 



used only 15% of his own time on trade work but the EXternal Affairs 

Consul General in Los Angeles passed 45% of hie time in commercial 

activities. Information work, important in theory, gained little 

practical emphasis. The Consul General in Seattle set up no information  

programme while the operations in San Francisco, New Orleans and Los Angeles 

took up only between 5 and 15% of the total consular tine. Only in the 

Trade and Commerce consulate in Detroit did the staff do any large amount 

of information work (35%). Although reporting occupied 33% of the Consul 

General's time in Seattle 10% in New Orleans and 15% in Los  Angeles, 

the other posta generally reported only on request. Variations in the 

hours for representational activities went from le% in Seattle; 20% in 

New Orleans; 20% in San Francisco; and 65% in Los Angeles). 

After studying these reports, the Head of Consular Division, 

Paul Malone, concluded that the weight of "inescapable" work, coneular 

and administrative, was heavier than anticipated, especially in Chicago 

and New York. With the exception of New York, Chicago and Detroit,  trade 

activities were not as important as they should have been. Boston, for 

example, placed trade third in its consular priorities. In New Orleans, 

because of the burden of work on EXternal Affairs' personnel, the Trade 

officer shouldered their jobs and neglected his own. The reports also 

indicated to Malone the great demand for consuls' time at representational 

social activities. The Chicago Consul General's club bills for February, 

1956 totalled $277.6l while in New York about 100 invitations for social 

engagements were received for each day. 61  

These assessments complete, the Under—Secretary visited the 

.Consulate General in New York and the EMbassy in Washington inApril 1956. 
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He was accoipanied by  Max Wershof, the Heads of Information and 

Consular Divisions, the Deputy Miniaterof Trade and Commerce, the 	. 

Director of the Trade Commissioner Service, and thé Head of the.Trade 

and Commerce U.S.A. Desk. On his return, Mr.l.éger. 	rePOrted to the 

Minister, L.B. Pearson, that he arrived back With an "inéreased appreciation 

of the complexity of Canadian consular operations in the United States 

and the necessity of organizing our resources as effectively as possible." 

The Trade and Commerce group were "particularly impressed" by the varied 

demand apart from trade on the consulates. The EXternal  Affaire  officials, 

on the other hand, "obtained a better underStanding.of what Trade-  and-

(ommerce hopes to accomplish in trade promotion in the United States through 

the Consulatea."62 

Substantivally the 1956 discussions proposed an order of priority 

for consular activities which raised the place  -of trade promotion . higher 

than before. The Ne*" York discussions decided consular duties should be 

given the following priority: 	• 

• • • 1) Constilar - not that it is the most  important, but 
because it is the primary functionatnecessity. 

Commercial - Trade promotion is the main objective 
of Consulates in the United States. It should stand 
high in all our offices, irrespective of whether the 
head of post is from Trade and Commerce or External. 

3) Information - an important work for the development of' 
Canadian-United States relations. • 

Representation - a duty inherent to the position 
depending on the initiative of each officer. Speech - 
making comprises a large part of representation. Though 
a burden, it is important and must be treated with 
discrimination. 

5) Regional Reporting--Generally speaking littlereporting 
has been done by the consulates but there is definitely 
a place for such activities..... 63 
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The discussions put forward a theory to assist the consular 

officers in understanding the priorities. Functions were divided into 

"passive" and "active" groups. For the "passive" activities, imposed 

by virtue of a consulate's existence and public demands, no priority 

could be established. Inquiriea were answered as they arrived. After 

coping with  "passive"  work, the consulate should devote its time to the 

active tasks involving initiative by the office. For this time, 

priorities could be assigned. The consulates were to emphasize firstly 

commercial and secondly on information activities. Apart from responding 

passively to requests, there would remain: 

"in the commercial (active) field the taking of positive 
initiatives to increase the movement of Canadian goods 
into the United States. This should stand high in all 	, 

• consulates, whether the Head of Post  is from one or the other 
Department. Similarly, it is important for consulates to 
take "active" teeing or initiatives through information work 
to foster a better understanding and appreciation of Canada." 64 

Both the Secretary of State for EXternal  Affaira  L.B. Pearson 

and the Minister of Trade and Commerce, C.D. Howe approved recommendations 

which were distributed as guidelines to the Canadian posts in the U.S. 65 

Specifically, the tour report recommended: 

1) Posting T & C officers in External prior to going 
abroad and vice versa. 

2) Each post have at least one officer from both 
Departments. 

3) More information material and trained staff be 
available for the guidance and maintenance of 
this function. 

4) More guidance be given to consular officers in 
their performance of representational duties to 
avoid  consuls  being used as "speakers" for amusement 
speeches. 

5) Reports from consulates on major regional issues 
should be encouraged. 

6) More manpower should be provided. 1 /1  1 



7) A. tour of all consulates should be .undertaken. 

After the distribution of the report of the Washington 

discussions, the Department of External Affairs began to consider implementing 

the recommendations.
66 

At
'
the same time, preparations were made and the 	' 

posts' appraisals of the 1.iashington discussions were requested for the 

proposed fall tour of all U.S. offices by the Under-Secretary and a small 

inter-departmental group. Various interested Ottawa divisions (Establishment 

and Organization; Defence Liaison; Finance Division; American; Information) 

were asked for their advice on the scope of the investigation. 67 The 

Under-Secretary cancelled his tour, scheduled for November 1956. 

In formally establishing a consulate's functions after 1956, 

the Department of EXternal Affairs replaced the long Letter of Instructions 

both by a shorter, general and personal letter to new appointees and by 

a Post Book of circular instructions detailing the more specific aspects 

of consular duties. The short letter to D. Leo Dolan, the new Los Angeles 

Consul  General in 1957, provided an example of this new style used in New 

York, Seattle and Boston. His letter included a paragraph setting out 

the reasons for the original establishment of his post in 1953 copied from 

the second paragraph of the Letter of Instructions sent in 1953. In 

the spirit of the 1956 Tour Report, the Department instructed the new 

head of post that his consular services should: 

reflect the importance to  Canada of our relations with the 
United States. Many Of its activities may by nature be described 
'as passive. Most of the consular work, for instance, would fall 
within this category, even though it is the function of prime 
importance in  any consulate. Similarly , . a part of the information 
work is passive in the sense that it is done in answer to 	- 
enquiries. However, there remains a wide field in which the 
Consulate General may  nove and should move on itè own initiative 
toward the benefit of the interests of Canada in the United 
States. 
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The rest of this paragraph specifically referred the officer to the 

3unmary of discussions held in Washington for guidance. The letter, 

on the other hand, told Dolan that  "the  priorities referred to in the 

Summary were intended to apply to the Consulate as a whole and not 

necessarily to the Head of Post." The Consul General's own time could 

emphasize the representational side of consular work since his contacts 

would "provide the post with a favourable climate for its activities." 

The Consul General retained responsibility for the work of 

other Departments. Immigration work had taken on a new importance and 

the Consul General was instructed to develop an interest in and knowledge 

of immigrant promotion and problems. The Trade Commissioner although 

directly under his Department in Ottawa, nonetheless still fell under 

the Consul General's authority. The Undercretary expected the External 

Head of Post  to emphasize 

the desirabilitY of your doing everything that lies within 
your power to assist the Trade Commissioner in the development 
of markets for Canadian prodUcts and to foster the economic 
interests of Canada generally. 

Where no trade specialist was assigned all staff members would have to 

be "familiar with these matters and deal with them to the best of their 

ability." 
68 Information work became almost totally a responsive duty. 

Due to the economic stringency of 1957, the Department had difficulty in 

obtaining approval for expensive information initiatives. Reporting, 

still last on the list, should be undertaken on the Ambassador's initiative.
69 

The proposed 1958 Consular conference led to the next general 

evaluation of duties. In their reports, the heads of post reported on 

specific problems with the exception of the Consul in Detroit, M.J. Vechsler, 

who complained of overwork by EXternal duties in his primarily trade post. 
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He told his Ottawa superior that the: 

Pressure from Department of EXternal Affairs,  more 
particularly and especially from the Information Division 
whose requests are geeminglY of an unending nature, despite 
the lack of provision of personnel or means for fulfillment 
in another important matter affecting this post. 

The statement of the two Deputy Ministers regarding the 'active' and-

passive aspects of information  work needed "restatement and understandine,  

said Vechsler, since "the impression being conveyed...is that information 

work is the end-all and be-all of a Consulate's activity."70 

The other consulates emphasized the importance of- educational 

work among the Americans or public relations as a trade promotional 	. 

technique, butin Los Angeles D. Leo Dolan believed Ottawa had  an. erroneous 

conception that the U.S. posts could secure space in metroPolitan papers - 

for Canadian news. Far from being interested.in 'serious' news, the 

Los Angeles-paperà were: 	 • 

more concerned with murder, divorce and the extra-curricular 
love life of the mOvie stars. If the Governor-General 
assassinated the Prime Minister tomorrow and the leader of the 
Opposition, filled with remorse , jumped into the Ottawa 
uiver from the Chaudiere Bridge, we night get front page 
space in the Los Angeles newspapers! 71 72 

The New Orleans Consul General suggested the 1958 conference place less 

emphasis on trade than the preceeding meeting in 1954. The earlier 

conference he complained, "took on more of the aspect of a Trade and 

Commerce gathering than an acternal one." EXternal's requirements 

(political, cultural, information and administrative) merited, he believed 

"at least an equal emphasis" during the conference as the trade discussions.
73  

In general, however, the 1958 conference organizers minimized 

the problems of joint administration of the Canadian consulates. The 



Honourable 
conference speech notes for the ,tydney Smith, Secretary of State for 

External Affairs, included a eminent that 	• 	 .! 

It might be appropriate to remark on
i
the excellent Standard'. 

of cooperation which prevails between the Department of 
External Affairs and Trade And Commerce in the United aates. 
To those members of the conference who are External Affairs 
personnel, it might be useful to emphasize that their job 
in consular offices ln the United States lies as much in 
the Trade and Commerce as in the cestaelltie field. 74 

The agenda cif the 1958 conference included a half-day of  discussion on 

Canadian American affairs; a day and half's discussion on,trade ( day 

more than before), a.day:on  information, and half days on côneular and 

administrative matters. 

No thorough review of consular functions occurred from 1956 

until 1962. Although variousehortAssessments be the External Affairs 

divisions indicated the Department's Ideas, Allan Anderson of American 

Division comnented in 1958 that frOM  the point of View  of the 

• Government  as a whole trade promotion'ranks high but all 	. 
- or.most of the missions are well staffed by Trade and Commerce. 
The.head  of  mission Should, and sdoubtless does cooperate fully 
with hie commercial-officers, whenever it is necessary and 
information and representation have ,  some direct influence on trade. 
Apart from that, trade promotion belonga 'rather to Trade and Commerce 
thân to us. 75 

In another report M.J. Vecheler, Consul in Detroit, again remarked on the 

large amount of time required for EXternal Affairs's information, 

representation, and reporting in hie essentially 'trade' post. His 

trade activities, common to all the U.S. poste, included market analysis, 

trade publicity, organizing trade missions to Canada, branch plant 

enquiries (considered to be very important by Trade and Commerce), studies 

of the effect of U.S. Ownership on the promotion of Canadian subsidiaries' 

exports, selling to U.S. procurement agencies and economic reporting. An 
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inspection team in New Orleans in 1960 reported that although post 

activities only minutely involved reporting, this latter function could 

prove more useful. New Orleans rather than Washington, for example, 

could efficiently study the segregetion issue or the Cuban trade 

question. 76 

The important priority of trade functions in consular work 

became most evident during the 1961 and 1962 discussions preceeding the 

establishment of the new offices in Philadelphia and Cleveland. The 

struggle between the Department of Trade and Commerce and the Department 

of aternal Affairs over the preferred locations in the United States 

demonstrated how entrenched trade had become in the new consular priorities 

established in 1956 (the last consulates established had been Seattle 

and Los Angeles in 1954). James A. Roberts, Deputy Minister of Trade 

and Commerce, informed the Under-Secretary in February, 1961 that the 

trade activities of his Department in the United States required more 

offices. Philadelphia was the choice location since "no area is likely 

to be as rewarding to the trade promotional actiyity of a single new 

post as Philadelphia." The following year the same reasoning prompted 

Trade and Oommerce's suggestion of a Cleveland post. 77 

EXternal Affairs, on the Otherhand, preferred a southern 

location for new offices to serve a greater variety of Canaaian ne
eds. 78 

A.D.P. Heeney, the Ambassador in Washington, challenged the assumption 

of the Department of Trade and Conmerce that trade was the primary reason 

for establishing Canadian offices abroad. He replied to the Trade and 

Commerce "quote conclusion unquote" that to him it was "of the utmost 

importance that any further Canadian offices in U.S.A. be established 
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on basis of need for all governmental purposes, and not repeat not from , 

any one departmental point of view solely." 

Heeney based hie argument on the Department of External 

Affairs' traditional approach to consular mattersj public service was 

most  important and all functione ought to be considered in deciding on 

a location. He emphasized that Canadian offices in the U.S.A. 

Whatever they are called, are bound to have Certain 
demands made upon them. This is implicit in the eXietence 
of any office eth à Canadian designation. 

The "standard" functions they were called upon to perform had always 

lbeen commercial (including import as  well as export intelligence) 

information on virtnally an unlimited range of other Canadian subjects 

all the way from government policy to "demographic and geographic data 

for individuals, organizations, schools, miscellaneous lectures." 

Heeney included as activities; representation, press, TV and radio 

relations "inevitable in any connunity where an office isset up", 

immigration and "consular" problems as well as "a variety of other 

functions which will vary according to the nature of the community." 

The whole nature of the Canadian experience with consulates demonstrated 

conclusively that "in some degree those in charge of any Canadian 

government office whatever its quote priority unquote function would 

have to deal with all of these things willy-nilly." 

Since trade was only one activity which had to be considered 

in opening a consulate, Heeney urged that: 

the proper course in deciding upon where next to open in 
USA is to feed into the Interdepartmental computer the 
product 	not only of the trade promotion survey but 
all comparable assessments from the other points of view 
as well. 
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In order to maintain a balanced approach, all Canadian officers had 

to remember that Canadian interests would best be served when: 

External Affairs and other departments regard Canadian 
trading interests as a primary responsibility; by the 
same token, commercial officers should be willing to 
share office duties not strictly related to trade. 
Any other policy in ny judgement, is wasteful and stupid. 79 

This argument remained the basis of Ambassador Heeney's 

opposition to Trade and Commerce plans in both Philadelphia in 1961 and 

Cleveland in 1962. He dispatched a "Dear Jim" letter in 1962 to the 

Deputy Minister of Trade and Commerce and explained that he believed 

"all posts in this country. (USA) are offices of the Government of 

Canada, their commercial functions, forming part, only part, albeit a 

most important part of their responsibilities." 8°  At the same time, 

Heeney transmitted a letter to the Under—Secretary as well as to all the 

Canadian posts in the U.S. which stated that: 

In general the object of all establishments in this country 
as elsewhere abroad, is to advance and protect the national 
interest of Canada. This is true whatever the chief function 
of the office. For every effort should be made to ensure 
that officials of all government departments and agencies 
serving in this country are aware of the proper relationship 
between the Ebbassy and all other Canadian offices and 
officials serving outside of Washington. 81 

. The battle.against the trade function assuming-snch a priority 

that it prevailed in deciding the location of the consulates, was lost 

in 1961 and 1962. Extezilal Affaira, despite the Abbassador'à objections 

acquiesced in establishing consulates in both Cleveland and Phi1adelphia.
82 

In March 1965, a Liaison Team was appointed to go to the 

United States and to study the role of Canadian Consulates. It included 

the Head of U.S.A. Division (P.A. Brid e);  The Minister in the Canadian 
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Embassy (G.P. Kidd); Head of Information Division (J.A. McCordick), 

Head of Personnel Operations (C. Hardey); Head of 'Consular Division 

(H.F. Clark); and Director of Trade Commissioner Service (A.P. Biesonnet). 

The Bridle Report  of 1965 totally dismissed the public service 

aspect of 'consular' functions as worthy of any priority. Inetead, 

Bridle equated trade and information work as the two principal activities 

of the consulates. Bridle, unlike the 1956 Liaison Team left aeide the 

priority question and emphasized the interrelationship of these two 

activities. Trade created good public relations and the information 

programmes created a suitable climate for effective trade promotion. 

Trade  campai s had become more important over the years because of the 

vigorous and imaginative manner of the promotion effort. Information 

work, on the other hand, lagged in applying both staff and resources, 

and passively responded to inquiries except for N.F.B. distribution 

(the most successful aspect of information work). 

The Report recommended that the Department allocate more 

resources to information work particularly since "the Department regards 

the U.S. as the most important single foreign country" for disseminating 

information.  Different information potential existed in different 

consulates and officers should understand and analyze it before setting 

up the programme. Each office should set up a library and be able to 

provide information on daily events in Canada to guide their local press. 

The 1965 Liaison TeaM realized that the Department issued a 

largely proforma invitation to submit political and economic reports, 

and gave little encouragement beyond the suggestion in a Letter of Instructions. 

The team recommended that the consulates report on local disputes likely 
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to become significant in Canada-US ternis, as well as on reception of 
I 

Canadian developments in the U.S. Media, and prepared speeches IV 

consular officers. 

The Bridle Report closely followed the 1954, and 1956 

reviews in its perception of Consular activities and its recommendations 

for increased programmes. The most important contribution of the Bridle 

Report to understanding Canadian representation in the U.S., came from 

its insistance on the integration of all Canadian activities in the 

United States to produce a public relations impact on Americans in the 

broadest sense. 	' 

After Paul Bridle's 1965 tour, the posts commented on his 

evaluation of duties. The Head of the Commercial Section in Los Angeles, 

F.B. Clark reported that the Consulates felt they were neglected by 

External Affairs. The main failure by Ottawa, he believed lay in the 

unused potential for information work. 83 The Canadian Consul General in 

Seattle, Campbell Ebodie, corroborated this assessment and welcoMed 

Bridle's recommendations for a  more intensive information programme 

in the United States. Trade promotion, he said "must . be given the 

highest priority but I WAS pleased to see the emphasis being.  put on 

improving our information programme. In my opinion we will achieve 

most lasting rewards by working with the schools at all leve1s...',84  

A letter from the Détroit Consul also affirmed the same opinion that 

. trade promotion had outpaced the information programme. The Consul, 

'H.S. Hay, pointed out that although Detroit primarily promoted trade, 

it had great public relations potential if given the opportunity.
85 
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In a 1967 paper on consular activities, the Consul General 

in New York revived the distinction between "active" and "passive" 

consular functions. His passive work could not be controlled. In 

fact the "consular division" of his office handled more people and 

its operation had more influence in creating a Canadian image than any 

other section. He suggested that  Canada  could service such "passive" 

operations without opening new consulates but by setting up sub-offices 

when needed. aren trade reasons for opening new consular offices had 

dubious merit since existing Canadian offices in the United States 

covered a market with potential beyond the ability of Canadian firma 

to exploit thoroughly. Once a trade office opened, it had to be 

committed to providenall types of strictly consular services that, 

evidence to the contrary, are not really needed or that can be handled 

adequately by existing offices." By not opening, extraneous work could 

be controlled.
86 

The "active" work of the consulate resulted from the officers' 

initiative in commercial, economic and financial work, as well as public 

relations activities. Commercially, Consul General believed that many 
were 

Canadian exporters/so close to American markets that they should not need 

the same assistance. Again, he urged reconsideration and better use of 

existing facilities rather than expansion. The indecisive nature of 

Canadian objectives in the United States led to the consulates' problems 

planning their public relations programmes. An information campaign 

could not prevent Americans from taking Canada "for granted" since 

most of them were too busy learning about themselves and the world to 

think about Canada unless serious trouble developed. Public relations 

must be based on the knowledge that money was inadequate. Immigration 

campaigns should be carefully assessed for although they provided 151 



measurable results, they also could attract the least desirable migrants. . 

More subtle Propaganda than the tourist type could . be-undertaken in the 

 schools and universities; any speaking  engagements but thosé tO service 

clubs; T.V. time for Canadian visitors, art exhibits and  press  work. 

With the propoaed opening on the new offices in Minneapolis  in 1969 

and Buffalo, the problem of Consular work  armas  again. The impetus to 

the formation of both these  poste  came from Trade and Commerce who wished 

to establish Trade Promotion posts in theee e American citiee. There-had 

been little consideration of the congeler work to be done. But Trade 	, 

and Commerce wished these poste tO have consular gtatus, and U.S.A. 

Division had provided for the 'ending of an officer to handle information 

and consular work in Minneapolis, although it'would be difficult for 	- 

External to provide  the  resources.'" 

4 memorandum on this subject  for .the  Minister signed by 

Cadieux, agreed "Our experience'is that Eàternal Affaire will inevitably . 

be called uPon to provide some assistance from our own resources. As -

soon as a consulat is opened, there 18 always a demand for information 

and a wide range of consular service (which the public hes a right to 

expect) and which will create demands  on the resouroes of OurDepartment".
88 

External Affairehad been forced to  close  seven eissions and to withdraw 

External,Affairs personnel from five other poets, in its effort to meet 

the Government's expenditure guidelines. 	. 

Mr. Sharp, Secretary of State for Eâternal  Affaire,  refused to 

sign the Memorandum to Cabinet authorising these new openinge, because 

he felt concerned that "the interpretation that will be placed upon the 

opening of two offices at a time when we are withdrawing-support from 



89 other offices in the United States and abroad." .  

Thus the cost and the necessity of proViding-consular.services 

by the External  Affaire,  became the reason for opposition to the opening 

of these  poste  during 1969-70 austerity programme. However, the Cabinet 

apProved the Buffalo and Minneapolie openimge and the poste were ' 

established in 1970. 
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CHRONQLOGI 

1873-74 	First non-resident  Immigration Agents in the U.S. 

1877 	 Resident agents at Detroit and Duluth. 

1903 	22 resident agents in the U.S. 

1905 	 Trade Commissioner sent to Chicago. 

1906 	 Trade Commissioner withdrawn from Chicago. 

1921 	 Conversion of Bureau of Canadian Information in the 
U.S. into a Trade Office. 

1929 	 Opening and cloeing of a Trade Post in San Francisco. 

1939 	 Trade Offices opened in Los Angeles and Chicago.  

1939 	 Seven Immigration Offices remained in the U.S. 

1939-1945 	Government offices set up in U.S. (Washington) Joint 
Chiefs of Staff, Shipping Board, Information Board, 
Censorship Liaison, RCMP, Prices and Trade Board. 

1940 	 First consular programme proposed by H.L. Keenleyside. 

1942 	 Consulate General proposed in New York, Sept. 19, 1942. 

1943 	ldomigration Office left in Seattle. 

1943 	Canadian Legation becomes Canadian Embassy. 

1943 	 Consulate-General in New York . apprOved April 8, 1943 
under authority of War Measures Act and opened later 

. that year. 

1944 	 July 7, 1944 second consular programme proposed by 
MacDonnell after agitation by L.B.  Pearson.  

1945 	 In October British asked Canada  to  assume vice-consulate 
at Portland, Maine.  

1946 	J.S. Foote, sent as temporary  vice-consul  to Portland. 

1947 	 March 24, 1947, A.A. LaFleur appointed honorary 
Canadian Vice-Consul. 

1947 	January 6, 1947; Consular Division established. 

1947 	March 13, 1947, Trade and Commerde notified External 
they were closing their offices in  Los Angeles and 

• 	Chicago. 
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1947 	 April; Leslie Chance met British Consuls at Washington 
and undertook a tour of the U.S. to determine needs. 

1947 	 July 2; Leslie Chance submitted his report. 

1947 	 August 14; Cabinet authorised four posts. 

1947 	 November 1; Consulate—General established in Chicago 
under Edmond Turcotte, 

1947 	 Consulate set up in EMbassy with jurisdiction in 
District of Columbia. 

March 18; New York's jurisdiction expanded. 

April 1; Opening of Detroit Consulate ,  

July 2; Opening of Consulate General in San Francisco 
under H.A. Scott, of External formerly Commercial 
Consular in Washington. 	• 

1948 	 October 13; Consulate opened in Boston under T.F.M. 
Newton of External Affairs ,  

1949 	 September, Edmond Turcotte, Consul General in Chicago 
recommended a Consulate in New Orleans, and a 
Memorandum submitted to the Minister. 

1949 	 Trade Section established in Boston. 

1950 	 Boston and Detroit freed from supervision by New York 
and Chicago. 

Washington D.C.'s territory increased to include 
Virginia, West Virginia, Maryland and Delaware. 

Detroit turned over to Trade and Commerce, B.C. Butler 
appointed Consul and Trade Commissioner. 

A.A. LeFleur was persuaded to remain as honorary 
Vice Consul in Portland, Maine. 

June; B.C. Butler of Trade and Commerce made a tour 
of the southern U.S. 

October, Trade and Commerce decided to open a Consulate 
in New Orleans and External Affairs agreed. 

January 21; Consulate opended in New Orleans under 
Gerald A. Newman, Trade Commissioner and Consul. 

1948 

1948  

1948 

1951 

1951 

1951 

1951 

1952 
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1952 	 Assistant Trade Commissioner appointed to Chicago. 

1952 	 Immigration closed office in Seattle. 	. 

1953 	 April 1; Consulate-General opened in Los Angeles' 
with H.G. Chance, Consul-General - Travel Bureau 
employee retained from opening. 	• 

1953 	 October 1; Consulate-General opened in Seattle. 

1954 	 Summer; Trade section set up in Los Angeles Consulate- 
General. 

Tour by W.G. Stark. 

Chicago under F.H. Palmer, Trade and Commerce, 
although External responsible for general administration. 

1955 	 January; G.A. Newman given title but no perquisites 
of Consul-General. 

, 1956 	 Proposed tour by  liaison  team. 

1956 	 April; W.G. Stark of External Affairs took over 
New Orleans from Trade and Commerce. 

1961 	 February; proposed office in Philadelphia. 

1961 	 June 5; office opened in Philadelphia. 

1964 	April; Cabinet approved opening a Consulate in Cleveland; 
office opened that fall. 

1965 	Bridle Report. 

1967 	June 1967; Cabinet approved opening a COnsulate in 
Dallas; office opened late summer. 

1968 	. 	October - Consulate opened in San Juan; 

1.970 	March; Consulates opened in Buffalo and Minneapolis. 

197 	 April; Cabinet approved Consulate-General to be 
opened in fall. 

1954 

1955 
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Footnotes  

PART I 

1 

1 

1. Canadian Representatives Abroad,  Gordon Skilling, Ryerson Press, 
• Toronto,  1945, page  33. 

(Soins of jkilling's assertions conflict with information contained 
in Departmental files. In such cases the files were deemed correct). 

9323 - B - 40C Vol,I4.L.B. Pearson to N.A. Robertson, May 26, 1944. 

2. Skilling op. Cit. p. 293 

The Department of EXternal Affairs was not immune to the wartime 
pressure to increase its official Canadian consular representation. 
For  example, consular rank was conferred on the Charges d'Affaires 
in both Paris and Tokyo as a result of fighting in Europe and Asia. 
Further, the necessity of maintaining relations with Greenland and 
St. Pierre, temporarily separated from their parent states, led to 
the establishment of consulates on those islands. These two offices, 
the Department emphasized, were set up purely on a contingency basis 

•.."to meet special requirements with no definite decision...taken on 
the general question of establishing a Canadian Consular Service." 
Consular regulations had not been written and the consular officers 
did not engage in normal consular activities, but instead acted as 
liaison officers between the Canadian and local governments in an 
effort to cope with the unprecedented situation. 

3. Such activities included issuing passports, authenticating documents, 
accepting declarations of intent to maintain Canadian domicile, 

• answering inquiries regarding wartime .  legislation, providing Canadian 
nationals with assistance, and handling all the strictlynon7 
commercial matters formerly attended  to  by the New York Trade 

• Commissioner's Office. 

4. File 9323—A-40G ,  

Two Privy Council Orders passed on April 8, 1943, B.C. #2899 and 
P. C.  #2900 granted the Department the authority to establish consular 
posts. The former order stated in part that Canadian representatives 
be empowered to exercise functions which hitherto had been performed 
by British diplomatic and consular officers. The latter order 
granted the specific authority for the opening of a Consulate-General 
in New York. 

5. This Jurisdiction was the same as that of the British Consulate General. 

■••■■• 
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6. File 11336-18-40. Despatch from the 3iEA (Hugh Keenleyside) to the • 

Legation in Washington, April 9, 1943. 

File 9323-A-40C. Report of Meeting on April 21, 1943 - also, copies 
of various instructions as they were prepared. 

John Read, the Departmental Legal Adviser, wrote tô the departments 
concerned asking for their assistance in preparing the instructions 
which were drafted throughout the spring of 1943,and sent to Mew York 
when finalized. 	■ 

8. The British believed that their business in Portland wns not of 
sufficient quantity to warrant a consulate there. 

9. File 8310-B-40. Letter from the -Deputy Minister of Transport-to 
the USSEA, Nov. 17, 1945 to N.A. Robertson, Dec. 7, 1945. 

File 8310-B-40. Memorandum for M. Beaudry from R.M. Macdonnel„ 
October 31, 1945. 

Departmental officers knew they could scarcely refus the British 
request to take over the responsibilities of the Portland office, but 
they doubted their ability to operate such an office  • All shipping 
matters were still dealt with by British consuls, and Canadians had 
no experience  in the  requisite techniques of administration. The 
Department refused also to retain the service of the British Vice 
Consul as that would evoke the image that Canada still laboured under 
vestiges of her 'former colonial position. 
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10. Although the establishment of a Consulate was mandatory due to the 
importance of New York city, Canada lacked diplomatic representation 
outside of Washington and New York. Canadian consular work was 
performed officially by the Consul General in New . Yorkend unofficially 
by the Trade Commissioners in Chicago and Los Angeles. Apart from 
this very limited representation, reliance was placed upon British 
consulates which represented Canadian interests on the basis of the 
legal position of Canadian citizens as British subjects. Frequently; 
those British :.sonsulates spending a large proportion of time administering 
Canadian matters would employ a Canadian as a Vice Consul. 

U. File 8310-B-40. N.A. Robertson to L.B. Pearson, December 12, 1945. 

12. The allocation of an officer to Portland was considered to be only 
an interim move while a thorough investigation was made of the 
possibility of spending a permanent consulate there. 

13. File 8310-B-40. Memorandum of November 29, 1949, 1945 - N.A. 
Robertson; J.D. Foote to USSEA, February 16, 1946. 

Some British Consulates near the Canadian border reported that in 
1944 up to 75% of their work was performed on behalf of Canadians. 

15. Skilling, ob. cit., page 5. 

16. Skilling, ob. cit., page 40. 

17. File 9323-B-40 Vol.I.R.C. Butter to Hugh Keenleyside, March 7, 1942. 

18. File 9323-B-40C Vol.I.L.B. Pearson to N.A. Robertson, March 7, 1944. 

Pearson went further in other statements wherein he claimed the 
United States could hardly understand fully our independent position 
within the British Commonwealth of Nations when the flritish 
administered theLforeign affairs in the United States of so proximate 
a neighbour. 

19. File 9323-B-400 	 Robertson to L.B. Pearson, March 9, 1944.• 

20. File 9323-B-40 Vol. I, Leslie Chance to the Under-Secretary of State 
.for External Affairs, L.B. Pearson, May 28, 1947. 

21. File 9323-B-40 -1101 I - L.B. Pearson to L. St. Laurent, July 2, 1947. 

22:. File 9323-B75-40 H. Allard to USSEA, December 26, 1952. 

23. File 9323-A-400; Vol I, Memorandum of K.A. Bingway; April 17, 1943. 

24. File 9323-B-4001/01 II, L.B. Pearson, Ambassador to-the.U.S., to 
I.A.  Robertson, USSEA, january 5 1  1946. 

Lester Pearson, commenting.on the consular Work performed by the 
Canadian Trade Commissioner in Los Angeles, noted that . an important 
report made by the officer in charge there was nôt forwarded to the 
Department of EXternal Affairs or the Canadian Ehbassy in Washington. 
This lack of co-ordination between those who were de facto performing 
consular functions and the department responsible for these activities 
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showed, declared Pearson, the unsatisfactory nature of the system 
existing in 1946. 

25. File 9323-8-400, Vol 1, Hugh D. 
1944. 

26. File #9323-B-40C Vol I, Hugh D. 
1944. 

Scully to L.B. Pearson, July 26, 

Scully to L.B. Pearson, July 26, 

File 9323-B-40C, Memorandum, July 6, 1944. 

28. Although never implemented, the first two schemes proposed in 1940 
and 1944, are indicators of departmental attitudes underlying the 
opening of offices, duties, and proposed locations. 

29. There is no indication of who ordered the study or its terms of 
reference, but it was prepared hastily as travellers had to be dealt 
with immediately upon the enactment of the regulations. 

30. File 9323-B-400 Report "Canadian Consulates in the U.S.A." by 
H.L.K., July 13, 1940. Contained therein is the full proposal. 
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31. This proposal was in contradiction to the desire of the Department of 
External Affairs to increase the prestige of consular offices by associating 
the Trade Commissioners with the Consulate General. 

32. File 9323-B-40C. R.M. Macdonnell to E.D. Mereer, January 24, 1944. 

33. For an exposition of Pearson's reasons, see the preceding section of this 
paper, and see also File 9323-B-40C, Pearson to Robertson, March 7,  3.944 

 and also Pearson to Robertsonpame 7, 1944. 

For Robertson's reply, see,File 9323-B-40C, Robertson to Pearson, March 9, 
1944. 

34. The Consul General in New York  'had  recommended the placing of anagent at 
Buffalo as the British Consul whose jurisdiction included Upper New York 
State continually referred problems from that area to the New York Consulate 
General. 

File 9323-B-40C Vol. I, Hugh  D. Scully to N.A.  Robertson,  Jànuary 20, 1944. 

Furthermore
e 
 the Department was concerned with the division of time between 

routine consular work and general representational functions. 

File 9323-13-40C, Scully to  Robertson,  June 14, 1944 and File 9323,4-40C, 
SSEA to Consulate General, New York, June 12, 1944. 

35. File 9323-B-40C, R.M. Macdonnell to C.M. Croft of the Commercial Intelligence 
Service, June 3, 1944. 

Ibid. R.M. Macdonnell to L.B. Pearson, April 3 $  1944. 

Pearson to Robertson, June 7, 1943. Pearson evinced surprise at the outcome 
of the canvass of British Consuls; so little of their work was on the behalf 
of Canada. 

36. The four major categories of duties which Macdonnell indicated a consulate 
could undertake: consular chores, trade promotion, answering general 
inquiries and public relations, ndicate that his conception included a view' 
of the consulate as a generall; representational bureau and not just•a trade 
office or a passport-processing agency. He emphasized that officers, partic-

. ularly the headé of post,  were responsible for creating a sympatheti c. conception 

of Canada through their  public  speaking and representatiOnal.work. 

37. As stated earlier, the New York Consulate General had already recommended that 
Buffalo be considered for an office. In addition, the survey of British 
COnsulates showed that much Canadian consular work originated in Minneapolis, 
Philadelphia, Cleveland, . St. Paul and Miami. Furthermore, many were considering 

the possibility of opening an office in New Orleans by reason of the French 
tradition and culture in that area. 
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38.. It was proposed that Consulates General be established at all  six  • • 

	

	
localities unless circumstances dictated a more modest beginning as consulates 
with eventual elevatiOn to the status of Conaulatea Geneeil, 

39. File 9323-B-40C, Memorandum from J.E. Reed, July 6,  1 44. 

Read eidvised that Buffalo Detroit, and Seattle  ought to be Consulates and 
not consulates general, although Macdonnellos report was flexible on this 
matter. 

In commenting on the statue of the offices, Read made the interesting point, 
which has been reiterated by consular administrators since, that, once 
established, it would be easier to raise a consulate to a consulate general 
than to lower a consulate general to the status of a consulate. He carried 
his caution in designating the dignity of the proposed offices as far as 
advising that even  Los  Angeles and Chicago should be set up as consulates 
since Trade and Commerce had diecovered that ethere is nothing to do in 
Chicago", and had sent a "not very senior officer there" just to keep the 
office open. 
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40. Some attention was given to the establishment of honorary consulates as 
a means of alleviating the staffing problems. 

41. Read believed that cordial relations would be destroyed if appointments 
were made from departments other than Trade or EXternal Affairs. 

42. File 9323-B40C Vol. I, W.D. Maodonnell to N.A. Robertson, July 15, 1944. 

43. File 9323-B-40C Vol. I, Allan Arscott, President of the. Bank of Commerce to 
J.W. Ilsley, May 28, 1945. 144:J. Coldwall to J.A. Mackinnon, September 20, 
1945. D.F. Brown, M.P., to Hume Wrong, March 18, 1946. 

File 923-B-40C, Vol. I, J.E. Read to A.E. Arscott, May 31, 1945. 

45. File 9323-B-40C I.B. Pearson to N.A. Robertson, January 5, 1946. 

44. 
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46. File 9323-A-49C Vol II, Memorandum "Organization and Functions of the 
Consular Division" prepared by Leslie Chance, November 28, 1947 for 
the Unisterts Book. 

After the war, the growth of representation abroad, the passage of the 
Canadian Citizenship Act, the revival of. immigration, and the increasing 
need of Canadian citizens for aid in their travels, all made evident the 
necessity of a separate division. 

47. File 9323-A-40C Vol.. II, Ibid. 

The division was made specifically responsible for issuance and control 
of Canadian passports, granting and rejecting visas and - insofar as the 
Department of External Affairs was concerned, for dealing with the questions 
of citizenship, immigration, deportation, repatriation, relief of distressed 
Canadian abroad, travel control, merchant seamen', war graves, pension -8 of 
Canadian ex-servicemen and their dependents, the protection of the interests 
of Canadians abroad, "and all other matters which are normally and by 
international usage the concern and responsibility of a consular service. 
The division was also empowered to draft and to iesue regulations and 
instructions dealing with the matters set out above and to ensure that such 
regulationsead.instructions were kept current. One section of the division 
was to  supervise offices and the  setting up of new  establishments  abroad; 
another to deal with general policy questions, and a third with Passports 
and visas. 

48. File 9323-B-40C Vol. II, Minutes 
1947. 

of the Interdepartmental Meeting, March 17, 

would terminate a Canadian presence in those Withdrawal by Trade and Commerce 
cities. 

49. File 9323-B-6-40 H.H. Wrong to L.B. Pearson, January 11, 1947. 

50. File 9323-B-40C Vol. II, Memorandum from L. Chance to the Personnel Officer, 
March 5, 1947. 

51. File 9323-B-40C, Vol. II, Hume Wrong to L.B.Pearson, March 11, 1947. 

52. File 9323-B-40C Vol. II, Màmorandum for the Minister from L.B. Pearson, 
April 14, 1947. 

53. Chance visited Washington, D.C., New York, Boston, Buffalo, Detroit, Chicago, 
Seattle, Portland, (Oregon), San Francisco, Los Angeles, and Norfolk (Virginia). 

54. File 9323-B-40C Vol. II, L.G. Chance to W.L. MacDermot, May 19, 1947. 



55. Chance proposed founding his system on a hierarchical arrangement similar 
to that in Keenleyside's 1940 scheme. The existing Consulate-General in 
New York would be jointed by two others, first at Chicago and then at San 
Francisco, the two "obvious centres" from which Canadian representation 
in the mid-West and Pacific Coast should radiate. Thereafter, other offices 
would be opened presently at Los Angeles, Boston and Seattle, and later still, 
additional consulates in Cleveland and New Orleans. 

56. File 9323-B-40C, Vol. 14 Memorandum to the USSEA from Leslie Chance, 
July 2, 1947. 

57. File 9323-B-40C, Vol. II, Memoramtento the Minister by L.B. Pearson, 
July 2, 1947. 

L.B. Pearson submitted the proposa].  to Louis St. Laurent the eame day it was 
presented to him and ne  reiterated the immediacy of the need for a "distinct 
Canadian flavour" in the consular system while concurring fully with Chance's 
recommendations. 

58. File.9323-B-40C, Vol. II, Memorandum from Pearson to St. Laurent, August . 8, 
1947. See also the same  file ' for a Summary of the Cabinet decision of 

. August 14, 1947. 	' 

The Cabinet apprOved of the opening of the four offices. on August 14e  1947. 

59. Locations for the two other posts for which funds were available had not been 
designated although Pearson believed they would probably be consulates in 
Boston and Los Angeles. 

60. File 9323-B-40C, Vol. II, Telegram from Canadian Adbassador to SSEA, 
September 23, 1947. Saue file - copy letter F.T.A. AshtonGwathin to 

' 	John 	Holmes, September 29, 1947. 

61. File 9323-B-40, Vol. III, Memorandum dated November 29, 1948. 

In amplifying this proposal in 1948, Chance remarked that Detroit and Boston 
were to have been subsidiary respectively to Chicago and New York. 

62. File 9323-B-40, Vol. II, The report of Leslie Chance on his visit to Seattle, 
June 2, 1947. 
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63. This was due mainly to the fact that External Affairs did not have a set .  
plan of consular priorities. 

, 64. An immediate impetus arose in 1947 when the Department of Trade and Commerce 
signified the imminent withdrawal of their officer in ehicego. 

A memorandum of 1955 stated that a reason for EXternal opening an office 
there was the trade factor, but thie obviouslywas Unjustified in view of' 
previous consideratione and actions. 

(9323-B-40, Vol. III, Memorandum by G.R. Harman). 

65. The establishment of a Consulate-General had been recommended by L.B. Pearson 
in 1945 when he urged EXternal  Affaire  to take over the Trade Commissioner's 
office. 

(9323-B-40, Vol. II, Report of'L.G. Chance on Chicago, 1947. 

66. The jurisdiction of the Consulate General included: North Dakota, South 
Dakota, Nebraska, Kansas, Oklahoma Texas, Minnesota, Iowa, Missoui, 
Arkansas, Louisiana, Wisconsin,  Illinois, Kentucky, Tennessee,  
Indiana, Michigan, Ohio and Mississippi. Michigan and Ohio almost 	immediately 
Came under the direction of the consul in Detroit. 

67. 10137-B-40,  Vole. I and II. 

68. The new Consul General's report of 1954 indicated that his major concern 
was still centered around information work. 

69. 9323-8-400, Vol. II, Leslie Chance's report on Detroit and . 
9323-8,40, Vol. III,  Memorandum by G.R. Harman, June 21, 1955. 

70. 9323-13-40, Vol.  III,  Memorandum to the Chief Administrative Officer from 
Leslie Chance, November 6, 1947, and Eecott Reid to L.B. Pearson, December 
2, 1947. •9323-8,40, Vol. III, L.B. Pearson to M.W. Màckenzie, December 12, 
1947. 

The first Consul, James H. Hurley, an External Affaire:Officer, was placed 
*under the "aegis of the Consulate General at-Chicago" in accordance with 
Chancels recommendationethat there be three COnsulates4eneral to serve as 
administrative centres for the consular system. 

71. 9323-AP40, L.G. Chance to J.Hurley, June 14, 1949. 

72. 9323-B-40, Vol.III, Memorandum, March 7, 1950. 

73 0  9323-B-40, Vol. III, Memorandum for M. Cadieux from J. Dave, Consular Division 
May  21, 1959. 
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74. 9323-AP-40, Vols.  II and III for reports of the Detroit Consulate in 
1952 and 1954 respectively. 

75. 9323-B-40, Vol. II, report on the visit of Leslie Chance to San Francisco 
June 12, 1947. 	. 

76. San Francisco jurisdiction: Washington, Oregon, California, Idaho, 
Nevada, Arizona,  Montana,  Wyoming, Colorado, Utah and New  Mexico.  
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77. File 10137-,40 H.A. Scott to Embassy, July 15, 1948. 

78. Exam,)les of his workload included: representational chores whicn he could 
not adequately perform due to the size of the jurisdiction; daily office 
administration and consularduties trade promotion; trade and tourist 
inquiries; cultural and educational work; and press relations. 

79. File 11559-40  Allard's report on San Francisco, December, 1952. 

80. File 9323-B-40, Vol. II, Chancels report from Boston, May 11, 1947. 

81. File 9323-B-1-40, Memorandum for Pearson from L.Chance, October 11, 1947. 

Pearson,,USSEA, concurred, and when he received an editorial of the Boston 
Globe he commented that, "I think this should be next along with Los 
Angeles and after Chicago and San Francisco." 

82. File 10137-C-40, T.F.M. Newton to USSEA, July 18, 1950. 

Further, the jurisdiction of Boston included Massachusetts, Maine, New 
Hamphshire, Vermont and Rhode  Island.  

83. File 9323-B-1-40, Memorandum for T.H.M. Newton, September 25, 1948, and 
File 4900-B-13440, Post Book Copy of Instructions, 1958. 

The immediate concerns of the Boston consul consisted mainly of representational 
tasks. Newton, indulging his information training, spent much of his time 
visiting Canadian societies in Boston and making speeches to various local 
groups. Although he also investieted some economic matters, he requested 
the appointment to Boston of sonieone with commercial expertise. A traae 
section of the consulate under a Trade Commissioner, although established 
in 1949, never received its full complement of staff. 

84. File 10137-,D-40, Memorandum from L.G. Chance to A.D.P. Heeney, November 29, 

85. File 10137-C-40, T.F.M. Newton to H. Wrong, December 20, 1949. 

86. .File 10137-C-,40, Wrong to.Chance, December 28, 1949. .Chance to Wrong,' 	. 
January 5, 1950; Moran to Wrong, January 28, 1950. 

87. File 4900-B-13-40, VOl. I, Letter of Instructions, J.A. Strong, April 27, 1951. 

88. File 9323-B-40, Vol. II, Wrong to Pearson, October 6, 1947, and Chance to 
MacDermott, October 14, 1947. •  

89. File 10137-D-40, Memorandum from L.G. Chance to USSEA, -  November 29, 1949. 

90. File 5100-AB-40, Copy PCO No. 1208, March 18, 1949. 	 . 

These new states were: Connecticut, Delaware, Florida, Georgia, Maryland, 
Maine, Massachusetts, New Hampshire, New Jersey, New York, North Carolina, 
Pennsylvania, Rhode Island, South Carolina, Vermont, Vizegiiiaand 'host 

. 	Virginia. 
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91. 9323-B-1-40, Letter of Instructions, T.F.M. Newton, September 25, 1948. 

92. 8310-B-40, L.G.Chance to USSEA, August 13, 1951. 

93. 8316-8-40, Memorandum by K.P.I. Kirkwood to the USSEA, July 20, 1951. 
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94. 8310-B-40 Memorandum bz F. Leger, August 15, 1951. 

• 	Mr. Leger remarked that it would not be advisable to close the 
Portland post for at least another year. 

95. 8310-B-40 .  MeMorandum from Canadian  Consul  General, Boston, • 
January 28, 1952. 

96..9323-AL,5-40, to Canadian Consul General, Boston, March 5, 1959. 

Some attention was given to the value received from Mr. La Fleur's 
services for $1500 annual payment made to  Mm. 

97. 8310-B-40 Letter to USSEA from Consul General, Boston, December 22, 
1959. 

98. 9323-AL-5-40'. 

99. 4900-B-9-40 SSE& to Douglas Cole, NOvember . 7, 1950. 

The system which existed from 1949 to 1952, although it adhered in 
many ways to Leslie Chance 's original proposals, had been modified 
in  its implementation. The Department itself. formally recognized 
the provisional nature of the consular program .» of 1948 by noting 
'Letters of Instruction to newly appointed  Consuls  that matters 
had not reached a permanent condition and areas and jurisdictions 
would change as new posts were opened. 

100. 9423-B-40, Vol. III, L.G. Chance to .USSEA, June 1, 1949. 

chance  noted that immigration as well.as trade could be classed as 
à Consular activity. 

101. 9232-B-40, Vol. III, K.A. Greene to Eecott Reid, December 5, 1951. 

102. 9323-B-40, Vol. III, A.D.P. Heaney to K.A. Greene, December 18, 
1951. 

103. 10137-C-40 Memorandum from L.G. Chance to acting USSEA, December 15, 
1948. 

104. The demands of a large territory were felt most keenly by the 
Consulate; General in New York, San Francisco, and Chicago. 

105. 9323-B-40 Vol. III,  K.A. Greene to Eecott Reid, December 5 i  1951. 
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106. 9323-B-40 Vol. III, H. H.  Wrong to Edmond TUrcotte, May 17, 1949 

107. 4900-8-8-40, Draft letter of Instruction for K.A. Greene in New 
York, N.Y., (in either 1949 or 1950 ) 

108. 9323-8-40, Vol. II, Manager of the Foreign Trade Department of the 
Seattle Board of Trade to L.G. Chance, 1949. 

109. 10137-0-40, L.G. Chance to H.A. Scott, October 16, 1948. 

Chance believed that there was much.ilork to be done in the Seattle 
area. 

110. 9323-8-40, Vol.  lU, L.G. Chance to E. Turcotte, N.D., Spring of 1949. 

See also L.G. Chance to H.A. Scott, June 11  1949. 

111. 9323-8-40 Vol III, L.G. Chance to Wrong, May 3, 1949; Wrong to 
Chance, May 17, 1949. 

112. Mr. Allard was the new head of the Consular Division. 	. 

113. 10137 - F - 40, Jules Leger to Consular Division August 27, 1952, 
and'despatched from the USSEA to the Canadian Ambassador,  Washington,  
September 15, 1952. 

114. 10137-F-40, Deepatch from H.H. Wrong to USSEL, October 4, 1952 

115. 11559-40, Reports of Allard's tour attached to a Memorandum for the 
USSEA from Hector Allard, December 26, 1952. 

116. 9323-8-40, Vol. III, Report on Turcotte's tour, 1949. 

117. 10137-40, Memorandum, April 8, 1950 

118. 9323-AF-40, Vol. I, Memorandum for the Minister, December 22, 1949. 

Establishment of a Consulate in New Orleans had been deferred by 
reason of financial restrictions. 

A summary of the decision to open a Consulate in New Orleans is 
found on file 9323-8-40, Vol. III, in a memorandum by T.H.W. Read, 
September 22, 1954. It was based on documents on file 10137-E-40 
which was unavailable for this report. 

119. 10137-F-40, jules Leger to. Consider Division, August 27, 1952. 

120. The original proposal for the status of New Orleans as a Consulate 
General originated in the memorandum to the Minister in 1949. 

121. -  9323AF-40 Minutes of the Interdepartmental Meeting of June 25, 1953. 
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122. 9323-8-40, Vol. III, Memorandum by T.H.W. Read, History of the 
Establishment of the Consulate General in New Orleans, September 22, 
1954. 

123. 9323-B-40, Vol. II, M.J.W. Coldwell to J.A. Mackininon, September 20, 
1945. 

124. 9323-B-40, Pearson to Robertson January 5, 1946. 

125. 10137-F-40 Vol. I, Report by L.G. Chance on Los Angeles, June 12, 
1947. 

126. 10137-F-40 Vol. I, G.R. Heasman to L.G. Chance, November 17, 1947. 

127. 10137-F-40, H.O. Mbran  to M.W. Mackenzie, February 1, 1949. 

128. 10137-F-40, Robert H. Winters to LB. Pearson, September 25, 1952. 

129. 10137-P-40 Memorandum to Protocol Division from E.W.T. Gill, 
December 27, 1952. 

Formal steps to secure U.S. agreement were not taken until after 
Allard presented his recommendations. 

130. The counties were:  San Luis  Obiopo, Kern,  San Bernardino, Santa 
'Barbara, Ventura, Los Angeles, Orange, Riverside, San Diego, Imperial, 
the states of Arizona and New Mexico as well as Clark County, Nevada. 

The office operated under the acting Consul General, W.K. Wardroper 
until Chance took charge on September 25, 1953. 

131. 10137-F-40, L.G. Chance to J.H. English, June 21, 1954. 

132. 9323-B-40, Vol. III, Report by Leslie Chance on Seattle, June 2, 1947. 

Chance made a further recommendation of the same nature on October 8, 
1948 (10137-F-40) 

133. 10137-G-40 Memorandum from L.G. Chance to acting USSEA, December 15, 
1948. 

134. 10137-G-40, Despatch of C.N. Senior to USSEA, April 1, 1952. 

135. 10137-0-40 Memorandum to Ambassador, August 18, 1952. 

136. 10137-G-40, Memorandum for the USSEA from Hector Allard, August 27, 
1952, 

and 10137-C-40, Despatch from H. Wrong to SSEA, October 4, 1952. 

137. 9323-B-40, Vol. III, Floyd Martin, Houston Chamber of Commerce, to 
D. Cole, Consul General in Chicago, January 18, 1952. 

138. 9323-8-40, Vol. III, Hugh Hester, Vice-President of the Philadelphia 
Chamber of Commerce to the SSEA, March 17, 1952. 	
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139. 9323-B-40, L. Gonacher to L.B. Pearson, April 25, 1952. 

140. 9323-B-40, Vol. 	E.T. Desmond to G.A. Newman, N.D., January 1953. 

9323-B-40, Vol. III, G.A. Newman to Hector Allard, April 30, 1953. 

The British also had reported that in Miami 75% of the work involved 
visiting Canadians. 

141. 9323-B440C, Vol. III, Despatch from W.K. Wardroper, Los Angeles 
Consulate General to USSEA, June 30, 1953; F.L. MenDez to Minister 
of the Department of External Affairs, July 10, 1957; Irwin Kuhn, 
Director of the Cleveland World Trade Association to A.D.P. Heaney, 
July . B, 1957. 

142. It is interesting to note that all the requests, regardless of their 
merit, did not stimulate a review of consular requiremente. 

143. 9323-B-400, Hector Allard to G.A. Newman, December 29, 1952. 

144. 9323-B-40, Vol. III, Hector Allard to G.A. Newman, April 9, 1953. 

145. 9323-B-40, Vol, III, T.F.M. Newton to D. Leo Dolan, Director of 
the Canadian Government Travel Bureau, July 30, 1953. 

146. 9323-B-40, T.?. Malone to F.L. MenDez, July 24, 1957. 

147. Three cities which the Department had - in mind as locations for  
consulates were St. Paul Minneapolis, Miami, and Houston. 

148. 9323-B-40,  Vol.  III, Memorandum for the Minister prepared by R.M. 
Macdonnell, SepteMber 2, 1953. 

149. 9323-B-40, Vol. III, Memorandum by J.H.W. Read, September 23, 1954; 
W.G. Stark to Associate USSEA, October 1, 1954. 

150. 9323-B-40, Vol. III, from Dave to Marcel Cadieux, May 21, 1959. 

151. 9323-B-40, Vol. III, Memorandum for the Associate USSEA, from 
W.G. Stark, October 1, 1954. 

152. The 1949 report Of Edmond Turcotte, written during a period of tight 
money, emphasized economics in his choice of New Orleans but Hector 
Allard, in his later report of 1952, reiterated the nationalistic, 
representational, and cultural justifications for the selection of 
new sites. 

153. Indeed, after 1953, economic considerations were the major levers 
used by American interest groups, particularle the Chambers of 
Commerce, to pay a consular office and of the Canadian government. 
Cleveland, Philadelphia, Oincinnatti, Phoenix, and Miami, all used 
this argument in the presentation to the Department of External 
Affairs. 
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Furthermore, among the officials of External  Affaira,  economics 
played the  most  important role in the consideration of Houston as 
a consular possibility. 

154. 9323-B-40, M.J. Vechaler to J.H. English, Director, Trade Commissioner 
Service,  March 31, 1955. 

155. In that case, however, EXternal Affairs had been actively conaidering 
an office in that location before Trade and Commerce made their 
proposal. 

156. 9323-B-40, Vol. III, Report titled Extension of Trade Commissioner  
Posts in the United States attached to a letter from T.R.G. Fletcher, 
Director of the Trade Conunissioner Service, to the USSEA, February 23, 
1962. 

157. 9323-B-40, Vol. III, James A. Roberts to N.A. Robertson, Fdbruary 13, 
1961. 

The choice of Philadelphia by Trade and Commerce rested on that 
cityls potential as a market for Cmadian exports in the field of 
industrial components. 

158. 9323-B-40, Vol. III, Ibid. 

159. 9323-B-40, Vol. III, Telex to External from HeeneY, February 13, 1961. 
This opinion was strongly concurred in by H. Scott, Consul General 
in New York (Scott to External, March 6, 1961). 

160. 9323-B-40, Vol. III, Telex to Heeney from the Consular Division of 
EXternal Affairs, February 23, 1961. 

161. 9323-B-40, Vol. III, Telex from Heeney to EXternal Affairs, March 3, 
1961. 

162. 9323-13-40, Vol. III, Memorandum to-Cabinet, from D.M. Fleming, 
(President of the Treasury Board), April 6, 1961. 

163. 9323-B-40, Vol. III, Memorandum to Cabinet from D.M. Fleming, April 6, 
1961. 

The cabinet did not approve the submission until April 10, 1961, 
although Trade and Commerce had signed a lease for the office on 
April 1. 

164. 9323-B-40, Vol. III, Despatch from USSEA to the Consulate General, 
New York, June 7, 1961. 

The new office in Philadelphia was not prepared to manage consular 
affairs for a short time after its establishment. 
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165. 9323-13-40, Vol. III, M.J. Vechster to John H. English, March 31, 1955. 
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179. 9323-B-40, Vol. III, C.S.A.Ritchie to External Affairs, November 5, 1963. 
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FOOTNCTES 

181. 	The jurisdiction of the Dallas ConsUlatewas:  Texas, Oklahoma, 

Arkansas, and New Mexico, and for consularpurposes only, Texas. 

The consular activity was to be purely responsive (Letter to 

New Orleans, October 24, 1967 from USSEA). 

18. 	Memorandum to Cabinet, October 21, 1969. 

	

.183. 	File 1-1-3 SAN Memo Burbridge re meeting in Operations 

Division, Personnel Service Division, No. ej  1967. 

184. 5-1-3-GUS-SAN Memorandum for the Minister 	 . 

185. 3-7-1-SAN Mémo from J.M. Cook, Personnel Operations'to 

Consular Division, GWU. May 28, 1969. 

186. 3-7-1-SAN Memo from Canadian Embassy in Washington to USSEA 

January 13, 1970. 

187. 3-7-1-SAN Privy Council Office Appointment, January 19, 1971. 

188. 5-1-3-GWU-SAN Letter from Shortliffe to Director General of 

Bureau of Western Hemisphere, Klaus Goldschlag, December 4, 

1971. 
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Boundaries - Organizations and Conferences - 
International Boundary Commission 	 25-1-IBC 

Consular Affairs - Policy and Plans, 
USA 80-1-USA 
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Administrative Arrangements for the 
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and Estimates - Programme Review- USA Div • .5-1-3-Gus 	. 3 	:Nov/70 	jan/71 

Finance Adm.inistration•Policy Planning 
and Estimates, USA - Dallas 	 5-1-3-Gus-DAL •1 	• 	Jan /7].  • 

Finance Administration --Policy, Planning 	. 
Estimates - Proî,ramme Review USA Div 	5-1-3-1;1US 	1 	.Feb/68 	June/69 

anadian consular Instructions - herchant 
3eamen . 	 9323-C-40 	4 	Jan/51 	. Apr/53 

Organization & Establishment, Policy 
and Planning - uleveland 	 1. . 	-4ay/63 

2erformance of consular Duties by 
Canadian Trade Commissioners Abroad . 

• Procedure 	 10609-40 	. 1 	4tug/47 	June/54 
• 

Finance Lociministration Policy, Planning 
and Lstimates, USA - Cleveland 	 5-1-3-GUS-ULE 1 	har/68 	Jan/71 

New York - Reports on Consular Activities 
in 	 9323-AL-40 	1 	Ju1y/48 	June/63 

.Letters of Instructions to  Head of  
L'anadian Posts Abroad New Orleans 	 4900-8-15-40 	1 	. Dec/51 	ilar/56 

Act to Amend the Dept of External Affairs Act 3609-40 	1 	Jan/39 	Dec/50 

0"? 



Sublect File No. 	Volume  From 

Act to Amend the Department-of External 
Affairs Act 	 3609-40 	2 	Jan/51 	Sept/63 

tonsulate Canadian at Boston -  Extensioni 
of eanadian uonsular Service to Boston 	10137.40- 	2 	Jan/49 	Aug/56 

Canadian eonsulate at Detroit -.Extension. 
of Udn Consular Service to Detroit 	 10137-A-40 	• 1 - May/47 	Fia y/54 

Extension of edn eonsular Service to Seattle 
Washington 	 10137-G-40 	1 	.Aar/47 	Jan/54 

Extension of eonsular Service to Los Angles 10137-F-40 	1 	Dec/46 	Feb/56 

eanadian eonsular Service - Instructions 	. 
Inquiries and 1-eports Procedure andRegulations, 9323-A-40 	3 	Jan/48 	Sept/54 

canadian eonsUlate General at San Francisco 
Extension of Gdn uonsular Service to San 	! 
Francisco 	 10137-40 	1 	Apr/47 	Feb/53 

. 	. 

Consul General Uanadian at Chicago, 
Extension of udn Consular Service to Chicago 10137-13-40 	2 	Jan/49 	Nov/51 

• 	. 
uanadian eonsulate General at Chicago, 
Open of Office and-Extension of Gdn eonsular 
Service to chicago 	• 	• 	• 	1013743-40 	- 1 • Jan/45 	Dec/48 

canadian Uonsulate,it Boston, Extension 
-of udn Consular  Service  to .iioston 	 10137-C-40 	1 . 	Apr/47 • 	Dec/48 

Extension of the•Udn DiplOmatic.Service 
Abroad . 	 1720-40 	2 	Jan/53 	ilar/62 

eonsunr Uonferences in USA 	 9323-AP-40 	6 	Oct/60 	Sept/63 

consular Conferences in the USA 	 9323-AP-40 . 

conference of edn L;znsuls in USA 	 9323-g-40 

uonsular eonferences in the USA 	 9323-AP-40 	4 	july"57 	Apr/58 

ilaY/54 	Dec/55 

Jan/50 	Feb/53 

loi  



Subject 

Consular conferences in U.S.A. 

File  Nq, 	Volume . From 	To 

9323-AP-40 4aY/58 	Sept/60 

Nov/48 , 	Feb/60 10274-40 

3 	June/54 	June/57 

2 	Sept/38 • 

. Sept/44 	Oct/60.  

11336-18-40 

318640.-40 

3300 -G 440 

may /43 

Passport Office Organization (Annual 
Establishment Review) 1948  9323-AX-40 Aug,/59 

Jan/51 ellY/54 

OrFanization and Establishment for 
Office of Canadian consul-General 
at New York 

tiegistration in US of Agents of Foreign 
Governments - Lists of Cdn Gov't Employees 
in US 

Consular Convention Between the U.S. 
and Canada - Proposals 

Canadian Diplomats Abroad and Staffs - 
Reports on Tours - Reports on Ceremonies 
and Functions Attended - General File 

1 	Nov/42 	Dec/50 
New York - Organization of and Establishment 
for Office of Cdn Consul-General at 	11336-18-40 

Noli/48 	Dec/49 conference of Canadian Consuls In USA 

Orp;anization and Establishment of Office 
of Ganadian Consul-4neral at New York 

Passport Office Organization (Annual 
Establishment Review) 

Passport Office Organization (Annual 
Establishment Review) 

Passport Office Organization (Annual 
Establishment Review) 

Passport Office Organization (Annual 
Establishment Review) 	, • 

9323-A1440 

11336,18-40 

9323-4-40 

9323-AM-40 

9323-AM-40 

June/61 	, Apr/62 

May/62 	July/63 

. Aug/60 	ay/61 

9323-Ah-40 	2 	Sept/59 	July/60 

1 05 



co.'amercial Relations Between Canada 
and USA 3300-,40 	• 17 	Dec/59 	Nov/60 

I I 
I .  

Commercial nelatione Between USA and 
CAnada 33oo-40 Apr/54 	Dec/54 

SUBJECT 

Commercial Relations Between USA 
and canada 

•commercial Relations Between Canada 
and USA 

FILE  NO. 	VOLEME 	FROM  • • 	TO 

t e 

3300-40 . . 	9 	Apr/56 	Aug/56 

3300-40 	16 • Apr/59  • 	Nov/59 

t t 

commercial Relations Between Canada 
and USA 

commercial Relations .Letween Canada 
and USA 

Commercial Relations Between USA and 
Canada 

Commercial Relations Between USA and 
Canada 

Commercial Relations Between Canada 
and USA .  

Commercial Relations Between Canada 
and USA 

n 	n 

US commercial Relations with Canada 

commercial Relations between Canada 
and USA 

US Commercial Relations with Canada 

It 	 tu 	 ii 

	

3300-i40 	19 	June/61 	Feb/62 

	

33011,40 	15 • Oct/58 	Marf59 

	

3300-40 	11 	Feb/57 	.July/57 

3300-40 • 	10 	Sept/56 	Feb/57 

3300-40 	14 	Apr/58 	 • Sept/58 

3300-40 	13 	Jan/58 	Mar/58 

3300-40 

• 3300-40 • 	'3 	Mar/44 	Mar/47•

3300-40 	 Apr/63 	Oct/63• 

3300-40 	2 • • 'Aug/41 	1ar/44 

• 3300-40 	• 	5 	•Jan/53 • 	 Mar/54 

12 	Aug/57  • 	Dec/57 

105 
 



1 

1 
1 
1 
1 
1 

107) 

SUJEt.11  

US Comercial Relations with Uanada 

11 	 ti 	n , 

n .  

FILE NO. 	VOLUk,E 	FROM 

3300-,-40 	. 	4 	Apr/47 	Dec/52 

3300-40 	18 	DeC/60 	:May/61 

3300-40 	20 	inar/62 	Mar/63 



BIBLIOGRAPHY FOR SECTIONS ON: SAN JUAN, ATLANTA, AUSTERITY AND INTEGRATION 
PREPARED BY E. MCALLISTER  

Subiect 	 File No. 	Volume  

Organization & Establishment Policy . 
& Planning - Cleveland 	 2-1-CLE 	1 

General Administration - Policy and 
Coordination - Administration 
Arrangements; Opening of New Posts - 
Atlanta 	.. 	 1-1-3-ATA 	1 

Finance Administration - Policy, 
Planning and Estimates U.S.A. - Boston 5-1-3-GUS-BSN 1 

Finance Administration - POlicy 
Planning & Estimates - Programme 
Forecast - USA Division - Buffalo 5 -1 -3 -GWU -BUF 1 

Finance Administration - Policy, 
Planning & EstimateS - Programme Review - 
USA Division - CONGEN, Boston 	 5-1-3-GWO-BSN 

Finance Administration Policy, 
Planning and Estimates U.S.A. - 
Chicago 	 5-1-1 GUS-CGO 1 

Finance Administration Policy, 	. 
Planning and Estibates U.S.A. - 
Cleveland 	 5-1-3-GUS-CLE 1 

Finance Administration - Policy, 
Planning and Estimates - Programme 
Forecast - USA Division - Dallas 	5-1-3-GWU-DAL 1 

• Finance Administration PoliCy Planning 
and Estimates U.S.A. - Detroit 	5-1-3-GUS-DET 1 

Finance Administration Policy Planning 	• 
and Estimates U.S.A. - Dallas 	 5 -1 -3 -GUS -DAL  • 1 

Finance Administration Policy Planning 
and Estimates U.S.A. - Philadelphia 	5 -1 -3 -GUS -PHIL I 

Finance Administration Policy Planning 
and Estimates U.S.A. - New Orleans 	5-a-3-GUS-NLN . 1 
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Subject 	 . File No. 	Volume 

Finance Administration  Policy and 
.Planning and Estimates U.S.A. 
New York CONGEN  5-l -3-GUS  -NYK 

Finance Administration - Policy, 
Planning and Estimates - Programme 	. 
Review - U.S.A. Division - San Juan 	5-1-3-GWU/SAN 

Finance Administration Policy Planning 
and Estimates U.S.A. San Juan 	5-14-GUS-SAN 1 

Finance Administration Policy, 
Planning and Estimates U.S.A. - Seattle  5-1-37GUS -SEA 

Finance Administration - Policy, 
Planning & Estimates - Programme 
Review - USA Division - CONGEN Seattle  5-1-3-GWU-SEA 1 

Finance Administration - Policy, 
Planning &Estimates - Programme 
Review - United States Division . 	5-1-3-GUS 

Finance Administration - Policy, 
Planning and Estimates - Programme 
Review - United States Division 	 5-1-3-GUS 	2 

Finance Administration - Policy, 
Planning and Estimates - Programme 
Review - United_States Division 	 5-l-3-GUS 

Finance Administration - Policy, 
Planning & Estimates - Programme 
Review - United States Division 5-1-3.4WU 

Finance Administration - Policy, 
Planning & Estimates - Programme 
Review - United States Division 5-1-3.4WU 2 

Finance Administration - Policy, 
Planning and Estimates - Programme 
Forecast -  US .A. Division 	 5-1-3-GUU 	Temporary 

199 



Subiect 

General Administration - Policy & 
Coordination - Administrative 
Arrangements for Opening of New Posts 
Replaces File 10668-40 

File No. 	Volume  

1-1-3 

Political Affairs--Policy & 
Background--Canadian External Policy 
& Relations - Coordination of Policy 
with Consulates in the U.S.A. 

Consular Affairs - Policy and Plans 
U.S.A. 

Consular Affairs Policy & Plans - 
U.S.A. 

20-l-2-USA-3 

80-1-USA 

80-I-USA 
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